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ABSTRACT

TRANSIENT ABSORPTION STUDIES OF CdSe NANOCLUSTER PASSIVATED WITH PHENYLDITHIOCARBAMATE LIGANDS

Yizhou Xie

June 29, 2017

Within the next century, the global population will keep increasing, while our main energy sources such as oil, coal and natural gas will become depleted. Therefore, finding alternative clean and sustainable energy sources requires immediate attention and extracts intense research interests.

Quantum Dots (QDs) and Semiconductor nanocluster (SCNC) research is one of the rapidly growing fields in renewable energy studies, driven by the promising fact that the properties of such materials can be modulated by changing their size, shape, and structures. Combination of semiconductor nanostructures and organic ligands provides even wider possibilities for design and development of effective and task-specific nanostructures. Understanding of, and eventually control of, energetics, interfacial interaction, and photoinduced processes in such highly heterogeneous structures is critical to inventions of novel materials for photovoltaic devices.
In the newly established Ultrafast Laser Facility in the Conn Center of Renewable Energy Research, transient absorption pump-probe spectroscopy (TAPPS) has been employed to investigate the charge transfer dynamics in nanostructures with solar cell applications.

After a brief introduction of quantum dots and quantum-dot solar cells, and ultrafast laser systems including TAPPS detection schemes, our work on some novel nanocluster-ligand systems will be presented. In this work, ultrasmall (1.6 nm in diameter) cadmium selenide nanoclusters with precise size and mass (Cd\textsubscript{34}Se\textsubscript{34}) were passivated by phenyldithiocarbamate (PDTC) ligand monolayers. Because of the quantum confinement effect, the ultrasmall and well-controlled size of the CdSe nanocluster results a series of discrete and well-resolved electron and hole states in its valence and conduction bands, respectively. With the help of transient absorption spectroscopy, a quantitative spectroscopic transient absorption study of energetics and dynamics of these conjugates are presented.

Sub-picosecond electron transfer (ET) and hole transfer (HT) processes from the SCNC core to their organic passivating monolayer were observed in TAPPS when excited at a higher photon energy state than its optical bandgap. Based on results from various control experiments and computational fitting works, photoinduced processes in the SCNC-ligand conjugates have been well understood: Strong coupling between hole states and the ground electronic state of the passivating ligands delocalizes the hole orbitals and facilitates the HT process. In addition, ET from the conduction band of the nanoclusters to the excited states of the ligands creates interfacial charge transfer states with sub-picosecond lifetime. Charge transfer dynamics of CdSe SCNCs with varies of para-substituted derivatives of the PDTC ligand were also studied.
The strong quantum confinement and “magical size distribution” of the ultrasmall SCNC core and the versatility of the passivating ligands give these heterogeneous nanostructures very different material functions from the bulk, which leads to unique applications: from quantum dots solar cells, photocatalysis, to biofluorescence sensors and imaging. The understanding of the charge transfer dynamics will provide useful information and guide a better design for the device in different scientific and industry fields.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Research reported in this dissertation, namely ultrafast spectroscopic investigations of photo-induced charge carrier dynamics in ligand-passivated quantum dots (QDs) is motivated by the global demand for renewable energy sources and the urgent need to improve power conversion efficiency (PCE) of solar cells. Quantum dots are promising candidates for harvesting solar energy and may be utilized to surpass the PCE limit of photovoltaic devices. In this chapter, a brief description of the current status of solar cell research is presented first, followed by basic knowledge of QDs and their applications, especially in solar cells. We conclude this chapter with the outline of this dissertation.

1.1 Global Energy Demands and Available Energy Resources

According to the Population Projections Report released by the United Nations recently, the world population is highly unlikely to stop increasing within this century. In fact, there is an 80% probability that the world population will reach 9.6 billion in 2050, and 12.3 billion in 2100 [1]. In 2005, the energy consumption by human activity had an estimated annual growth of 1.5%. The global demand will reach 30 terawatts (TW) in the mid-century, and this number will be doubled at the end of the century [2].
With the industrial development and population growth worldwide in the past decade, the increasing energy demands require immediate attention. Economically developing countries with large populations like China, India, and Brazil, have already started making additional power plants every week to meet their fast-growing energy demand in the near future [3].

The majority of world’s energy supply is currently generated from fossil fuels such as coal, crude oil, and natural gas. However, all these traditional sources of energy face limited supply, and burning fossil fuels can increase the risk of global warming and climate change. Current estimation of the global reserves of fossil fuels suggests that, at today’s level of extraction, humans will run out of coal in 2127, crude oil in 2067, and natural gas in 2069 [4].

The fact that fossil fuel is not sustainable is not the only concern. Using fossil fuels as energy supply contains other severe hidden social and environmental costs. Air and water pollution, land degradation, and destruction of ecosystems, are all associated with coal mining, gas drilling, and oil drilling. Burning fossil fuels at power stations, industrial factories, or in everyday automobiles that run on gas, induces the danger of asthma and cancer, and has strong impacts on global warming and sea level rising [5]. With the growing environmental concerns associated with fossil fuels, there has been an increasing support among scientists for finding alternative renewable energy sources, such as wind and solar power.
1.2 Solar Energy and Solar Cells

There is \( 9 \times 10^{22} \) J of energy that reach earth every day from the Sun, and the daily consumption by human society is only about \( 9 \times 10^{18} \) J [6], which means that if mankind could harvest solar energy efficiently, the global energy demands would be met without jeopardizing the ecosystems on earth.

Solar energy provides an environmentally-friendly method to generate power. Unlike the unsustainable fossil fuels, solar energy generation harvests power from the Sun, a source that is essentially infinite, and converts sunlight to electricity. In addition, solar panels are very modular, making them easy to install both for residential households and commercial uses.

The first photovoltaic solar cell was made by French scientist Edmond Becquerel at the age of 19 in 1839. In 1883, Charles Fritz built the first solid-state solar cell that was made of the semiconductor selenium and coated with a thin layer of gold. However, his solar cell only had about 1% sunlight to electricity conversion efficiency, while most modern-day solar cells have a conversion rate of 15 – 20%. In 1887, the photoelectric effect was observed by German physicist Heinrich Hertz, and later explained by Albert Einstein who received the Nobel Prize in 1921 for his contribution on the topic. Their contributions laid the groundwork for all modern-day solar cells [7].

On April 25\textsuperscript{th}, 1954, Bell Labs announced the invention of the first practical silicon solar cell, demonstrating 6% efficiency [8]. Over the next few decades, not only has our understanding of photovoltaic cells gradually increased, but also semiconductors have become more readily available for cheaper prices, providing further incentive to advance
solar cell technology. As of 2015, the most efficient and cost-effective commercial rooftop solar panel has an efficiency of 24% [9].

1.2.1 Electronic Band Structures of Semiconductor Materials

A solar cell is a photovoltaic device that converts the energy of sunlight directly to electricity. Conventional solar cells are made of semiconductor materials. A semiconductor is a solid substance that has electrical conductivity between that of an insulator and that of a conductor. The conductivity of a solid is due to the electron energy band structures of the material. Figure 1.1 shows the band structures of a conductor, an insulator, and different types of semiconductors.

In band structure theory, a hypothetical electron energy level, which is called the Fermi level, is used in solid state physics in order to analyze the energy levels in a solid. At thermodynamic equilibrium, this fermi level would have a 50% probability of being occupied, which means any energy bands that are lower than the Fermi level would be completely filled with electrons, and any energy bands that are higher than the Fermi level would be unfilled with electrons. The valence band is the highest filled band, while the conduction band is the lowest unfilled band. The valence band and conduction band are the closest energy bands to the Fermi level.

In insulators and semiconductors, the energy difference between the top of the valence band and the bottom of the conduction is generally referred as the band gap, where no electron states can exist, therefore, also called the forbidden band. Within the valence band, electrons are used to form bonds to neighbor atoms, while within the conduction band, electrons can move freely and conduct electricity. Therefore, the position of the Fermi level
related to the conduction band and the valence band is the crucial factor in determining electron conductivity of a solid material.

In a conductor, the conduction band and the valence band overlaps, and the Fermi level lies within the overlaps (Figure 1.1.a). In this case, the conduction band is filled with electrons which conduct electricity. In an insulator or a semiconductor, the Fermi level lies in the band gap between the conduction band and the valence band (Figure 1.1.b and c). Therefore, the conduction band is unfilled, i.e., no electron conductivity. However, in semiconductors, the band gaps are small enough for the Fermi level to be thermally populated with electrons or places for electrons (which called “holes”). When provided with energy in the form of a photons or thermal vibration, electrons in the valence band can leap across the band gap of the semiconductor. This leads semiconductor materials having electrical conductivities between those of conductor and those of insulators. Furthermore, the energy bands can be shifted by doping semiconductor materials with extra electrons or holes. N-type semiconductors have extra electrons, and therefore are negatively charged. P-type semiconductors have extra holes, and are positively charged. The Fermi level of the p-type semiconductor lies near the valence band, and that of n-type semiconductor lies near the conduction band. At thermal equilibrium, as shown in Figure 1.1.d, electrons can move from the p-type to the n-type, and holes can move from the n-type to the p-type.
Figure 1.1. Energy Band Structures in Solid Materials
1.2.2 Power Generation and Efficiency of a Solar Cell

A solar cell is made of a layer of n-type semiconductor and a layer of p-type semiconductor. Where the two layers of semiconductor meet, electrons can jump over the p-n junction, leaving positive charges on one side and negative charges on other side (Figure 1.3.a). The minimum energy required for an electron to leap from the valence band to the conduction band is called the band gap energy. If an incoming photon has energy greater or equal to the band gap energy of the semiconductor material, the photon will be absorbed by the p-n junction, and the energy is transferred to an electron, generating an electron-hole pair. The electron and the hole can then be separated and drift towards opposite directions in the built-in electric field across the p-n junction and contribute to a net current \( I \) within the solar cell device. With an external load, the current generates power \( P \) which is equal to the current times the voltage \( V \), or, \( P = I \times V \).

The maximum amount of power that can be generated by a solar cell is limited by many factors, such as short-circuit current, open-circuit voltage, fill factor, and efficiency. The IV curve of a solar cell is shown in Figure 1.2. The short-circuit current \( I_{sc} \) is the current in the solar cell when the voltage across the cell is zero (i.e., the solar cell is short circuited). For an ideal solar cell with no resistive loss, the short-circuit current is equal to the maximum current that can be produced in the solar cell by photon excitation [10]. The open-circuit voltage \( V_{oc} \) is the maximum voltage available from a solar cell when the circuit is open and the current is zero [10]. \( I_{sc} \) and \( V_{oc} \) are the maximum current and voltage, respectively, from a solar cell. However, at both of these points, \( (0, I_{sc}) \) and \( (V_{oc}, 0) \), the power form the solar cell is zero. The maximum power \( P_{max} \) is generated at \( (V_{mp}, I_{mp}) \), where the product of \( V_{mp} \) and \( I_{mp} \) equals to the largest rectangular area that will fit under the
IV curve (Area A in Figure 1.2). The fill factor, commonly known as FF, is an important parameter that is used to measure the quality of the solar cell. It is defined as the ratio of the maximum power from the solar cell to the theoretical maximum power which is the product of $I_{sc}$ and $V_{oc}$ [11]:

$$FF = \frac{P_{\text{max}}}{P_{\text{theoretical}}} = \frac{I_{mp}V_{mp}}{I_{sc}V_{oc}} = \frac{\text{Area A}}{\text{Area B}}$$ (1.1)

Graphically, FF is the ratio of the two rectangular areas in Figure 1.2. In real life application, a larger FF is desirable, and its corresponding IV curve is more square-like. A typical solar cell has a fill factor ranges from 0.5 to 0.82.
Efficiency is another important parameter, which is the ratio of the electrical power output \( (P_{\text{out}}) \) and the solar power input \( (P_{\text{in}}) \). When the output power is equal to \( P_{\text{max}} \), the solar cell is operating at its maximum efficiency \( (\eta_{\text{max}}) \). \( \eta_{\text{max}} \) can be related to \( I_{\text{sc}} \) and \( V_{\text{oc}} \) using FF.

\[
\eta = \frac{P_{\text{out}}}{P_{\text{in}}} \Rightarrow \eta_{\text{max}} = \frac{P_{\text{max}}}{P_{\text{in}}} = \frac{I_{\text{sc}} V_{\text{oc}} \text{FF}}{P_{\text{in}}} \tag{1.2}
\]

These four quantities: \( I_{\text{sc}}, V_{\text{oc}}, \text{FF}, \) and \( \eta \) are the key parameters when characterizing the performance of a solar cell [10].

1.2.3 Shocley-Queisser Limit

In 1961, William Shockley and Hans Queisser [12] calculated the maximum theoretical efficiency of a single p-n junction silicon solar cell with a band gap energy of 1.1 eV (i.e. the band gap energy of the crystalline silicon). They concluded that, with all the sunlight hitting the solar panel, only 31% of the solar energy can be harvested and converted to electricity. This maximum conversion ratio is called the Shocley-Queisser Limit.

There are three main energy-loss mechanisms contributing to the Shockley-Queisser Limit. (1) Blackbody radiation. Any material that is not at absolute zero emits electromagnetic radiation, which is energy lost from the material (Figure 1.3.a). (2) Radiative recombination. An electron and a hole can recombine to emit a photon (Figure 1.3.b), which takes away energy. And (3) Spectrum losses. Incoming photons with energy less than the band gap \( (E_{\text{photon}} < E_g) \) cannot be absorbed by the junction and therefore “wasted”. Photons with energy larger than the band gap \( (E_{\text{photon}} > E_g) \) get absorbed, and the absorbed energy excites electrons to energy levels above the conduction band edge, from
which the electrons quickly relax to the conduction band edge. The excess energy ($E_{\text{photon}} - E_g$) is converted to the vibration of the lattice and “wasted” (Figure 1.3.c).[12]

Figure 1.3. Contributions to Photon Energy Losses in a Solar Cell

There are three processes contributing to the photon energy losses. (a) Blackbody radiation, (b) Electron-hole radiative recombination, (c) Charge carrier relaxation.
1.3 Quantum Dots (QDs) and Quantum-Dot Solar Cells

One key assumption that Shockley-Queisser Limit makes, is that only one electron-hole pair can be created per incoming photon. Researchers have found that due to a multiple exciton generation (MEG) mechanism [13, 14] that exists in QDs material, QD solar cells theoretically can exceed the Shockley-Queisser Limit and reach much higher conversion efficiencies than bulk semiconductor solar cells [15, 16].

Quantum dots are small semiconductor nanocrystals that range in size from 2 – 10 nm. Due to the extremely small size, the physics of these nanoparticles is governed by quantum mechanics. The size, band gap, and energy level structure of quantum dots can be precisely controlled, which makes them extremely useful in a variety of applications including implementations in solar cells.

1.3.1 Quantum Confinement Effect

One of the most interesting properties of quantum dots is that due to their diminutive size, the free charge carriers of QDs experience a phenomenon known as quantum confinement. Quantum confinement effect can be defined as the widening of the band gap as the size of the QDs decrease.

Band gap energy of a semiconductor material is the energy required to create an electron and a hole when the electron rests at the minimum of the conduction band and the hole rests at the maximum of the valence band, i.e., the minimum energy separation between the conduction and the valence bands (usually in the unit of eV). As the dimensions of the material get smaller, the electron and the hole approach each other to a distance that the Coulombic interaction between them is no longer negligible, leading to a bound states of the
two charged particles. The loosely bound electron-hole pair through Coulombic interaction is called an exciton.

Similar to the radius of the hydrogen atom in Bohr’s model, the distance between the electron and the hole of an exciton, dubbed “the exciton Bohr radius”, can be used to characterize the exciton. Let $m_e$ and $m_h$ be the effective masses of the electron and hole, respectively. (The mass of the hole ($m_h$) is much smaller than the mass of the proton ($m_p$) in Bohr’s model). $\varepsilon$, $\hbar$, $e$ are the optical dielectric constant, reduced Planck’s constant, and the charge of an electron, respectively. The exciton Bohr radius can be expressed as \textbf{Equation 1.3}.

$$\frac{\hbar^2}{\varepsilon e^2} \left( \frac{1}{m_e} + \frac{1}{m_h} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.3)

When the size of the quantum dots (diameter = R) is equal to or smaller than the exciton Bohr radius $r_B$, the electron and hole pairs are confined spatially to a dimension in which quantum mechanics starts to take over, (i.e., the quantum confinement effect occurs). Under quantum confinement, the behavior of an exciton in the quantum dot can be approximated using the classic “particle in a box” model. Therefore, rather than the standard energy continuum seen in bulk semiconductors, QDs have discrete or “quantized” energy levels.

The “particle in a box” model for quantum confinement in QDs was first proposed by Efros and Efros [17] in 1982 and later modified by Louis Brus [18] in 1983. An exciton in a quantum dot (with a diameter = R) can be treated as a particle in a potential well with infinite potential barriers at its boundaries. The shift of band gap energy ($\Delta E_g$) due to quantum confinement effect is dictated by the Brus Equation:
\[ \Delta E_g = E_g(QD) - E_g(bulk) = \frac{\hbar^2 \pi^2}{2 \mu R^2} \left( \frac{1}{m_e} + \frac{1}{m_h} \right) - \frac{1.78e^2}{eR} - 0.248E_R^* \]  

(1.4)

The first term of this equation is the confinement energy of the exciton, similar to the zero-point-energy of a particle in an infinite square well potential. The second term represents the Columbic interaction between the electron and hole, called exciton binding energy. The last term is size independent, and called the Rydberg energy. The Rydberg energy, \( E_R \), corresponds to the energy of the photon whose wavenumber is the Rydberg constant, i.e., the ionization energy of the hydrogen atom. In most cases, the last item is negligible. Overall, the bandgap of QDs is a function of the size. As the diameter (R) of a QD decreases, both the band gap energy and the separation between the intra-band energy levels increase. The band gap of QDs can be precisely tuned by changing their size [19-21].

1.3.2 Harvesting the Solar Spectrum

**Figure 1.4** shows the solar radiation spectrum [22] of sunlight at the top of Earth’s atmosphere. The wavelength distribution of the spectrum is similar to what would be expected from a 5250 °C (5523 K) blackbody radiation. As sunlight passes through the atmosphere, some radiation energy is absorbed or scattered by gases in the atmosphere. The red trace in **Figure 1.4** is the solar energy that reaches Earth’s surface, and therefore can be harvested by photovoltaic devices.

A bulk semiconductor solar cell can have band-edge absorption of sunlight only at a certain wavelength, and the energy from the rest of the solar spectrum is wasted. Multi-junction solar cells can have ban-edge absorption at different wavelength but are in general very expensive and highly unpractical for commercial productions.
On the other hand, QD solar cells can absorb sunlight at band-edge over a broad range of frequency due to the fact that the band gaps of the QDs can be precisely tuned over a broad range of the solar spectrum due to the quantum confinement effect. QDs with different dimensions and hence different band gaps can be mixed together and used as light absorbers. Through electrophoretic deposition with sequentially-layered architecture, tandem QD solar cells have been built to capture the incident visible and infrared photons [23]. The sequential layering of the large-band-gap CdSeS QDs followed by the small-band-gap QDs (Figure 1.5) maximized the light-harvesting capability across the solar spectrum. Therefore, QD solar cells are much more efficient than bulk semiconductor solar cells in harvesting solar energy, and could be a much cheaper alternative for the traditional multi-junction methods [20, 21, 24, 25].
1.3.3 Atom-Like Energy Level Structures

QDs ($d = 2 - 10$ nm) and semiconductor nanoclusters ($d < 2$ nm) bridge the gap between bulk materials and single molecules. In this size regime, quantum confinement effects lead to an observable increase of the bandgap. The discrete, quantized energy levels in the QDs result electronic structures that are intermediate between bulk semiconductors, which have continuous energy levels within the energy bands, and individual molecule, which have a single HOMO-LUMO gap (Figure 1.6).[26]
As the size of the QDs gets smaller, the number of atoms decreases, and so does the number of the quantized energy levels. In the absence of the band-mixing effect, the discrete energy levels replace the continuous energy bands that are in bulk semiconductors, and each bulk bands gives rise to an independent series of quantized states, which can be classified using two quantum numbers: $L$ and $n$ [27]. The angular momentum, $L$, determines the symmetry of the electron wave function, i.e., the shape of the orbital [27]. And the principal quantum number, $n$, denotes the size of the orbital. In the typical notation of QDs quantized states, the momentum is indicated by a letter, (S for $L = 0$, P for $L = 1$, D for $L = 2$, and so on), and preceded by the value of $n$. The three lowest energy states in the order of increasing energy are 1S, 1P and 1D (Figure 1.7.b).
However, while this notation provides a reasonable description of the electron states of a QD, as 1S(e), 1P(e), and 1D(e), it oversimplifies in the case of the complex multi-subband character of the hole states in typical semiconductor QDs [27]. Due to the quantum confinement-induced mixing between different valence subbands [28, 29], which produces a more complex structure of hole quantized states, the true quantum number of QDs hole states is the total angular momentum, $F$, and the hole states are usually denoted as $nL_F(h)$. According to the hole energies calculations in CdSe QDs [28], the three lowest hole states are $1S_{3/2}(h)$, $1P_{3/2}(h)$, and $2S_{3/2}(h)$ (Figure 1.7.c). Optical transitions that involve these states are fully resolved in linear absorption spectra of colloidal CdSe QDs, and only several interband transitions are allowed, which are indicated by up arrows in Figure 1.7.c [27].
The theoretically predicted energies of those interband optical transitions in CdSe QDs were reported [30], and later confirmed by experiments [31].

1.3.4 Exciton Dynamics: Generation, Dissociation, and Recombination

A number of processes effect the PCE of QD solar cells: exciton generation (i.e., light absorption), exciton dissociation, exciton recombination, charge carrier transportation and recombination [32]. The first PCE limiting process is exciton generation. When sunlight hits the active film of solar devices, if the photon energy of the incident light is larger than the band gap of the semiconductor material, the solar irradiance can be absorbed to excite an electron from the valence band into the conduction band. The excited electron quickly falls back to the bottom of the conduction band through intraband relaxation. When an electron in the conduction band and a hole in the valence band are bounded through Coulombic interaction, a photoinduced exciton is generated. The bound state of the electron and hole pair need to be split into free charges in order to contribute to the photoconductivity, which is the second PCE limiting process: exciton dissociation. In order for a successful exciton dissociation, the photoinduced free charge carriers must be transported to inorganic ligands, or the shell structure of the nanocrystal, or an organic acceptor [33-35]. The distance that the charge carrier travels between exciton generation and exciton recombination is the diffusion length. Increasing the diffusion length, and reducing the rate of the recombination is essential for improving the PCE of solar devices [36, 37]. The three most common recombination are discussed here: Shockley-Read-Hall recombination, radiative recombination, and auger recombination.
A. Shockley-Read-Hall Recombination (aka, Trap-assisted Recombination)

Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination process is named after three scientists: William Shockley, William Thornton Read [38] and Robert N. Hall [39]. First, an electron in the conduction band falls into a new localized energy state which is created within the band gap due to an impurity in the lattice. Then the electron in the trap state recombines with a hole in the valence band (Figure 1.8.a). Such energy states within the band gap are called deep-level traps, hence the name trap-assisted recombination.

B. Radiative Recombination

Radiative recombination is a form of spontaneous emission. During this process, a photon is emitted with the wavelength responding to the energy released from the electron-hole recombination (Figure 1.8.b). Spontaneous emission often induces stimulated emission. When photons are present in the semiconductor material, they can either be absorbed and generate an exciton, or stimulate a radiative recombination, resulting in a new generated photon with similar properties to the original photon. Photon absorption is the key process in solar cells, while the latter, stimulated emission, is the basis of solid-state lasers and LEDs.[29]

C. Auger Recombination.

In Auger recombination, the energy is used to excite a third charge carrier (usually an electron) to a higher energy level without moving to another energy band (Figure 1.8.c). After this intraband excitation, the third carrier usually losses its excess energy to thermal vibrations. Auger recombination is a three-particle interaction, much like the Auger electron emission, in which the filling of an inner-shell vacancy of an atom is achieved by the
emission of an electron from the same atom (Figure 1.8.d). These Auger effect processes are hard to produce, due to the fact that the third particle would have to be in an unstable high-energy state at the beginning of the process.[13, 40]
1.3.5 Multiple Exciton Generation (MEG)

It has been experimentally observed [13, 14, 29, 41, 42] that within QDs, one incoming photon can generate multiple electron-hole pairs, which increases the quantum yield, which is defined as the number of electron-hole pairs created per photon. Since the bound state of an electron-hole pair is called an exciton, this phenomenon is called multiple exciton generation (MEG). MEG theoretically makes the efficiency of QD solar cells possible to exceed the Shockley-Queisser Limit.

In terms of energy conversion, QD solar cells function in the same way as traditional solar cells. Photons with energy higher than the band gap are absorbed, which creates electron-hole pairs. However, QD solar cells have an enhanced ability of harvesting solar energy. When the energy of a photon ($h\nu$) is greater than the band gap energy by at least two times, the photon energy is absorbed by the QD and an electron is excited to an energy level much higher than the conduction band edge (blue arrow in Figure 1.9). This electron quickly relaxes to the bottom of the conduction band by releasing energy. Unlike in bulk materials, the released energy does not transfer to lattice vibration (i.e. generating a phonon), but transfers to another electron through impact ionization, which excites the second electron to the conduction band (green up arrow in Figure 1.9). The whole process produces two electron-hole pairs from one photon, and multiple electron-hole pairs may be produced with sufficient photon energy. Conventionally, researchers have referred MEG as a non-radiative reverse effect of the Auger recombination.

MEG is not exclusive to QDs, but could occur in traditional solar cells as well. However, in bulk semiconductors, the rate of impact ionization is much slower than that of phonon emission. So most of the excessive photon energy is lost via phonon-electron
scattering. Only when the photon energy is many times of the band gap energy, the rate of the impact ionization becomes competitive to the phonon emission, and MEG becomes relevant. As a result, the threshold photon energy for bulk semiconductors to have a quantum yield greater than 100% is in the deep ultraviolet, which is out of the solar spectrum on earth surface. Thus, MEG is much more rare in bulk material solar cells than in QD solar cells.

1.3.6 Photoinduced Charge Carrier Dynamics

In QD solar cells, various semiconductor nanostructures (zero-dimension QDs, one-dimension nanorods, two-dimension nanosheets, core/shell QDs, and ligand-passivated QDs) have been widely investigated as the light absorber and charge transfer components,
due to their novel properties of tunable band gap, large cross-section, and fast charge separation. It is important to understand the photon-induced charge carrier behaviors in those nanostructures, which determines the overall efficiency of the solar devices [43]. For a successful exciton dissociation, fast charge transportation, or slow charge recombination is required. In a variety of studies, inorganic shells and organic ligands are used to modulate the rate of the charge transfer. Lian et al. reported that the photon-generated excitons in CdSe/CdS quasi-type II core/shell QDs enables ultrafast charge separation and ultraslow charge recombination [44]. Furthermore, enhanced multiexciton dissociation efficiency can be achieved through interfacial electron transfer [35, 45, 46]. The photoinduced electron transfers from QDs (CdS, CdSe, and CdTe) to molecular acceptors (anthraquinone, methylviologen, and methylene blue) have also been studied. The rate of the transfer increases as the size of the QDs decrease.[47]

Over the past decade, organic ligands that either withdraw electrons from or donate electrons (i.e., withdraw holes) to the QD cores, have drawn great attentions to researchers [31, 48-52]. Ligands with aromatic rings are especially interesting due to their pi-conjugation structure which offers the strong ability to extract photon-generated charge carriers from the QDs surface [49, 53-55].

Weiss et al. reported a method for controlling the size of an exciton within the QDs through a hole-delocalizing ligand phenyldithiocarbamate (PDTC) [56-58]. Para-substituted derivatives of the ligand with various electron-donating/withdrawing abilities were studied, which reveals that strong electron withdrawing group on the ligand expands the wave function of the excitonic hole in the CdSe QDs (Figure 1.10.a), and facilitates the hole transfer rate from the QDs [56]. Weiss and coworkers suggest that the energy level
alignment between the QDs valence band and the ligand HOMO level plays an essential role for the hole transfer rate (Figure 1.10.b).[56]

Figure 1.10. Wave function (a) and Energy Level Alignments between the Hole-delocalizing Phenyldithiocarbamate (PDTC) Ligands and the CdSe QDs

Figure adapted with permission from reference 56. Copyright 2012, American Chemistry Society.
Understanding of the charge transfer behaviors across the core/shell interface, or from QD core to its passivating ligands, as well as investigation on the charge recombination rate and its pathways, are important for the design of photovoltaic devices, and the improving of the efficiency of QD solar cells.

1.3.7 Advantages of Implementing Quantum Dots in Photovoltaic Devices

In general, QDs can be implemented in solar cells in various ways to improve the stability and PCE performance: (A) QDs can be used to form an ordered three dimensional array that acts as a photo-electrode to convert sunlight to electricity; (B) QDs can substitute for dye molecules in a dye sensitized solar cell as the light absorber, and generate a quantum yield greater than 100% through MEG; (C) In QD dispersed solar cells, QDs are dispersed and blended with organic semiconductor polymers, to improve light harvesting efficiency [59].

Due to quantum confinement and other related properties, QDs possess some unique advantage when implemented in solar cells.[60]

i. Larger solar spectrum coverage. Band gaps of QDs can be tuned by changing their sizes. It is therefore possible to harvest photon energy across the entire solar spectral on the earth surface from UV (350 nm, i.e., 3.5 eV) to IR (2500 nm, i.e., 0.5 eV) by mixing QDs with different sizes, and using them as the light absorber in photovoltaic devices;

ii. Higher efficiently due to MEG. Multiple exciton generation in QDs can be utilized to harvest photon energies much higher than the band gap energy, and
hence bypass the Shockley-Queisser Limit. An external quantum efficiency exceeding 100% may be achieved through MEG;

iii. Tunable charge carrier dynamics. Inorganic shells and organic ligands can be designed into the synthesis of QDs, and the surface chemistry of QDs can be modulated according to various applications. Furthermore, hot carrier relaxation dynamics could be significantly reduced due to the exciton confinement effect;

iv. Commercially available. Solution-based fabrication of QDs solar cell is relatively cheap, while High-quality heterojunction/tandem solar cell with hole conductors is possible;

v. Thermally Stability. Compared to organic polymers, QDs are more stable and oxidation/moisture/UV resistant.

1.4 Quantum Dots Synthesis and Surface Chemistry

In 1981, Russian physicist Alexey Ekimov [61] discovered a semiconductor nanocrystals (known as quantum dots) in a glass matrix. In 1985, Louis Brus, professor of chemistry at Columbia University, observed QDs in a colloidal solution [62]. By 1993, colloidal CdX (X = S, Se, Te) based QDs were successfully synthesized [63-66]. Within the past two decades, a variety of synthesis methods for QDs were developed and the optical properties of those QDs were studied [29, 60, 67-70]. Meanwhile, the commercial implementations of QDs have also been explored [71, 72].

For most QD-based applications, a crucial requirement for the synthesized QDs is that the size distribution must be narrow. Two steps are involved in the formation of monodisperse QDs: a rapid nucleation, followed by a slow growth period [63, 73, 74]. The rate of the nucleation is controlled by the critical temperature and the degree of
supersaturation of the solution. Because of the high surface-to-volume ratio of the QDs, surface-passivating reagents known as surfactants need to be added during the synthesis of QDs in order to prevent aggregation [75]. Common surfactants include oleic acid (Omega-9 fatty acid), dodecylamine (DDA), trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO), and dodecanethiol (DDT). These surfactants can be used to tune the activity of the precursors [76], and the optical properties of the synthesized QDs [77].

Hot injection is the most common method for QDs synthesis. This method involves a rapid injection of the precursor(s) into a boiling surfactant, at the critical temperature. Upon injection, the precursor(s) decompose into monomers which initiates the nucleation step. Meanwhile, the overall reaction temperature starts to decrease rapidly. The decrease of temperature terminates the nucleation stage and the solution enters the slow growth period (Figure 1.11) [78]. The size of the synthesized QDs is controlled by the rate of the nucleation, the concentration of the precursor(s), the injection temperature, and the growth temperature, and the length of the growth period [79, 80].

Figure 1.11. Hot Injection Method to Synthesize Quantum Dots.
Reprinted with permission from reference 70. Copyright 2015 American Chemistry Society.
Other synthesis methods, such as the heat-up method [81], do not require the injection of the precursors, but involve a steady heating process of a mixture of the precursors and the ligands. In the recent years, a low-temperature synthesis method was reported. Using a cold injection method, very small “magic-sized” Cd$_{34}$Se$_{34}$ can be produced [82-84]. The diameter of the CdSe nanocluster is less than 2 nm, leading to a larger band gap than conventional QDs ($d = 2 – 10$ nm).

Purification procedures are required after the synthesis of the QDs, in order to remove the unreacted precursor(s) and excess surfactants. Otherwise, those impurities in the synthesized QDs will hinder the charge transfer processes and reduce the efficiency of the QD solar devices. As-synthesized QDs undergo a repeated processes of precipitation and dispersion in a non-solvent and a solvent, respectively, to remove unwanted impurities [85].

To implement QDs in photovoltaic devices, post-purification processes, both physical process and chemical process, are usually employed. The most common physical process is converting the QDs solution into a solid film by deposition methods, such as drop-casting, spin-coating or dip-coating. Chemical processes generally include ligand passivation, ligand exchange, alloying and doping, and the formation of a second material shell.[70]

1.4.1 Ligand Exchange

By varying the surface chemistry, the optical and physical properties of QDs can be modulated. As-purified QDs are typically capped with long chain surfactants. These surfactants act as an insulating medium, and stabilize colloidal QDs from aggregation in low-boiling-point organic solvents. However, long organic chains increase the spacing
between QD molecules and lead to a low packing density, which hinder the charge transfer processes in the solar devices [86]. The initial capping can be exchanged from long organic ligands to short conductive ligands before device fabrications. Numerous studies showed that as the length of the ligands decreases, the observed inter-particle spacing is reduced, the electron transportation is facilitated, and the carrier mobility is increased.[87-90]

Adjusting surface ligands will significantly change the optical and electronic properties of QDs [91]. The choice of ligands will impact the charge transfer processes [92], and also determine whether a single QD species acts as a p-type or a n-type semiconductor in the solar devices [93-95].

1.4.2 Core-Shell Quantum Dots

Surface ligands can slowly desorb from the surface of the QDs. Thus ligand-passivated QDs need to be stored under low-temperature condition and handled with care. A more efficient surface passivating method is creating a long-lasting semiconductor shell by surrounding the core structure of the QDs with a secondary material, and forming a core/shell structure. This semiconductor shell will isolate the core material completely from the surrounding environment.

Two parameters effect the choice of the shell materials: the lattice mismatch and the band gap offset. Depending on the band gap offset, different types of core/shell structure was defined [96]. Type-I core/shell structures are formed when the shell material has a larger band gap than the core material, and the valence band edge of the shell is lower than of the core, while the conduction band edge of the shell is higher than of the core (Figure 1.12.a). In this case, the charge carriers are confined in the core structure, and therefore the optical
properties of the QDs are depended on the core material. PbS/CdS is the most studied QDs with type-I core/shell structures [97-99]. The PbS/CdS QDs are synthesized through a cation-exchange procedure in which purified PbS QDs are mixed with a cadmium precursor [97]. The thickness of the CdS shell is optimized by controlling the conditions of the cation-exchange to provide near-completed surface passivation [100].

In type-II core/shell QDs, the band gap of the core material accommodates either the valence band edge or the conduction band edge of the shell material. When the valence band edge of the shell is within the band gap of the core material, the electrons stay in the conduction band of the core, while the holes transfer to the valence band of the shell (Figure 1.12.b). When the conduction band edge of the shell is within the band gap of the core, the electrons transfer to the conduction band of the shell material, while the holes stay in the core (Figure 1.12.c). In both cases, the band gap energy of the QDs red-shifts to longer

![Figure 1.12. Band Gap Offset of Type I (a) and Type II (b and c) Core/Shell Structures.](image)
wavelength (i.e., the band gap gets smaller). Electrons and holes are separated spatially as one charge carrier is localized in the core structure and the other carrier is localized in the shell structure, leading to a reduced electron-hole overlap and a longer exciton radiative lifetimes [101-103].

1.4.3 Deposition Methods

In order to transform the synthesized colloidal QDs into a solid thin film for the use of photovoltaic devices and other applications, different deposition methods were developed over the past decade. All methods rely on depositing a small volume of QDs solution onto a substrate, followed by solvent evaporation. The most common substrate for photovoltaic devices is titanium dioxide (TiO₂) coated fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) glass. Low boiling-point solvent is typically used for a fast drying step, which facilitates a rapid and reproducible production.

The three most commonly employed deposition methods are drop casting [104], spin coating [105] and dip coating [106]. Drop casting is the simplest method. A drop of the QDs solution is deposited on the substrate and the solvent is left to dry without any further process. If the solvent has a high boiling point, drop casting can also be performed on a hot surface at elevated temperature. The disadvantage of this method is the long drying time which can lead to a low packing density of the film [107].

Spin coating is the most common method. The substrate is fixed on a rotating stage that is under vacuum. Once the QDs solution is deposited onto the substrate, the stage starts spinning at a speed of 1000 – 1500 rpm (rotation per minute). High quality and uniformed thin film can be produce through this method by using a constant spinning speed. The
thickness of the film also can be adjusted by repeating the deposition-spinning process several times (named layer by layer spin-coating deposition method) [105, 108, 109].

Dip casting method is performed by “dipping” the substrate into a stock solution of QDs, and withdrawing at a constant speed by an automated hand [106]. Due to the viscosity and the surface tension of the solution, a thin layer of the QDs is deposited on the substrate. While drop casting method is usually employed with high boiling-point solvent, the dip casting method only requires low boiling-point solvent such as hexane for a proper deposition.

1.5 Other Applications of Quantum Dots

As the synthesis technique of QDs become increasingly advanced during the past two decades, high quality colloidal QDs with various structures and compositions are largely available. The unique physical, electronical and optical properties of QDs are exploited as a novel material in numerous fields of applications.

QDs-based light emitting diode (QLED) has drawn intense research interests and inspired commercialization efforts [71]. Compared to organic LEDs (OLED) [110], QLED has a narrower emission peak, which is advantageous for high quality image in electroluminescence applications. Furthermore, semiconductor inorganic materials have a better thermal stability than organic materials. Due to the quantum confinement effect, QLED can be made to emit more than three premium colors and enable IR emission.

Early QDs-based electroluminescence devices were made of self-assembled QDs, and blue-green emission peaks were observed [111]. Later, QLED with multicolor emission was developed for image-displaying applications and light sources [112-116]. Near-Infrared
emission from QLED was also achieved with 5 nm monodispersed PbSe QDs [88, 117] or 4.6 nm HgTe QDs [118]. By using layer-by-layer deposition method, multilayer QLED was fabricated where QDs are sandwiched between polymer composite hole transfer layer (HTL) and electron transfer layer (ETL) [119, 120]. This type of organic/inorganic hybrid LED structure exhibits high luminescence for the whole visible spectrum [115].

QDs have also been implemented in the photodetector [121-123] and photoluminescence (downconversion) applications [124, 125]. QDs-based photodetectors with high sensitivity [126] or detection range that go into the mid-infrared [127] were fabricated in the last decade. Very recently, the first colloidal QDs photodetector with a nanoscale sensitivity was developed by using color-tunable plasmonic nanofocusing lenses [128]. Meanwhile, LED with nearly full color emission (i.e. white light) has been achieved using QD/polymer composites. Furthermore, CdSe/ZnSe QDs can be used for the downconversion of high energy (blue or ultraviolet light) to lower energy (red or green light) [129].

Due to the unique optical properties, QDs have the potential of being vastly employed in the field of bioimaging. Compared to traditional dye-based imaging, QDs have higher extinction coefficients and high quantum yields. Both absorbance and emission of the material can be tuned by size. The emission peak is narrow and multiple QDs can be used in the same assay without interference. Therefore, a significant amount of research is focused on using QDs in biological imaging.[130-132]

Researchers developed QDs-based methods for in vivo and in vitro imaging and diagnostic of live cells by functionalizing different size CdSe QDs with different molecules [133-135]. The size-tuned luminescent color offers great complement or replacement of conventional organic dyes. Fluorescence bioimaging, labeling and sensing techniques can
also benefit from QDs implementations [136-138]. QDs with high quantum yield are perfect for intensity-based imaging, while the narrow emitting spectrum makes QDs ideal candidates for spectral-based applications. The longer fluorescence lifetime of QDs is advantageous for the use of lifetime or time-gated modes of biosensing and biolabeling.

More complex bioimaging techniques have also been developed, such as Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) assay [139-141] where luminescent CdSe-ZnS core-shell QDs are used as the energy donors, and Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) [142-144] where biocompatible and nontoxic QDs are used for in vivo tumor targeting and detection.

One of the most important and advanced tools in medical imaging is Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) technique. Based on the principle of proton nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), protons get excited with a short radio frequency pulse, followed by a free induction decay relaxation which is measured/deconvoluted with Fourier Transform. Water and lipid molecules with high proton density appear brighter on MRI, while bone and tendon with low proton density appear darker. However, where there are soft tissues and regions containing air pockets and fecal matter, the traditional MRI technique falls short. It has been proven that QDs-based contrast agents can change the signal intensity of MRI at the desired location, which provides unprecedented sensitivity and selectivity for molecular imaging.[145-148]

1.6 Motivation of the Study

The functioning of modern human society is highly depended on the energy we consume. The majority of the world’s energy sources rely on unsustainable fossil fuel, which
is not only facing limited supplies, but also causes severe health and environmental issues leading to global warming concerns. Because the world population is unlikely to stop growing within the next fifty years, the energy crisis that we will encounter in the near future requires immediate action. Renewable energy source such as solar energy is the best alternative eco-friendly choice to meet the world’s energy demands. For the past two decades, photovoltaic devices that transfer sunlight to electricity attracts enormous research interests. Among all the semiconductor devices, QD solar cells are the most advantageous due to its high photon to electron ratio (i.e. the quantum yield) and size-controlled tunable band gap.

Further improvement of PCEs of QD solar cells requires in-depth and quantitative understanding of photon induced charge carrier dynamics in QDs. This includes the generation and dissociation of excitons, charge transfer processes, and recombination of electrons and holes. In general, slow electron-hole recombination and a lowered charge transfer barrier are desired. Single-junction QD photovoltaic devices have been studied intensively over the past decades. The new focus in the field is multiple-junction integration. The development goal is to create high-efficiency solar cells with minimum loss in charge carrier thermalization and improved spectral utilization. It is also appealing to combine the distinctive properties of QDs with traditional solar cell materials such as silicon, or novel large-gap solar materials like perovskites, in order to develop new generation of solar devices with improved sunlight harvesting ability and enhanced efficiency. Studying the energy level structure and charge carrier dynamics of QDs is essential for all QD-based applications including solar cells.
The works reported in this dissertation focus on the charge transfer kinetics in 2.9 nm CdSe QDs and 1.6 nm CdSe nanoclusters. These nanoparticles were passivated with highly conjugated phenyldithiocarbamate (PDTC) ligands, which delocalize the charge carriers in the QDs. By using femtosecond laser spectroscopy, we studied the charge transfer processes and obtained important information of not only the interaction between PDTC ligands and CdSe nanoparticles but also the charge transfer across the interface. We uncovered sub-picosecond hole transfer and hot electron transfer processes when the CdSe nanocluster were excited with a photon energy much higher than the band gap. We also studied the role of passivating ligands semi-quantitatively by exchanging PDTC with its derivatives and hence tuning the energy level alignment between the HOMO level of the ligand and the hole level of the QDs. Differences in the energy level structure and charge transfer time constants were observed when various ligands were used. Understanding the fundamental principles behind how charge carriers relax and transport between the semiconductor core and organic/inorganic ligands can provide useful insights into these interesting and promising systems and guide the development of QD solar cells and other devices.

1.7 Outline of this Dissertation

The focus of Chapter 2 of this dissertation is the principle of ultrafast laser spectroscopy. Contents such as how the laser works, how the femtosecond laser pulse generates, and how the frequency of the laser converts to the desired frequency in order to meet experimental needs, are all described in separate sections in chapter 2. Chapter 2 also deals with the detailed experimental information of the ultrafast laser system, including
schematic diagrams of the optical setups, water cooling and temperature control units, optical and electronic setups for the data acquisition, and the routine maintenance of the system. Chapter 3 focuses on the energy level alignment and charge transfer process between the molecule-like 1.6 nm CdSe nanocluster and its highly conjugated phenyldithiocarbamate (PDTC) ligands. Using pump-probe transient absorption spectroscopy, energy levels between the PDTC ligand and the CdSe nanocluster are compared. With the help of MathCAD global fitting, the charge transfer time components were determined. In Chapter 4, various para-substituted PDTC derivatives ligand-passivated CdSe nanoclusters are compared and studied. Copyright permissions, C programming source codes for the group velocity correction, and MathCAD codes for the global fitting, are all presented in the appendixes.
CHAPTER 2
ULTRAFAST TRANSIENT ABSORPTION LASER SPECTROSCOPY

Ultrafast laser spectroscopy is an essential and powerful tool for the study of photovoltaic materials including quantum dots, semiconductor nanostructures, and organic polymers, as well as photovoltaic devices. It uses ultrashort laser pulses in the scale of picosecond ($10^{-12}$ s) to femtosecond ($10^{-15}$ s), to examine photo-induced dynamics in molecules and materials. In this chapter, we focus on the principle and experimental details of ultrafast laser spectroscopy, with emphasis on a femtosecond laser system and a transient absorption (TA) spectrometer used in our lab. The laser system consists of a Ti:Sapphire chirped pulse amplifier (CPA), and frequency conversion units, including two non-collinear optical parametric amplifiers (NOPAs), second harmonic generators (SHGs), and supercontinuum white-light (WL) generation. The TA spectrometer uses an optical pump-probe configuration which can be set up in single-wavelength probing mode or white-light probing modes through two sets of flipping mirrors.

The first section of this chapter, Section 2.1, will describe the principle behind ultrashort pulse generation. The aforementioned frequency conversion techniques will be described in Section 2.2. Characterization of laser beams and laser pulses are important to ultrafast spectroscopy and will be discussed in Section 2.3. The TA pump-probe spectroscopic method will be described in Section 2.4. Details of the experimental apparatus
including schematic diagrams are given in Section 2.5, while details of the detection and data acquisition systems will be given in Section 2.6. Section 2.7 is dedicated to spectral analysis procedures including group velocity dispersion (GVD) correction, convolution of transient kinetics by the instrument response function (IRF), as well as spectral simulation and global fitting. The last section (Section 2.8) of this chapter will briefly describe the routine maintenance of the laser system.

2.1 Femtosecond Lasers and Amplifiers

In ultrafast laser spectroscopy, ultrashort laser pulses are used to measure chemical dynamics and kinetic processes. There is no standard definition of the “ultrashort pulse”. However, in most literature, the “ultrashort pulse” refers to an electromagnetic pulse in the IR, visible, or UV regions with a pulse duration ranging from tens of femtoseconds (fs) to hundreds of picoseconds (ps). Picosecond laser pulses are usually generated by active mode locking, while femtosecond pulses are generated by passive mode locking [149]. Laser pulses with a duration of less than a femtosecond, which is in the attosecond (10^{-18}) regime, are also possible to achieve by high harmonic generation [150]. Attosecond laser pulses generally are too fast for measuring chemical processes and therefore less useful for photovoltaic research. On the other hand, pulses with a duration between 1 fs and 1 ns are most suitable for studying chemical reactions as well as photo-induced processes in photovoltaic and photo-emissive materials. The 1999 Nobel Prize for Chemistry was awarded to Ahmed H. Zewail [151], for his contributions on introducing ultrashort pulse to chemical reaction observations and the opening a new field of femtochemistry [152].
2.1.1 Principle of Lasers

In 1887, Heinrich Hertz [153] discovered the photoelectric effect, a phenomenon in which electrons or other free carriers are emitted when light is shone onto a material. In 1905, Albert Einstein [154] proposed the quantum theory of light, an idea that a beam of light is not a wave but a collection of discrete wave packets, which he called “photons”, each with an energy $h\nu$. Einstein’s theory links Hertz’s previous discovery of the photoelectric effect with Max Planck’s discovery of the Planck relation ($E = h\nu$), which explains that the photons of a light have a quantized energy, and the energy is proportional to the frequency of the light. In the photoemission process, an electron absorbs the energy of one photon, and gain enough energy to overcome the electron binding force, and is emitted from the atom as a free particle. The kinetic energy of the emitted electron does not depend on the intensity of the incoming light but only the photon energy, (i.e., frequency of the light). For the photoelectric effect, observation of the photoelectron emission is only possible when the photon energy of the light reaches a certain threshold. The hole left behind by the photoelectron can give rise to Auger effect, which leads to spontaneous emission or stimulated emission. Spontaneous emission is the process in which the electron from an excited energy state and the hole at a lower energy state (e.g., ground state) are recombined and emit a quantum of energy in the form of a photon. Stimulated emission is the process that an incoming photon with a specific frequency induces the electron-hole recombination, and creates a new photon with identical phase, frequency, polarization, and direction of the initial photon [155, 156].

A laser is a device that uses spontaneous emission and stimulated emission to emit light coherently, hence the name: light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation. A
laser device must consist of three things for proper light amplification and laser emission: a gain medium, population inversion of electrons, and an optical feedback system, which most commonly is in the form of a laser cavity.

The gain medium is a material (in the form of gas, liquid, solid or plasma) with properties that allow it to amplify a specific wavelength of light by stimulated emission. For light amplifications and the stimulated emission to happen, the gain medium need to be put into an excited state by an external source of energy. The external energy is typically supplied as an electric current (in the case of the diode laser), or as light at a different wavelength (when pumped by a flash lamp, or another laser).

As the gain medium absorbs the energy, and uses it to excite some electrons to the higher-energy quantum states, spontaneous emission will occur. The emitted photon then induces stimulated emission in the gain medium. Most lasers start via spontaneous emission, then work by stimulated mission during continuous operation. When the number of electrons in the excited state exceeds the number of electrons in the lower-energy state, population inversion is achieved. In this case, the amount of stimulated emission due to incident light is larger than the amount of absorption, i.e., gain > loss. Hence, the light is amplified.

The third essential component of a laser is an optical feedback, in the form of an optical cavity, or in other case, an electronic oscillator. The laser cavity consists of two or more high-reflective mirrors on either end of the gain medium. Emitted photons from the gain medium bounce back and forth in the laser cavity between mirrors, being amplified each time they are passing through the gain medium. One of the cavity mirrors is partially transparent, called output coupler, which allows a certain portion of the intracavity light to exit the cavity and to be used as the output beam of the laser devices.[157, 158]
2.1.2 Brief History of Lasers

In 1917, Albert Einstein first explained the theory of stimulated emission, which later became the fundamental principle of lasers. Einstein stated that, when the population inversion exists between the upper and lower electron energy levels in the atomic system, it is possible to achieve amplified stimulated emission which gives the same frequency and phase as the incident radiation. In the late 1940s and 1950s, scientists and engineers such as Charles Townes, Joseph Weber, Alexander Prokhorov and Nikolai G Basov, pioneered the works towards the first realization of a device that uses Einstein’s theory of stimulated emission to amplify microwave, i.e., a MASER (Microwave Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation). Later, scientists like Townes, Arthur Schawlow, and Gordon Gould proposed the realization of an optical maser, i.e., a laser, which can create powerful beams of visible light and infrared. In May 1960, Theodore Maiman at Hughes Research Labs demonstrated the first working laser by using ruby as its gain medium and optically pumping with commercial flash lamps. In the next two decades, almost all major types of lasers were invented which introduced not just laser spectroscopy, but a completely new type of systems with potential applications in a wide variety of fields.[159-161]

2.1.3 Types of Lasers

There are many types of lasers that are employed for research, medical, industrial, and commercial uses. Commonly, lasers are classified based on their gain medium: solid state, gas, excimer, dye, and semiconductor.[157, 158]

A solid state laser uses a solid gain medium which consists of glass or crystalline as the host material, to an added “dopant” such as neodymium, chromium, ytterbium, or
titanium. The most common solid state lasers include neodymium-doped yttrium aluminium garnet (Nd: YAG) lasers, ruby (Cr:Al₂O₃) lasers, and titanium-doped sapphire (Ti:Al₂O₃) lasers. The laser emits light at different wavelength based on its solid state materials.[162]

For gas lasers, Helium and Helium-Neon (HeNe) are the most common gain mediums, which have a primary output of a visible red light. Excimer (combined word of Excited and Dimer) lasers use reactive gases such as chlorine and fluorine mixed with inert gases as argon or xenon. The gas phase active medium is electrically stimulated, which produces an excited dimer for light emission.[162]

Dye laser is a liquid phase laser using complex organic dyes as the lasing media. Based on the absorption properties of the dye, dye lasers are highly tunable over a broad range of frequency. Last, semiconductor lasers, or sometimes called diode lasers, use a p-n junction of a semiconductor diode as the active laser medium. The most common semiconductor material is Gallium Arsenide (GaAs). Semiconductor lasers can be very small in size and appearance.[157, 162]

Lasers can also be characterized by the duration of the laser emission, e.g., continuous wave (CW) lasers, or pulsed lasers. A CW laser emits a continuous laser beam with a stable average output power, while a pulsed laser generates output beam with a pulse duration of few femtoseconds to few milliseconds. CW lasers are usually pumped by a flash lamp or a diode laser, while pulsed lasers are achieved through techniques such as Q-switch, and mode locking. A Q-switched laser is a pulsed laser that contains a shutter device which does not allow emission until the shutter is opened. Energy is built up and then released to produce a single intense laser pulse whenever the shutter is opened. Mode locking is another method to produce pulsed laser beams. Mode locked lasers operates as a result of the
resonant modes inside the optical cavity. As the phases of different frequency modes inside the cavity are synchronized, i.e., locked, the interference between all modes produce a train of regularly spaced pulses, each having a duration of few femtosecond to few picosecond. The principle of the mode locking will be further discussed in the next section.[157, 162]

2.1.4 Generation of Ultrashort Laser Pulses

While Q-switch can be used to produce millisecond and microsecond laser pulses, and the generation of attosecond pulses is relied on high harmonic generation process, the generation of ultrashort laser pulses (in the range of femtosecond and picosecond) is achieved by mode locking techniques.

In short, the basis of mode locking techniques is to induce a fixed-phase relationship between all longitudinal modes in the laser resonant cavity. In a simple Fabry-Perot laser cavity, light travels as a wave and bounces between mirrors of the cavity. As the light constructively and destructively interferes with itself, a series of standing waves, or “modes”, is formed between the mirrors. These modes, known as the longitudinal modes, have a discrete set of frequencies that are dependent on the length of the cavity. Multiple longitudinal modes occur as long as their wavelength (frequency) satisfy the resonance condition based on the length of the cavity \( L \): the wavelength of mode \( \lambda = 2L/n \), where \( n \) is an integer known as the mode order. The total number \( N \) of longitudinal modes that can occur in the cavity is dependent on the gain profile of the laser active medium [163].

When a laser is “mode-locked”, those longitudinal modes inside the laser cavity no longer oscillate independently, but interfere with each other constructively and maintain a fixed-phase relationship between all modes. The result is a train of equally spaced intense
pulses with repetition rate related to the cavity round trip time. The time between two pulses $\Delta t = 2L/c$, where $L$ is the length of the cavity, and $c$ is the speed of time. The time duration of each pulse ($\tau$) is determined by the value of “$N$”:

$$\tau = \frac{0.441}{N} \times \frac{2L}{c}$$ (2.1)

The broader the gain profile of the laser active medium is, the larger the value of “$N$” will be, and therefore the shorter the duration time of the laser pulses. For this reason, Titanium (Ti$^{3+}$) doped Sapphire (Al$_2$O$_3$), i.e., Ti:Sapphire crystal, is the most common solid-phase material used for ultrashort pulse generation, due to its broad gain bandwidth [164].

As shown in Figure 2.1, the calculated gain (dashed red line) of Ti:Sapphire crystal has a very broad peak ranging from 700 nm to 1100 nm, with a central wavelength at $\lambda \approx 800$ nm. This broad gain profile is essential for the generation of femtosecond pulse due to the inverse relationship of the time duration of a pulse and its frequency bandwidth. The spectral (frequency bandwidth) and temporal (duration of a pulse) properties of the laser are mathematically related through Fourier Transform and therefore obey the Heisenberg uncertainty principle [165], making them conjugate duals. And due to this conjugative relationship, materials with a broad gain profile are chosen to generate ultrashort laser pulses.
For example, the gain bandwidth of the HeNe Laser is quite narrow [166], only about 1.5 GHz with a center wavelength at 633 nm. With a typical cavity length of 50 cm, there are only 8 longitudinal modes that can oscillate simultaneously in the cavity, which generates a laser pulse with a pulse duration of 293 picosecond [167]. On the other hand, a Ti:Sapphire laser with 94 THz (Figure 2.1, FWHM = 200 nm) bandwidth with a center wavelength at 800 nm, the pulse duration can be as short as 4.68 femtosecond [167]. Evidently, this is just the shortest pulse duration time that can be achieved based on the property of the gain medium. In a real mode-locking Ti:Sapphire laser, the pulse duration is effected by many other factors such as the overall dispersion in the cavity. RP Photonics

Figure 2.1. Absorption and Fluorescence Spectrum of Ti:Sapphire Crystal.
Dashed line is the calculated gain profile (Gaussian line shape) of Ti:Sapphire.
Encyclopedia [167] provide great calculation tools for the duration time of Gaussian shape laser pulses, based on its conjugative relationship with the gain medium bandwidth.

Due to its narrow shape on the time domain, ultrashort pulse has extremely high peak intensity. For example, the peak power of a laser pulse with 1 mJ energy and 10 ns duration time is only 0.1 megawatt (MW), while with the same energy (1 mJ) but 100 fs pulse duration time, the peak power of the pulse would be 10 gigawatts (GW).

When high intensity ultrashort pulses propagating in the gain medium, nonlinear optical processes such as Kerr-effect will occur. Kerr-effect [163, 168, 169] is the phenomenon that the refractive index \( n \) of a material increases as the electric field, i.e., the intensity \( I \), of the light that travels through the medium.

\[
    n = n_2 I + C
\]

(2.2)

This variation of the refractive index only becomes significant with high intensity beam, therefore is very common in ultrashort pulse generation. Kerr effect induces the so-called Kerr-lens inside the laser medium, which leads to other nonlinear optical effects such as self-focusing (SF), self-phase-modulation (SPM), and Kerr-lens mode-locking (KLM) [170]. SPM leads to a spectral broadening of the laser pulse, which is essential to the ultrashort pulse generation, as we discussed earlier [149, 171, 172]. More details about Kerr effect and other optical nonlinearities will be discussed in Section 2.2.

2.1.5 Chirped Pulse Amplification (CPA)

When amplifying the ultrashort pulses, the intense peak power may leads to destruction of the gain medium. Therefore, chirped pulse amplification (CPA) method [173] is almost always employed to prevent damaging the optics. In the CPA method, the
ultrashort pulses are “chirped” and temporally stretched to a longer duration through dispersion. This pulse stretching reduces the peak power of the pulses. The stretched pulses are fed into the regenerative amplifier that consists of an optical cavity, an active medium with broad gain profile, and a pump laser that is used to pump the active medium. After the amplification, a dispersive compressor is used to remove the chirp and temporally compresses the amplified pulses to its original duration time (as similar to the input pulse). This whole process (as shown in Figure 2.2.b) is hence named chirped pulse amplification.

When Ti:Sapphire crystal is used in the regenerative amplifier as the active medium, frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser (lasing at $1064/2 = 532$ nm) is often chosen to be the pump laser, based on the absorption profile of the Ti:Sapphire crystal (500 – 550 nm, as shown in Figure 2.1).

2.1.6 Femtosecond Lasers in the Present Work

The femtosecond laser pulses used in the present work are generated by the Clark-MXR CPA-Series laser head. This CPA laser head is built on two levels (Figure 2.2.a) and consists of a diode laser, a SErF (single-mode Erbium doped fiber) fiber oscillator, a pulse stretcher, a frequency doubled Nd:YAG pump laser, a Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier, and a pulse compressor.

The diode laser is located at the bottom level, and is a fiber-coupled solid-state laser with an output wavelength of 980 nm and a power of 217 mW. The diode current (in mA) and the diode power (in mW) are shown on the LCD screen of the fiber laser electronics control board which is located on the side of the CPA laser head.
There are two levels (a) in the CPA laser head, the bottom level is consist of a diode laser, a SErF fiber laser (c), and a pulse stretcher. The top level is consist of a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser, a Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier, and a pulse compressor. The output of the SErF is amplified through the chirp pulse amplification (CPA) scheme (b).
The output of the diode laser is used to pump the SErF fiber laser. The SErF fiber oscillator is a fiber ring laser (Figure 2.2.c) that uses Erbium (Er$^{3+}$) doped fiber as gain medium. The cavity of the fiber ring laser consists of the Er$^{3+}$ doped fiber (acts as the gain medium), the undoped fiber (acts as additional Kerr medium), a wave plate (WP), a polarization beam splitter (PBS), a birefringent filter (BRF), an optical isolator, and the output coupler. The output of the SErF fiber oscillator has a wavelength of 775 nm, and a pulse energy of less than 1 nJ.

Since the laser diode is telecommunications grade and has a lifetime of 20 years, the SErF fiber laser is recommended to be left on at all times to achieve optimal performance [174]. The internal water-cooling system is utilized to stabilize the temperature of the SErF fiber laser at 20 ± 1 °Celsius.

The output power of the SErF fiber laser is amplified by the CPA method (Figure 2.2.b). First, the output pulse (duration time = 100 fs) is stretched to 20 ps by a grating pair. Then, the stretched pulses are fed as the seed into the regenerative amplifier (RGA) cavity on the top level. The Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier is pumped by a Q-switched frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser which in turn is pump by a flash lamp. The flash lamp is cooled by the external water-cooling system whenever the system is on.

The Q-switched is triggered at 1 kHz by the master signal sent from a Pockels cell driver. The Pockels cell is an electro-optic device that is serving as the essential component in the Q-switch [175]. The Pockels effect, named after German physicist Friedrich Pockels, explains the principle of the Pockels cell: an applied constant or variable voltage (i.e., electric field) to the crystal will induce linear changes in the birefringence of the crystal.
Therefore, applying a constant voltage allows the Pockels cell to operate as a voltage-controlled wave plate.

DT-506 Pockels cell driver controls the Q-switch of the YAG laser, and the injection time of seed pulse (into the Ti:Sapphire RGA) by monitoring the output of the SErF fiber laser. All to ensure the correct timing between the seed and the pump for maximum amplification of the RGA.

DT-506 contains three independent digital delay generators. Delay 1 controls the injection time of the seed, and Delay 2 controls the ejection time when the energy of the amplified pulses reaches saturation. Delay 3 is created as a convenience to the user for additional synchronization needs. The values of these three delays are set at installation, hence should not be changed regularly, and need to be recorded whenever they are changed. As 02/20/2017, the time delays of the DT-506 driver are: 05924, 06075, 0622e.

Figure 2.3 shows a “train” of the amplified pulses (also called “the regenerative trace”) after the injection of the seed into the Ti:Sapphire crystal. The intensity of the pulse increase every round trip inside the cavity. After four or five round trips in the cavity, the pulse energy reaches saturation, which is the optimum cavity dumping time. Therefore, the pulse is coupled out the cavity at saturation (pulse energy = 900 mW at 1 kHz repetition rate), and then compressed to 150 fs pulse duration time by a pair of diffraction gratings in the pulse compressor. The amplified and temporally compressed pulses exit the CPA laser head and is used as the fundamental of all further experiments.
2.2 Frequency Conversion Methods

In the studies of femtochemistry, frequency conversions of the fundamental output are required in order to investigate the dynamics of the charge carries. Since the fundamental output of the CPA laser head is very hard to tune to the desired frequency, external frequency conversion methods such as nonlinear optical parametric amplification (NOPA), second harmonic generation (SHG), and supercontinuum generation (SG) are employed. The aforementioned frequency conversion methods, as well other frequency mixing processes,
such as third harmonic generation (THG), optical parametric generation (OPG), optical parametric oscillator (OPO), supercontinuum generation (SG), are all based on the nonlinear optical effect [170] that will be discussed in this section.

2.2.1 Nonlinear Optical Processes

Linear optics is a field of optics consisting of linear system which is used to explain phenomena when light enters lenses, mirrors, wave plates and diffraction gratings. Under linear system, the frequency of the output beam will be the same as the input beam. However, linear system only applies when the light intensity is low. In the case of femtosecond laser, the values of the electric field ($E$) comparable to the interatomic electric fields is very high, commonly in the order of $10^8$ V/m. Therefore, nonlinear optical processes occur.

In general, nonlinear optical processes can be described as a Taylor Series expansion. The dielectric polarization density (dipole moment per unit volume) $P(t)$ is expressed as [177]:

$$P(t) = \varepsilon_0 \left( \chi^{(1)} E(t) + \chi^{(2)} E^2(t) + \chi^{(3)} E^3(t) + \cdots \right)$$

(2.3)

Where $\chi^{(n)}$ is the $n^{th}$ order susceptibility of the optical medium, and $E(t)$ is the electric field at time $t$. An $n^{th}$ order of nonlinearity leads to $(n+1)$-wave mixing. For example, a second-order nonlinearity leads to a three-wave mixing [171]. The nonlinear polarization $P$ for a three-wave mixing can be expressed as:

$$P(t) = \varepsilon_0 \chi^{(2)} E^2(t)$$

(2.4)
So that for two incoming waves $E_1(\omega_1)$ and $E_2(\omega_2)$ at frequencies $\omega_1$ and $\omega_2$, the second order of polarization $P^{(2)}$ can be written as:

$$P^{(2)} = \varepsilon_0 \chi^{(2)} (E_1 + E_1)^2$$

$$= \varepsilon_0 \chi^{(2)} \left[ E_1 \cos(\omega_1 t) + E_2 \cos(\omega_2 t) \right]^2$$

$$= \varepsilon_0 \chi^{(2)} \left[ E_1^2 \cos^2(\omega_1 t) + E_2^2 \cos^2(\omega_2 t) + 2E_1E_2 \cos(\omega_1 t) \cos(\omega_2 t) \right]$$

(2.5)

$$= \frac{1}{2} \varepsilon_0 \chi^{(2)} \left[ E_1^2 \cos(2\omega_1 t) + E_2^2 \cos(2\omega_2 t) + 2E_1E_2 \cos(\omega_1 t + \omega_2 t) \right] + \left( E_1^2 + E_2^2 \right)$$

There are total of five terms in this equational expression of $P^{(2)}$. The last term represents that the induced polarization contains the two original components $E_1$ and $E_2$. The first four terms, however, represent three different nonlinear effect applications that the three-waving mixing corresponds to. When the light is emitted at a new frequency $\omega$: (a) If $\omega = 2\omega_1$ or $\omega = 2\omega_2$ (first and second term in Equation 2.5), two photons are absorbed, and a new photon at two times the frequency is emitted in a process known as frequency doubling, also called the second harmonic generation (SHG) (Figure 2.4.a); In a similar way, if the emitted photon has three times the frequency as the incident photon, frequency tripling, or third-harmonic generation (THG) occurs (Figure 2.4.b); (b) If $\omega = \omega_1 + \omega_2$ (third term in Equation 2.5), the new frequency of the emitted photon is the sum of the original frequencies, i.e. sum frequency generation (SFG) occurs (Figure 2.4.c); and (c) If $\omega = \omega_1 - \omega_2$ (fourth term in Equation 2.5), difference frequency generation (DFG) occurs (Figure 2.4.d).
Figure 2.4. Energy Conservation of Nonlinear Optical Processes.
Optical parametric amplification (OPA) and optical parametric generation (OPG), are actually variations of the DFG, where the electronic field of $\omega_2$ is much weaker, in the case of OPA, or completely absent, in the case of OPG.

In OPA process, two light beams at frequency $\omega_1$ and $\omega_2$ enter a nonlinear optical crystal, the higher frequency ($\omega_1$) beam is called the pump, while the lower frequency ($\omega_2$) beam is called the signal. In this process, one signal photon (at frequency $\omega_2$) creates two photons with the same frequency through stimulated emission, with the help of the pump photon (at frequency $\omega_1$), which excited one electron to a higher energy level. Therefore, the OPA process makes the pump beam weaker, while amplifying the signal beam. And OPA also generates a new beam (called the idler) at the frequency $\omega = \omega_1 - \omega_2$ through DFG. The pump and the signal photons usually travel collinearly through a nonlinear optical crystal, therefore the conservation of photon momentum (also known as the phase matching condition) is required for the process to work efficiently (Figure 2.4.e).

In OPG process, only one light beam, the pump, (at $\omega_p$) serves as the input source, and the output is two light beams, the signal and the idler, of lower frequency with the relationship of $\omega_{\text{pump}} = \omega_{\text{signal}} + \omega_{\text{idler}}$. Traditionally, $\omega_{\text{signal}}$ is larger than $\omega_{\text{idler}}$, and both the photon energy conservation and the phase matching condition are required (Figure 2.4.f).

Optical parametric oscillator (OPO) is a light source that is based on the optical gain from OPA process in a nonlinear crystal. First a pump beam with high optical intensity and high spatial coherence enters the crystal, inducing OPG process which generating signal beam and idler beam. The signal beam then resonates in a series of mirrors and re-enters the crystal, inducing OPA process which amplifying the signal every times it pass through the crystal (Figure 2.4.g).
The sum of the frequencies of the signal and the idler beam always equals to the frequency of the pump. However the exact frequencies of the signal and the idler are determined by phase matching conditions.

2.2.2 Phase Matching Conditions

In most transparent materials, like BK7 glass, frequency conversion via nonlinear optical processes will not work successfully, due to the destructive interference between the second harmonic wave and the original wave. For all the aforementioned frequency conversion methods, and other phase-sensitive nonlinear processes, constructive interference only occurs efficiently when the phase-matching condition [178] is satisfied:

$$\vec{k}_3 = \vec{k}_1 + \vec{k}_2$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.6)

Where $\vec{k}_3$ is the wave vector of the output beam, and $\vec{k}_1$ and $\vec{k}_2$ are the wave vectors of the input beams (Figure 2.6.a).

Besides the phase matching condition and the conservation of energy, the output of nonlinear optical processes is also effected by the phase matching angle and the polarizations of the input beams.

Nonlinear optical processes such as the three-wave mixing only occur in birefringent crystalline material. Unlike common material, birefringent crystalline material has at least two indices of refraction, and Uniaxial is the simplest type of birefringence. A uniaxial crystal, has a single preferred axis called the extraordinary (e) axis, or the optical axis. While the other two principal axes which are perpendicular to the e axis are called the ordinary (o) axes.
Light whose polarization that is parallel to the optical axis, (in another word, within the principal plane, which consists of the optical axis and the light propagation direction), sees the refractive index $n_e$ and is named the extraordinary ($e$) ray. For light whose polarization is perpendicular to the principal plane, it sees the refractive index $n_o$ and is named as the ordinary ($o$) ray (Figure 2.5.a).

In a three-wave mixing, if both input beams are “$o$” rays, and the output beam is “$e$” ray, type I (oo-e) phase matching occurs. If input beams have unequal polarization as “$o$” and “$e$” rays, respectively, and the output beam is “$e$” ray, type II (eo-e and oe-e) phase matching occurs (Figure 2.5.a).

![Figure 2.5. Type II (eo-e) Phase Matching (a) and Refractive Indices (b) in Uniaxial Crystal](image)

In Figure 2.5.b, when $n_e(2\omega) = n_o(\omega)$ (as shown in the grey dashed line), frequency doubling (SHG) can be achieved.

Another consideration for nonlinear optical processes is the phase matching angle. In regular materials, there is only one index of refraction which is dependent on the frequency. This makes $n(\omega_1) = n(\omega_2)$ unlikely. However, in birefringent materials, there are
two indices of refraction $n_o$ and $n_e$. The value of $n_e$ is a function of the phase matching angle $(\theta)$, which is between the optical axis and the pump light propagation direction (Figure 2.6.c).

$$n_e(\theta) = n_o \left( \frac{1 + \tan^2 \theta}{1 + (n_o/n_e) \tan^2 \theta} \right)^{1/2} \tag{2.7}$$

When tuning this angle $\theta$ properly, $n(\omega_1) = n(\omega_2)$ can be achieved. In the case of the SHG process in our laser system, the incident beam is $o$ ray and the output beam is $e$ ray, when the phase matching angle is tuned to make $n_o(2\omega) = n_o(\omega)$ (as indicated in grey dashed line in Figure 2.5.b), frequency doubling (i.e. the SHG) occurs.

SHG and NOPA are the two most common frequency conversion methods employed in our system. The schematic diagram of NOPA is shown in Figure 2.6. Unlike OPA, the pump and the seed of the NOPA do not travel through the crystal collinearly, hence, “nonlinear” optical parametric amplification. Both the pump and the seed (signal) beams are horizontally polarized, hence they are $e$ rays, the idler beam is $o$ ray, and therefore type-II $\beta$-barium borate (BBO) crystal is used. The angle between the pump and the optical axis of the crystal is the phase matching angle $\theta$. When the SHG of the fundamental (388 nm) is used as the pump source, supercontinuum “white light” is used as the seed source, and $\theta$ is tuned properly, the amplified signal can be obtained at the desired wavelength of the NOPA output (532 nm).
2.2.3 Supercontinuum Generation

When an intensive monochromatic ultrashort laser pulse propagates through a transparent medium, a collection of nonlinear processes occurs. All those nonlinear optical effects act together to cause a series of spectral broadening of the original pulse, which results an ultrashort broadband pulse, ranging from UV to near IR. The resulting low-
temporal-coherence but high-spatial-coherence pulse is called the supercontinuum “white light” [179].

The first picosecond supercontinuum generation (SG) was observed in liquid and solid by Alfano and Shapiro in 1970 [180], and later, femtosecond SG was obtained by Fork et al. in 1983 [181]. In our femtosecond laser system, the supercontinuum “white light” is used as the seed source of the NOPA, and as the probe beam in the pump-probe transient absorption scheme (TAPPS).

Even though SG has many applications in broadband absorptions [182], optical parametric amplifications and pulse compressions [179], optical communications [183], fluorescence lifetime imaging [184], gas sensing [185], and many more. The principal behind the generation of supercontinuum white light is still not perfectly understood. Researchers believe that strong self-phase modulation (SPM), self-focusing (SF), and stimulated Raman scattering are the most essential contributors. Other theories claim that cross-phase modulation, multiphoton excitation, excited Raman emission, and four-wave mixing also play important roles. [179, 180, 186]

As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, when a high intensity ultrashort laser pulse enters a transparent medium, the electric field (E) of the light is comparable in strength to the atomic field of the material, and the polarization of the nonlinear effect can be expressed by a Taylor Series expansion (Equation 2.3). The second-order term in the expansion leads to nonlinear effect such as three-wave mixing, second harmonic generation (which we discussed earlier). The third-order term contributes to processes such as four-wave mixing, SF, and SPM.

SF and SPM are the fundamental processes contributing to the supercontinuum generation, and they both are based on the intensity dependency of the refractive index, n(I),
i.e. the Kerr-effect [171, 172]. This optical Kerr-effect is derived from the above Tayler Series expansion $P(t)$ equation and is given as:

$$n(I) = n_0 + n_2 I$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.8)

Where $n_0$ and $n_2$ are constant, and $I$ is the intensity of the incoming laser beam. Since the intensity profile of the incoming beam should be a Gaussian shape, i.e. the center of the beam tends to be more intense (larger $I$) than the edges, the center of the beam will see a higher refractive index $n$ than the edges, and therefore travel slower, which causes the beam to self-focus to the center.

For SF to occur efficiently, two additional conditions need to be met for the incoming beam: (1) the beam need to be focused by a lens before entering the medium, a “jump start” for the SF process; and (2) the power of the beam need to exceed the critical power threshold:

$$P_{crit} = \frac{3.77 \lambda^2}{8\pi n_0 n_2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.9)

SPM is a temporal equivalent to the SF process. As an increase in intensity will cause a red shift (Stokes-shift) in the laser frequency, and a decrease of the intensity will cause a blue shift (anti-Stoke-shift). The time variation in intensity is what contributes to the frequency-broadening effect of the original laser beam, which leads to supercontinuum generation. This creation of a variety of colors from a monochromatic light source, is further enhanced by the self-steepening of the pulse. Furthermore, stimulated Raman scattering, cross-phase modulation, and other nonlinear effects also occur alongside SPM which all contribute to the generation of the supercontinuum white light. Experimental setup details for white light generation that is used in this work are described in Section 2.5.3 Probe Pulse Generation.
2.3 Characterization of Ultrashort Pulses

Ultrashort pulses need to be characterized to determine their spectral (center wavelength, bandwidth, pulse chirping), spatial (beam diameter, convergence and divergence, beam quality), temporal (repetition rate, pulse duration), and energy (pulse energy, peak power, average power) properties.

The spectral characterization is relatively simple since the pulses are relatively broad in the wavelength domain. A simple charge coupled device (CCD) spectrometer can be used to monitor the instrumental outputs. The wavelength domain spectra for the output of the CPA laser head (red trace in Figure 2.7), and the NOPA (green) are obtained by an Ocean Optics USB4000-VIS-NIR spectrometer.

![Figure 2.7. Spectra of CPA Fundamental (775nm) and NOPA Output (532 nm)](image)
However, the temporal characterization presents a problem, since the pulse duration of a femtosecond laser is much shorter than the response time of the fastest electronic devices. The limitations of photodiodes and oscilloscopes are commonly in the order of 200 fs, while the duration time of ultrashort pulses is sometimes only few fs. Therefore, several techniques are introduced to counter this problem. The most simple and commonly used technique to measure the pulse duration time is the optical autocorrelation [172].

In optical autocorrelation, the original pulse (green arrow) is split into two identical beams by a beam splitter. Each beam is sent to a retro-reflector and the returning beams are overlapped in the SHG BBO crystal in a non-collinear geometry. One of the retro-reflectors is fixed on a computer-controlled motorized translation stage, which introduces a temporal delay. The returning beams are then focused in the SHG BBO crystal, where the frequency doubling occurs. The resulting signal is detected by a detector.

![Figure 2.8. Schematic Diagram for Non-collinear Autocorrelation of 530 nm](image)
delay between the two beams. The SHG signal, resulting from the interaction of the two beams in the BBO crystal, is measured by a slow detector (Thorlabs Si Biased Detector, Model #: DET10A, Detection Range: 200 – 1100 nm). Meanwhile, both transmitted beams, as well as the SHG signal from each of the individual beams, are blocked by an iris. The SHG signal measured by the detector is called the intensity autocorrelation signal (blue arrow in Figure 2.8).

Since the motorized translation stage is controlled by a computer, the temporal delay ($\tau$) between the two beams can be determined based on the speed of light. (In the function of $\tau = 2dc$, where the spatial difference in the beam paths is twice as much as the distance that the stage moved.)

The intensity autocorrelation signal $A(\tau)$, produced by the nonlinear frequency-doubling process inside the BBO crystal, is a function of the time delay $\tau$:

$$A(\tau) = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} I(t)I(t - \tau)d\tau$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.10)

Therefore, plotting the signal recorded by the detector against temporal delay times, a Gaussian shape pulse can be obtained. After fitting the non-collinear autocorrelation signal with Gaussian line shape function, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the fitting is obtained and used to characterize the pulse duration of the original beam (Figure 2.9).
The non-collinear autocorrelation can be used to obtain the information of the pulse duration. But in order to obtain the phase information, collinear autocorrelation technique needs to be employed. In collinear autocorrelation, two identical laser beams travel through the same path and interact in the BBO crystal. The SHG signals from each of the individual beams as well as the SHG of the interaction are recorded by the detector. In this case, the intensity of the autocorrelation signal is called interferometric autocorrelation $I_M(\tau)$ and is given in a function of:

$$I_M(\tau) = \left| \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} (E(t) + E(t - \tau))^2 \, dt \right|^2$$

(2.11)

Where $E(t)$ is the complex electric field and corresponding to the intensity $I(t)$ as:
Although in theory, the phase information of the ultrashort pulse is available through collinear interferometric autocorrelation. In practice, the trace obtained is too complex and difficult to analyze with sufficient accuracy. Therefore in the present work, in addition to spectral characterization techniques, only non-collinear intensity autocorrelation is employed to obtain the temporal information of the femtosecond pulse.

Invented by Rick Trebino and Daniel J. Kane in 1991, Frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) [187] is a spectrally resolved autocorrelation. Instead of only measuring the pulse duration like the old autocorrelation method does, FROG uses a phase retrieval algorithm to simultaneously gain information about the phase and amplitude. Using an optical gating to disperse the SHG signal, the detector not only record a function of intensity vs the temporal delay, but also a function of frequency. As shown in Figure 2.10, the horizontal axis is the temporal delay, frequency is on the vertical axis, and the third dimension is the intensity of the signal with a pseudo-color coding: purple indicates high intensity, and red indicates low. Both the phase and intensity of the pulse, as well as the pulse duration time, can be determined from this method. Due to the advantage of FROG over the simple autocorrelation, it is now more commonly employed in the research and industrial labs around the world.
Other pulse characterization methods such as Grating-eliminated no-nonsense observation of ultrafast incident laser light e-fields (GRENOUILLE) [188], which is a simplified version of SHG FROG, and Spectral Phase Interferometry for Direct Electric-field Reconstruction (SPIDER) [189], are not described here because they are beyond the scope of the present work.

2.4 Pump-Probe Detection Scheme

The pulse duration time of a femtosecond laser is much shorter than the instrumental response time of any electronic devices, which means the transient signal cannot be measured directly on the femtosecond scale. Thus, several pump-probe detection schemes
were developed in order to bypass this problem. Such techniques include Time-resolved Mass Spectroscopy [190], Time Gated Fluorescence Detection by Up-conversion [191], and Pump-Probe Transient Absorption Spectroscopy (TAPPS) [163]. TAPPS is the technique used in the present work.

Similar to intensity autocorrelation, in the experimental setup of pump-probe detection scheme, the pump beam and the probe beam go through different beam paths and each path involves a retro-reflector. The retro-reflector for the probe beam is on a delay stage mounted to a rail track and can be adjusted manually. The retro-reflector of the pump beam is fixed on a motorized translation stage which can be moved alongside the beam path by a computer. Therefore the temporal delay time (which is in the femtosecond scale) between the pump and probe can be calculated from the difference in the length of the two beam paths (in the μm scale) which in turn is determined by a computer software.

Two pump-probe detection schemes are shown in Figure 2.11. The green arrow indicates the pump beam (photon energy = 532 nm, pulse duration = 30 fs). When the pump is focused through the sample cell, the system being studied gets excited by the pump photon, and this event sets the experimental time zero. The delayed probe light is then used to monitor the state of the system after excitation. If the probe source is a monochromatic light (red arrow in Figure 2.11.a), the transient absorption (TA) signal is measured by a photodiode. If a supercontinuum white light probe source (rainbow arrow Figure 2.11.b) is used, the TA signal is measured by an array detector.
Since the delay time between pump and probe is introduced by the delay stage, the temporal resolution of this pump-probe technique is only limited by the duration time of the original light source, and does not rely on the electronic response time of the detector. The delay time between the pump pulse and the probe pulse is calculated and recorded as $\Delta t$.

An optical chopper revolving at 500 Hz, which is half of the repetition rate of the laser source (1 kHz), is used to modulate the pump beam so that half of the pump pulses are blocked. When the pump beam is blocked, only the probe beam passes through the sample, and the transmitted signal is used as the reference signal ($I_0$). With the pump pulse blocked...
and unblocked, the changes in the optical density ($\Delta OD$) are measured and recorded as a function of $\Delta t$.

\[
\Delta OD(\Delta t) = -\log\left(\frac{I^*(\Delta t)}{I_0}\right)
\]  

(2.13)

Where $I^*$ is the intensity of the transmitted probe light with a preceding pump pulse, and $I_0$ is the intensity of the transmitted probe light without the pump pulse (i.e., the system did not get excited). Based on the Beer’s law, the transient absorption of the probe light is related to the population in the ground state and the excited states of the system. Therefore different TA signals can be obtained and used to study the system under excitation. Ground-state bleaching, excited states absorption, and stimulated emission, are the most common TA signals.

After the system got excited from the ground state ($S_0$) to a higher electronic state ($S_1$) by a pump beam (e.g., photon energy = 530 nm, green arrow in Figure 2.12), the ground state is depopulated and the ground-state absorption decreases. Hence, $I^*$ is larger than $I_0$, resulting in a negative $\Delta OD$ signal, which is named the ground-state bleaching signal (light green arrow in Figure 2.12).

Meanwhile, electrons that are populating the excited state lead to an excited-state absorption. In this case, $I^*$ is smaller than $I_0$, resulting a positive $\Delta OD$ signal (blue arrows). While electrons relaxing back to the ground state via fluorescence or stimulated emission, another negative $\Delta OD$ signal will be observed (red arrow), and is called the stimulated emission signal. Due to the law of the energy conservation, the photon energy released by the stimulated emission is always smaller than the energy provide by the pump.
Sometimes, the TA signal is very comprehensive and consists of all the contributors mentioned above, and several other processes. Therefore, multi-peak fitting using Origin, and globe fitting using Mathcad, are required to analyze the comprehensive TA spectra (Section 2.7).

2.5 Experimental Setups of Femtosecond Laser System

The ultrafast spectroscopy in the present work was carried out in the Ultrafast Laser Facility inside the Conn Center for Renewable Energy Research in University of Louisville.
The research focus of this facility is to characterize solar cell materials and investigate the fundamental dynamic processes, both in the materials and across the interfaces. The studies are important to the development of the photovoltaic devices, and have real life impacts in the field of renewable energy studies.

To properly maintain the stability and life time of the laser system, the facility is located in a humidity/temperature-controlled room with restricted access. Liebert precision cooling system is used to maintain the room temperature within the range of 23 ± 1 °C, and keep the humidity as 40% or lower. The Clark-MXR ultrashort pulse laser system was put on a stiffness-enhanced broadband-damped optical table supported by six pneumatic legs in order to isolate the vibrations. The table has all-steel isothermal construction and a precision-machined matte-finish surface.

There are five main component boxes in the femtosecond laser system: one CPA laser head, two NOPAs, one SHG for NOPA 1, and one transient absorption pump-probe spectrometer (TAPPS).

As shown in Figure 2.13, CPA laser head generates a fundamental output (Red arrow: 775 nm, 1 kHz repetition rate). The output is split and fed into the NOPAs, separately. In the NOPAs, the fundamental goes through two stages of parametric amplification and a pulse compressor.

Output of the NOPAs can either be used as a pump source (Green arrow: 450-700 nm), or a probe source (Rosewood arrow: 800-1600 nm), or an input for the SHG for ultraviolet pulse generations (Purple arrow: 266-350 nm). The supercontinuum white light (Rainbow arrow: broadband) is obtained by pumping a white light generation crystal with
the CPA fundamental. Part of the fundamental is also fed into a SHG BBO crystal for frequency-doubling process (Blue arrow 388 nm).

Figure 2.13. The Layout of the Femtosecond Laser Systems on the Optical Table
2.5.1 CPA Laser Head

The CPA laser head is placed on the far end of the optical table. Utilities and accessories for the laser head, which include one power supply, two water-cooling systems, one nitrogen tank, one emergency power supply (EMS), one analog oscilloscope, and one operator interface, are all placed next to the table. The operator interface is a touch-screen computer with multi-tab functions that is used to control and monitor the CPA laser head (detail about the operator interface can be found in the manufacture manual [174]).

To protect the laser system, dry nitrogen is fed into the laser head constantly. The nitrogen is dried with gas drying unit filled with indicating DRIERITE. Indicating DRIERITE is a blue desiccant when they are dry, and changes to pink upon absorption of moisture. After the DRIERITE desiccants became completely exhausted (all pink), they should be baked by spreading them on a pan in one-granule-deep layers and placed in an oven at 210 °C for 1 hour, to achieve full dehydration [192].

There are two separate water-cooling systems, the internal and the external. The internal water-cooling system, controlled by a constantly running ThermoTek chiller (Model #: T255P), is used for the thermal stabilization of the diode laser and the SErF fiber laser that inside the CPA laser head. The temperature set-point of the chiller is 19.30 °C, and the chiller is filled with double de-ionized water. Since the diode laser and the SErF fiber laser are always on, the internal water cooling system is constantly running, and is powered by a EMS in case of a power outage.

The external water-cooling system is used to cool the flash lamp of the Nd:YAG laser inside the CPA laser head. Double de-ionized water drawn from a five-gallon water tank is used for the system cooling. The water tank is made by Lee Laser, Inc. (Model #:
010751-CLK3-001), and contains a stainless steel heat exchange coil. Lytron water chiller (Model #: RC045J03BG2M007) is used to circulate de-ionized water inside the heat exchanger coil. At the beginning of a work day, the Lytron chiller needs to be turned on first, and the temperature of the chiller is set at 19 °C with a circulating pressure of 35 psi. Then the laser head is turned on by pressing the “Start System” button on the control panel. Once the system is ready for operating, system status on the control panel will change from “Warm up” to “On”. Usually it takes at least 45 minutes to warm up the system before any experiments or laser tuning protocols can be performed [174].

When the flash lamp is on, and the temperature of the Lytron chiller is set at 19 °C, the water temperature inside the five-gallon water cooler is stabilized at 27 ± 0.5 °C. This temperature is monitored by a VWR Traceable Digital Thermometer, and is kept under 32 °C, otherwise, the flash lamp inside the laser head will overheat and the life time of the o-rings inside the flash lamp will shorten.

At the end of the work day, the system needs to be “shut down” on the control panel before turning off the external water-cooling system. The operator interface, the CPA laser head main power switch, and the internal water-cooling system should be left on.
2.5.2 Pump Pulse Generation: NOPA and SHG

To setup the pump-probe detection scheme for obtaining TA spectra, a pump source and a probe source must be provided. Typically, the output of NOPA1 (green arrow in Figure 2.13) is used as the pump source for TAPPS. SHG of the fundamental (blue arrow), or SHG of the NOPA1 (purple arrow) can also be used as the pump source.

The principal behind NOPA and SHG is described in Section 2.2.2. Experimentally, the fundamental output of CPA is fed into NOPA1, and split by a beam splitter. One part of the fundamental outputs is fed into the SHG crystal to generate UV pulse (388 nm), which is used as the pump source for the first stage and the second stage of NOPA1. The other part of the fundamental is power-modulated by a neutral density filter and size-modulated by an iris, and then focused through a white light generation crystal in order to provide supercontinuum seed source for the first stage of the NOPA1. In NOPA process, a high intensity pump beam at frequency $\omega_p$ is used to amplify a low intensity seed beam at frequency $\omega_s$. Phase matching condition and energy conservation law applies (Figure 2.6).

For maximum amplification, both pump and seed beam need to be overlapped inside the BBO crystal. The BBO crystal is cut at a 40.5° angle and the thickness of the crystal is 0.1 mm. Both crystal angle and pump delay time can be precisely tuned by micrometers, which allows precise values to be recorded after each optimization so that a good starting point is known for future tunings.

To monitor the NOPA amplification, Ocean Optics USB 4000 Fiber Optic Spectrometer is used to measure the photon energy of the amplified signal, and Ophir Nova II power meter equipped with 3A-FS thermal sensor is used to measure the pulse energy of the amplified signal.
After the desired wavelength and the maximum power are acquired, the output of the first stage of NOPA1 is used as the seed source for the second stage amplification. The same optimizing procedure is repeated, and the amplified signal is compressed by a pair of grating mirrors. All crystal angle and pump delay time are recorded for future reference (Table 2.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Micrometer Readings on 08/15/2016</th>
<th>First stage amplification</th>
<th>First stage amplification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delay Time</td>
<td>Crystal Angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOPA 1</td>
<td>27.145 mm</td>
<td>24.125 rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOPA 2</td>
<td>31.5 mm</td>
<td>0.125 rad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Generally, the output of the second stage amplification has an optimized power of 6 mW at 1kHz repetition rate, and a frequency tuning range of 450 nm – 700 nm. The pulse duration time is 30 fs after the pulse compression. (Detailed schematic diagram and tuning procedures of NOPA can be found in the manufacture manuals [193])

NOPA1-SHG is a small accessory optical box for the use of expanding the tuning range of NOPA1 into UV frequency. The output of NOPA1 can simply pass through the SHG box, or undergo the SHG process by changing the beam path with the help of two flipping mirrors. The BBO crystal for NOPA1-SHG process is mounted on a true gimbal mount with full angular control.
When the photon energy of the incoming beam is 2.33 eV (532 nm), and the SHG crystal is properly positioned, the photon energy of the output beam should equal to 4.66 eV (266 nm), i.e., frequency doubling is achieved.

The BBO crystal for SHG is cut with a 30° angle and the thickness of the crystal is 2 mm. The same BBO crystal is employed for the fundamental-SHG stage which is located outside the NOPA1-SHG box (Figure 2.13). In the fundamental-SHG process, a 388 nm (3.20 eV) pulse is generated from the 775 nm (1.60 eV) fundamentals.

2.5.3 Probe Pulse Generation: Supercontinuum White Light

While NOPA1 provides the pump source in the range of 450 – 700 nm for the TAPPS, NOPA2 is usually used to provide a monochromatic probe source in the range of 800 – 1600 nm (Figure 2.13). A probe source with a near IR detection range is very useful in the optical characterizations of the semiconductor films and nanoparticles, as well as in the studies of pharmaceutical, agricultural, and atmospheric chemistry.

NOPA1 and NOPA2 share the same basic concepts, optics layouts, and tuning procedures. However, they have very different value in pump delay time and the crystal angle. Table 2.1 listed the readings of the micrometers from the first and second stage of NOPA1 and NOPA2, respectively.

With the same frequency $\omega_p = 3.20$ eV (388 nm) is used to pump the BBO crystal, the frequency of the desired NOPA2 output is 1.44 eV (860 nm), and the frequency of the idler is 1.76 eV (705 nm). While in NOPA1, the frequency of the signal is 2.33 eV (523 nm), and of the idler is 0.87 eV.
The output of NOPA2 is guided into the TAPPS box and used as the monochromatic probe source. The monochromatic probe goes through a retro-reflector which is fixed on the probe delay rail that is used for adjusting the probe delay time. Then the probe beam is focused through the sample cell and the transmitted signal is monitored by a photodiode detector (Thorlabs InGaAs Biased Detector, Model #: DET10C, Detection Range: 700 – 1800 nm).

When the monochromatic probe source is used, the data acquisition is accomplished with the help of Stanford Research Systems digital signal processing (DSP) Lock-in Amplifier (Model # SR810). A Lock-in Amplifier is a signal processor that extracts signal with a known carrier wave from a noisy background. First, the lock-in amplifier takes the input signal, multiples it by the reference signal, and integrates it over a specific time. The resulting signal is a DC signal, where the contribution from any signal that is not at the same frequency (i.e., noise) is attenuated to almost zero. Any out-of-phase components of the signal are also attenuated, so that the signal to noise ratio is significantly increased by this process. The setting of the lock-in amplifier for data acquisition can be found in our group wiki page [194] (Figure 2.14). The time constant is set as 100 ms, the sensitivity is 20 mV, and the trigger reference signal is a sine wave function.

![Figure 2.14. Stanford Research System Lock-in Amplifier](image)

Figure 2.14. Stanford Research System Lock-in Amplifier
Supercontinuum white light is more commonly used as the probe source for TA experiments. It provides a broadband detection of the TA spectra that contain comprehensive information.

Figure 2.15.a illustrates the generation and detection of the Supercontinuum white light. First, the fundamental (776 nm) enters the TAPPS box, and goes through a retro-reflector that can manually slide along the white light delay rail, so that the delay time of the white light can be adjusted. Then the fundamental is focused into the white light generation crystal. After the supercontinuum generation, another focus lens is used to collimate the diverging beam which is caused by the self-focusing process happening inside the crystal. The fundamental is blocked by a short pass filter, and the pulse energy of the white light is modulated by a neutral density filter.

The white light probe then passes through the sample cell, and is guided into the detection box. A curve grating mirror in the detection box disperses the transmitted white light onto an array detector.

Before running the TA experiments, the white light probe needs to be optimized by adjusting the focus lens and the neutral density filter, in order to reach an optimized intensity, a good spectral coverage, and a low noise level. The intensity and the quality of the white light signal can be monitored in the TAPPS software. The initial intensity of the signal (without sample cell) should be around 55000 counts but does not exceed the detection limit which is 60000 counts [195]. The transmitted signal (with sample inside sample cell) should be around 20000 counts across the spectral range of 430 – 730 nm (Figure 2.15.b), so that the absorption of the sample is around 0.44 a.u. The noise level of the white light should be less than 2% (0.02 percentage RMS) relative to the signal level (Figure 2.15.c).
Figure 2.15. Supercontinuum White Light Generation and Detection
2.5.4 Transient Absorption Pump-Probe Spectroscopy (TAPPs)

There are a total of three delay rails inside the TAPPs box: the pump delay rail, the white light delay rail, and the monochromatic probe light delay rail. The pump delay rail is the only one with a motorized translation stage controlled by computer. The motor has a total scan range of 24.2 cm (equal to 1.6 ns of delay time) with a resolution of 0.1 μm (equal to 0.66 fs time resolution). After the delay stage, the pump beam is modulated by the ThorLabs optical chopper (Model #: MC2000) which is revolving at 500 Hz (Figure 2.16). The chopper is connected via a BNC cable to the data acquisition card of the computer, and can be manually or electronically turned on.

Three types of pump sources and two types of probe sources (Figure 2.13) are introduced in earlier sections, which give a total of six pump/probe combinations: NOPA1/Whitelight, NOPA1/NOPA2, NOPA-SHG/Whitelight, NOPA-SHG/NOPA2, Fundamental-SHG/Whitelight, and Fundamental-SHG/NOPA2. For each pump/probe combinations, the proper time zero positions of the delay stages are calculated and corrected based on real test runs. Those positions are marked on the delay rail and logged into an excel table which can be found in our group wiki page [196].

Before the experiment, the probe delay stage is manually adjusted to its time zero position based on which pump/probe combination is currently employed, and the pump delay stage is moved electronically to the corresponding startup position by putting a time zero encoder into the TAPPs software.

The pump beam and the probe beam need to be optimized and overlapped inside the sample cell before the TA experiments. To overlap the pump and probe beam, a pin hole (200 μm) is placed on an OptoSigma three-dimensional translation stage, replacing the
sample cell. The translation stage is adjusted with three micrometers until probe beam passes through the center of the pin hole. Then the pump beam is adjusted to pass through the pin hole. After both pump and probe beams are focused through the pin hole, the sample cell is put back onto the translation stage replacing the pin hole. After the above procedure, the overlapping and focusing points of the pump and probe beam will reside precisely inside the sample cell.

Figure 2.16. Monochromatic Porbe Source Detection Schemes
2.6 Data Acquisition Software

The software for the TAPPS is written in Labview 10 and compiled for use on the system. Custom programing can be done on the software if a copy of Labview 10 is available. TAPPS software provides a single interface that controls the delay stage, the probe detector, the chopper, as well as acquire, generate, save, and display the data.

The first main tab of the TAPPS software is the Scan Data Tab, which controls the starting, stopping and pausing scans. The name and the location of the data file can be set in the tab. The pump delay stage can be moved by changing the delay time. Increasing the delay time moves the stage platform away from the motor and *vice versa*. The Scan Data Tab has a sub tab which is the Scan Range Settings Tab. This sub tab allows the user to set the designed scan type: the single region linear scan, the multi region linear scan, and the quasi exponential scan.[195]

The most of exciting dynamics in the semiconductor nanoparticle materials are usually happening during the first few ps after the system is excited. Therefore a stepwise multi-region scanning method is often used, so that there are more data points acquired during the first 10 ps, but meanwhile the total amount of data points is not overwhelming which will crush the software. For example, when $\Delta t = -2 \text{ ps} \sim 10 \text{ ps}$, the step size is set as 10 fs; when $\Delta t = 10 \text{ ps} \sim 100 \text{ ps}$, the step size is set as 2000 fs; when $\Delta t = 100 \text{ ps} \sim 1 \text{ ns}$, the step size is set as 20000 fs.

The second main tab is the Detector Controls Tab, which contains the White Light Noise sub tab, the Free Running Delta OD sub tab, and the Spectra Calibration sub tab. The White Light Noise sub tab can display the intensity and the percentage RMS noise of the white light at each wavelength. During the white light probe optimization, the detector can
be activated using the Start button in this sub tab. The white light intensity is used to align the spectrometer to make sure maximum optimized signal is incident on the detector. An intensity over 60000 counts indicates the detector is saturated. With the pump beam blocked, the RMS percentage noise should be less than 2% for good data acquisition. The Free Running Delta OD sub tab is used to measure the signal time TA spectra outside a scan for testing the pump-probe overlap. And the Spectra Calibration sub tab is used for the wavelength calibration.[195]

The third main tab is the Stage Control tab. All the stage parameters are displayed in this tab and are used to control the time zero position of the pump delay stage. The Chopper Control tab is the last main tab. It allows the software to control the chopper to be toggled on or off. After turning on the optical chopper, and making sure both detector and motorized stage are functioning properly, data acquisition process can be performed.

The above descriptions are for the multi-channel white light probe detection scheme. The TAPPS software for the single channel detection is a separate program from the multi-channel software, but it is essentially structured the same, with only the Detector Control tab significantly changed since the detection is now done by the lock-in amplifier. First, the system collects the data at the first time point and stores them in the lock-in amplifier based on the Sampler Per Time Point. Then the average data is transferred from the lock-in to the computer before the stage moves to the next time point and starts the data collection process all over. The data vs time delay trace is displayed in the Scan Data main tab.[195]

The single channel detector software can also be used for autocorrelation methods. More details about TAPPS software can be found in the manufacture manuals [195].
2.7 Post Data Acquisition Analysis

2.7.1 Group Velocity Dispersion (GVD) Correction

When using supercontinuum white light as probe source, the array detector records the optical intensity at different wavelengths at each \( \Delta t \). Therefore, the retrieved data is exported as a three-dimension matrix containing both temporal and frequency domain information, and \( \Delta OD \) is on the third dimension axis (Figure 2.17). Due to the dispersion of the white light by the grating mirror, the raw 3D data needs to undergo GVD correction before further analysis.

When the transient signal goes into the detection box (Figure 2.15.a), the curved grating mirror disperses the white light onto the array detector. As the white light got dispersed, photons with different frequencies (photon energies) travel slightly different in distance (between the grating and the detector), which introduces false time zeroes across the whole wavelength domain. As shown in Figure 2.17.a, the white curved line indicates
the shifting effect of time zeros. This false-time-zero line is retrieved (by choose twenty data points from the raw 3D data) and fitted with a power function in OriginPro 8.1:

\[
\Delta t(\lambda) = \Delta t_0 + A|\lambda - \lambda_0|^p
\]  

(2.14)

Where \(\lambda_0\) is a reference wavelength, and \(\Delta t_0\) is the shifting of the time zero at \(\lambda_0\). Using the parameters (such as \(A\), and \(p\)) that determined from the power function fitting, the shifting of time zeros at all wavelength, \(\Delta t(\lambda)\), can be calculated. Then the equation and parameters are fed into a C-code executable program which preforms the GVD correction and generates an output file containing a GVD corrected 3D matrix (Figure 2.17.b). Both software codes of GVD program and detail fitting procedures can be found in Appendix IV.

2.7.2 MathCAD Global Fittings

The information retrieved from the wavelength domain is always related to the electron population on different energy levels based on Beer’s Law, therefore can be simulated as a combining effect of several Gaussian line shape functions [31]. The rising curve and decay curve on the time domain can be fit as an exponential decay with one or more time components. Based on this concept, globe fitting and simulation can be carried out with the help of MathCAD or other data analyzing software (more details about global fitting can be found in Section 3.3.2, and the MathCAD coding can be found in Appendix II).
2.8 Ultrafast Lab Daily Maintenance

In order to keep the laser running properly and to prolong the life time of the system, routine maintenance needs to be performed regularly. A lab log book needs to be filled-in everyday to track the performance of the CPA laser head, as well as the output power of the two NOPAs. Any performance errors of the temperature control system and the water cooling systems also need to be logged into the log book. For the external water-cooling loop, the de-ionized water in the Lytron Chiller needs to be changed every two months, the particle filter for the chiller should be changed every six month. The status of the internal water-cooling system needs to be monitored, and the double de-ionized water should be refilled when the water level is low (indicator shows “water level: wrong”). The Nd:YAG flash lamp needs to be replaced when the ORC current level reaches 29 amps on the “power supply” screen of the control panel. The Nd:YAG rod seals should be changed every 1500 operating hours. The status of the Liebert temperature controlling system also needs be checked regularly. The desiccants in the nitrogen drying unit need to be exchanged and baked when the color of the desiccants completely transfers from blue to pink.
CHAPTER 3

ENERGY LEVEL ALIGNMENT AND PHOTOINDUCED ULTRAFAST CHARGE TRANSFER PROCESSES OF CdSe NANOCLUSTER PASSIVATED WITH LIGAND PHENYLDITHIOCARBAMATE

This is the first research project during my Ph.D. study. The motivation of this project is to study a promising electronic material for solid-state device fabrication: 1.6 nm diameter CdSe semiconductor nanoclusters (SCNCs). The charge generation and charge transfers from the inorganic CdSe nanocluster cores to the surrounding ligands have a strong influence on the device efficiency. In this context, we report the excited-state dynamics of the molecule-like 1.6 nm diameter CdSe SCNCs that are passivated with a highly conjugated ligand: phenyldithiocarbamate (PDTC). Femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy studies revealed a sub-picosecond hole transfer ($\tau \approx 0.9$ ps) from CdSe core to its PDTC shell. Strong electronic interaction, wave-function induced hole delocalization, and sub-picosecond hot electron transfer ($\tau \approx 0.2$ ps) from excited states of CdSe to the interfacial states, are observed. A series of control experiments were performed by varying the size of CdSe nanocluster cores (1.6 nm vs 2.9 nm), the photon energy of the pump laser source (388 nm vs 490 nm), and by addition of an electron quencher, benzoquinone (BQ), and a hole quencher, pyridine (Py). These control experiments ruled out alternative mechanisms and confirmed the critical role of energy level alignment between the CdSe nanocluster and

---

1 This Chapter has been published in The Journal of Physical Chemistry C [31].
PDTC ligands. Understanding the charge carrier dynamics across the CdSe NCs–organic ligands interface is essential to various physical phenomena, such as hot carrier relaxation, and multiple exciton generation, which together could aid in the design of high efficiency solar cells and photocatalysts.

3.1 Introduction

Efficient charge transfer (CT) across the semiconductor quantum dot (QD)–surface ligand interface is crucial in enhancing the performance of ligand-passivated QDs in many potential applications such as solar cells [197-202], light-emitting diodes [112, 116, 123, 203], and other optoelectronic devices [204-207]. Commonly used long alkyl chain-containing surface-passivating ligands hinder CT processes. To improve such processes, various dye molecules were used to modify the QD’s surface, and ultrafast spectroscopy techniques were implemented to study the electron transfer (ET) or hole transfer (HT) dynamics [208-210]. It was shown that both the ET and HT processes depend on the structural parameters of the QDs, such as size, composition, chemical nature of the surface-passivating ligands, and electronic interaction between QDs and ligands [27, 50, 207, 211-219]. Compared to the amount of information available on excited state dynamics of metal chalcogenide QDs, the scientific knowledge concerning ultrasmall semiconductor nanoclusters (SCNCs, <2.0 nm in diameter) is very limited [219, 220] and mostly focused on theoretical calculation [51, 221-223]. To the best of our knowledge, no report is available studying the dynamics of both ET and HT across the ultrasmall SCNC–surface ligand interface.
Ultrasmall SCNCs bridge the gap between small molecules and QDs with discrete highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy levels [18, 62, 224]. In QDs a low percentage of atoms occupy the surface and the variety of surface facets leads to inhomogeneous composition, which results in precise information on the electronic structure and dynamics remaining elusive. In contrast, 1.6 nm diameter Cd$_{34}$Se$_{34}$ SCNCs, also known as “magic-size” clusters, contain nearly 80% surface atoms [83, 84, 225], and thus their surface structure is expected to have profound effects on their photophysical properties. Atomically precise, ultrasmall SCNCs therefore have much better ability to provide quantitative information about ET and HT dynamics than traditionally studied QDs through appropriate selection of surface-passivating ligands, which induce a strong SCNC–ligand interaction. Recently, Weiss and co-workers [56, 57] and our collaborators, Teunis and Sardar [226], have shown that attaching phenyldithiocarbamate (PDTC) ligands to CdSe QDs, and SCNCs, respectively, reduced the optical bandgap due to expansion of the hole wave function outside of the inorganic core to the ligand monolayer. This expansion is from interfacial orbital mixing due to strong interaction between the SCNC and its ligands [227, 228]. Nearly a 2-fold higher reduction of the optical bandgap of CdSe SCNCs is observed in comparison to QDs, presumably due to their very small size.
In this context, we report for the first time the study of excited state dynamics of PDTC-passivated 1.6 nm diameter CdSe SCNCs conjugates. We observed a sub-picosecond time scale for both ET and HT processes when the SCNCs were excited at a photon energy much larger than the optical bandgap. We explored the dynamics by selectively changing the excitation energy and nanocluster size to prove that interfacial orbital mixing and formation of interfacial states promoted the hole transfer and hot electron transfer from the SCNC core to the PDTC ligand monolayer. Furthermore, appropriate energetic alignment

Figure 3.1. Three-dimension Transient Absorption Spectrum of 1.6 nm CdSe Semiconductor Nanoclusters Passivated with Phenyldithiocarbamate

Delay time (picoseconds) at x-axis, probe wavelength (nanometer) at y axis, and the change in optical density (ΔOD) at the third dimension. CdSe nanocluster passivated with ligand is shown in the right (green) inset, and the proposed energy transfer diagram is shown in the left (blue) inset.
between SCNC orbitals and PDTC molecular orbitals (MOs) is critical to the observed ultrafast ET and HT processes. Understanding such excited-state dynamics could open up new avenues for the design of new ligands as well as new SCNC–ligand conjugates that will exhibit fast charge separation and slow recombination, which have great potential to increase the efficiency of solar cells prepared from them.

3.2 Experimental Details

3.2.1 Synthesis of Ligand-Passivated SCNCs

**Materials.** Cadmium chloride (CdCl₂, 99.9%), selenium (pellets, 99.9%), dodecylamine (DDA, 98%), 1-hexanethiol (95%), carbon disulfide (CS₂, 99.9%), aniline (99%), trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO, 95%), trioctylphosphine (TOP, 90%), hexadecylamine (HDA, 98%), cadmium stearate, toluene (HPLC grade), acetonitrile (HPLC grade), chloroform (HPLC grade), hexane (HPLC grade), methanol (HPLC grade), sure seal dichloromethane (DCM) (>99%), and concentrated ammonium hydroxide (NH₄OH) (ACS grade) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification. Organic solvents were purged with N₂ for 30 min prior to use.

**Synthesis of Phenyldithiocarbamate Ligands.** Phenyldithiocarbamate (PDTC) ligand was prepared according to a literature procedure [229]. Briefly, 82.0 mmol of CS₂ was added dropwise over 30 min to 41.0 mmol of aniline dispersed in 30 mL of concentrated NH₄OH at 0 °C. The solution was stirred under N₂ overnight. The resulting products for each aniline derivative appeared as suspended solids that ranged in color from yellow to white to gray. These products were washed with cold chloroform and dried under vacuum.
overnight. The PDTC ligand was stored in the dark before use. The products were characterized by $^1$H NMR spectroscopy and electrospray ionization–mass spectrometry.

**Synthesis of CdSe Nanoclusters.** 1.6 diameter CdSe SCNCs [(CdSe)$_{34}$] were synthesized according to literature with slight modification [230]. Briefly, in a 100 mL two-neck round bottom flask, 0.140 g of CdCl$_2$ mixed with 5 mL of DDA at 30 °C until all solid dissolved. The optically clear solution was cooled to room temperature, and 10 mL of nitrogen-purged toluene was added before the addition of the selenium precursor. Selenium precursor was prepared separately by dissolving 0.06 g of freshly ground selenium powder in a mixture of 785 μL of DDA and 215 μL of 1-hexanethiol at 30 °C under N$_2$. After addition of the selenium precursor, the reaction was stirred under N$_2$ at 40 °C for 2 h. After 2 h, a stable absorption peak was observed, and the SCNCs were precipitated by the dropwise addition of nitrogen-purged acetonitrile. The yellow solid was collected by centrifugation. The precipitation step was repeated for two more times. Finally, the solid was dried with N$_2$ and stored in the glovebox for further optical characterization and surface modification.

**Synthesis of CdSe Quantum Dots.** The CdSe QDs were synthesized according to literature procedure [57]. Briefly, 1.0 M trioctylphosphine selenide (TOPSe) solution was prepared inside the glovebox. 0.165 mmol of cadmium stearate, 5.02 mmol TOPO, and 8.03 mmol of HDA were loaded in a 100 mL three-neck round-bottom flask, and the mixture was heated at 320 °C under nitrogen until an optically clear solution was appeared. At this point 1.0 mL of TOPSe was injected, and the reaction temperature was maintained at 290 °C. When the QDs displayed an absorption maximum at 541 nm, the reaction mixture was quenched by adding 10 mL of chloroform. CdSe QDs were purified by adding methanol.
The purified product was stored inside the glovebox. According to an empirical formula [25], CdSe QDs displaying a 541 nm band-edge absorption peak have a diameter of 2.9 nm. The size distribution of CdSe QDs used in the present work, as determined by a TEM image, is 2.9 ± 0.2 nm.

**Ligand Exchange Reaction.** The ligand exchange reaction was performed according to our published procedure [226]. Briefly, all samples were prepared inside a nitrogen-filled glovebox and reactions were carried out in a Schlenk line. 0.19 mmol of DDA-coated CdSe SCNCs was dissolved in 10 mL of DCM in a 25 mL two-neck round-bottom flask followed by addition of 0.39 mmol of PDTC ligand. The biphasic reaction mixture was vigorously stirred at room temperature for 48 h. After the reaction mixture displayed its stable lowest energy absorption maximum, it was centrifuged, dried under reduced pressure, and stored inside a glovebox. The PDTC-passivated samples were stable at least a month inside the glovebox. The PDTC passivated CdSe SCNCs were completely soluble in DCM.

3.2.2 Transient Absorption Spectroscopy.

The transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy system [231] uses a regeneratively amplified mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser system (Clark-MXR, wavelength = 775 nm, pulse duration ≲ 150 fs, pulse energy ~ 1 mJ at 1 kHz repetition rate). For the present TA experiment, pump sources with two different wavelengths were used: (i) second harmonics of the amplifier output (388 nm) by frequency doubling in a BBO crystal and (ii) output at 490 nm from a noncollinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA), which was pulse-compressed to ~30 fs pulse duration. Output from the femtosecond laser amplifier (775 nm)
was split and used to pump the doubling crystal, the NOPA, and a 3 mm thick sapphire plate to generate supercontinuum white light (420–1600 nm) which used as the probe source. Pulse energy of the pump light was attenuated to below 0.15 μJ. The PDTC-passivated CdSe SCNCs in DCM were contained in a 1 mm thick quartz cuvette. The white-light probe beam was focused into the cuvette, while the pump beam was defocused to ensure the coverage of the probe beam in a noncollinear geometry. After the sample, the pump beam was blocked by a diaphragm, while transmission of the white-light probe beam was refocused onto the entrance slit of a spectrometer. It was then dispersed by a curved grating and detected by a linear array CMOS detector in the wavelength range of 430–730 nm. When 490 nm pump beam was used, an edge-pass filter was used to clean the residual pump beam radiation. The delay time between pump and probe pulses (Δt) was variable by moving a retroreflector on a computer-controlled translation stage which reflects the pump beam. An optical chopper revolving at 500 Hz, half of the repetition rate of the femtosecond laser, was used to modulate the pump beam, and the TA signal was recorded as the change in optical density (ΔOD) with pump beam blocked and unblocked:

\[ \Delta OD(\Delta t, \lambda) = -\log \left( \frac{I^*_0(\Delta t, \lambda)}{I^*_0} \right) \]  

(3.1)

Where \( I^*_0 \) and \( I_0 \) are the probe beam transmission at each delay time with the preceding pump beam unblocked and blocked, respectively. Group velocity dispersion in the TA spectrum \( \Delta OD(\Delta t, \lambda) \) was corrected using a power law function:

\[ \Delta t(\lambda) = \Delta t_0 + A |\lambda - \lambda_0|^\beta \]  

(3.2)

In which \( \lambda_0 \) is the reference wavelength, and \( \Delta t_0 \) is the delay time at \( \lambda_0 \). Dozens of time zeros were pre-determined and plotted against their corresponding wavelengths in Origin. Then
the parameters $\Delta t_0$, $A$, $\lambda_0$, and $p$ were determined by fitting the plot with a power law function. (See Appendix IV for details)

3.3 Results and Discussions

3.3.1 Data Analysis and Exciton Dynamics

Previously, our collaborators have shown that functionalization of ultrasmall CdSe SCNC surface with conjugated ligand PDTCs allowed excitonic hole delocalization [226]. It was observed that maximum delocalization took place for smaller (1.6 nm diameter) CdSe SCNCs because of matching between the energy levels of the SCNC and PDTC ligand orbitals. The delocalization of strongly confined holes to the ligand monolayer resulted in excitonic band gap reduction. The wavelength of the first excitonic transition of the PDTC passivated CdSe SCNCs was determined in UV-vis absorption measurement to be around 504 nm [226], corresponding to a bandgap of $\Delta E_g \approx 2.46$ eV. The steady states absorption spectrum is obtained by using Ocean Optics USB4000 Fiber Optic Spectrometer. The trace is shown at the top half of Figure 3.2, using Absorption (a.u.) as the y-axis.

Based on the previous experimental and theoretical results of Norris et al. [232], absorption at different wavelengths can be assigned to different excitonic transitions, which are better resolved in the transient absorption (TA) spectra (Figure 3.2). 388 nm laser beam was used as the pump source, and supercontinuum white light was used as probe source. The TA spectra were overlaid with steady states absorption spectrum, and shown at the bottom half of Figure 3.2. The change in optical density ($\Delta$OD) on the y-axis indicates negative photobleaching (PB) signal and positive photoabsorption (PA) signal. Different color schemes indicates TA spectrum at different delay time. At $\Delta t = 0$ ps, the PB signal
starts rising and reach the maximum when $\Delta t = 1$ ps, then slowly decays. The PB signal rising and decay times can be fit and calculated by plotting $\Delta OD$ against $\Delta t$ at varies wavelengths.

The 388 nm pump source (photon energy = 3.20 eV, i.e., 0.74 eV above bandgap) excites the $1P(e) - 1P_{1/2}(h)$ and $1P(e) - 1P_{5/2}(h)$ excitonic transitions, probably with contamination from the $1S(e) - 2S_{1/2}(h)$ transition. In the short wavelength region, the TA

Figure 3.2. Steady-state absorption spectrum (top) and Transient absorption spectra at different pump–probe delay times (bottom) of PDTC-passivated CdSe SCNCs ($d = 1.6$ nm).

Pump beam wavelength: 388 nm. Vertical dashed lines indicate the center wavelengths of TA spectra. Note that maximum of the positive photoabsorption (PA) signal is red-shifted from $\lambda_4$ to $\sim 545$ nm due to strong influence by the negative photobleaching (PB) signal at $\lambda_3$.

The 388 nm pump source (photon energy = 3.20 eV, i.e., 0.74 eV above bandgap) excites the $1P(e) - 1P_{1/2}(h)$ and $1P(e) - 1P_{5/2}(h)$ excitonic transitions, probably with contamination from the $1S(e) - 2S_{1/2}(h)$ transition. In the short wavelength region, the TA
spectrum shows negative photobleaching (PB) signal with three partially resolved peaks at 
\( \lambda_1 = 445 \text{ nm (} h\nu = 2.79 \text{ eV)} \), \( \lambda_2 = 488 \text{ nm (} h\nu = 2.54 \text{ eV)} \), and \( \lambda_3 = 517 \text{ nm (} h\nu = 2.40 \text{ eV)} \)
that can be assigned to \( 1S(e) - 1S_{1/2}(h) \), \( 1S(e) - 2S_{3/2}(h) \), and \( 1S(e) - 1S_{3/2}(h) \) transitions, respectively (Scheme 3.1).[201, 208, 233-235]

![Scheme 3.1. Energy diagram and photoinduced processes in the CdSe SCNC-PDTC conjugate.](image)

Arrows mark the pump wavelength and the center wavelengths in Figure 3.2. Wavy arrows and curved arrows indicate relaxation and CT processes, respectively.
The PB signal at all three wavelengths is attributed to filling of the 1S(e) electron state following photoexcitation of the 1P(e)−1P(h) transition that generates excitons and subsequent electron and hole relaxation. The exciton bleach recovery kinetics at these wavelengths are therefore similar to one another (Figure 3.3.a) and can be fit using a multiexponential decay function with time constants of $\tau_1 = 632$ ps, $\tau_2 = 23$ ps, and $\tau_3 = 2.7$ ps. (See Section 3.3.2 global fittings for details)

To better understand the underlying dynamics and interpret the observed ultrafast kinetics, control TA experiments with electron and hole quenchers [44, 236] were also performed. Benzoquinone (BQ) was added into the solution to quench electrons in photoexcited CdSe SCNCs. The aforementioned fast decay components ($\tau_3 = 2.7$ ps, $\tau_2 = 23$ ps) were significantly accelerated while the slow component ($\tau_1 = 632$ ps) was much less affected, as shown in Figure 3.4. In comparison, when pyridine (Py), a hole quencher, was added, the change of fast kinetics was insignificant at 455 nm and undetectable at 488 and 517 nm (Figure 3.4.a–c). This confirms the previous observation that the exciton bleach signal is dominated by electrons rather than holes [27]. The slow and fast components are attributed to exciton recombination at the band edge [237, 238] and electron transfer to the passivating ligands, respectively.[208, 210]

More detailed comparison between the exciton bleach recovery kinetics at these three peak wavelengths reveals a unique fast decay component at $\lambda_2$ with a decay constant of $\tau_4 \sim 900$ fs (Figure 3.3.b). The possibility of TA signal from the DCM solvent or PDTC ligands at $\lambda_2$ has been ruled out by negative results in control experiments using these samples. Sub-picosecond PB recovery process was previously observed in TA spectra of CdSe QDs [239, 240] and was attributed to electron relaxation following exciton generation.
Figure 3.3 Time domain transient spectra of PDTC passivated 1.6 nm CdSe

(a) Ultrafast kinetics of the CdSe SCNC–PDTC conjugate at four peak wavelengths of the TA spectra. The dashed gray line represents instrument response function (IRF). The thin red lines are simulation using parameters determined in the global fitting (Table 3.1).

(b) Ultrafast kinetics TA spectra normalized to their slow decay component at long delay time. The positive trace (ΔΔOD) is subtraction of normalized kinetics at 488 nm from that at 517 nm, which unravels the sub-picosecond hole transfer as described in the text.
However, it was detected at the wavelength corresponding to the $1P(e) - 1P_{3/2}(h)$ transition, which is out of the detection range of the present experiment. At such wavelength, the growth of the PB signal in the delay time window of 0 to 400 fs was assigned to the relaxation of electrons from higher energy levels to the $1P$ state, whereas the recovery of the PB signal ($\tau = 540$ fs) was assigned to $1P$ to $1S$ electron relaxation and is complementary to a secondary growth ($\tau = 530$ fs) at the wavelength of $1S(e) - 1S_{3/2}(h)$ transition. In the present work of CdSe SCNC–PDTC ligand conjugates, the sub-picosecond PB recovery process was observed at $\lambda 2$ exclusively, corresponding to the $1S(e) - 2S_{3/2}(h)$ transition. Electron relaxation is therefore unlikely to be the underlying mechanism.

Because transients at $\lambda 1$, $\lambda 2$, and $\lambda 3$ share the same electron state, the observed difference in the bleach recovery kinetics can only be explained by different dynamics involving the hole states. $\lambda 2$ is the center wavelength of the $1S(e) - 2S_{3/2}(h)$ transition. The sub-picosecond decay component is therefore attributed to hole transfer from the $2S_{3/2}(h)$ level of the CdSe SCNC to the HOMO level of the PDTC ligand. According to previous effective mass approximation calculation [40] and electrochemical measurements [19, 241, 242], the valence band edge of 1.6 nm CdSe SCNCs would be $E_b = -6.16$ eV. The HOMO energy of PDTC is calculated to be $\sim -6.15$ eV [56]. This energetic alignment between the valence band of CdSe SCNC and the HOMO of PDTC ligand enhances the possibility of strong interfacial orbital mixing and formation of hybrid orbitals, as illustrated in Scheme 3.1, a curved arrow labeled $\tau_4$ indicates the charge transfer process from $2S_{3/2}(h)$ level of CdSe to the HOMO of PDTC ligand. Thus, strongly confined hole wave functions of ultrasmall CdSe SCNCs can expand beyond the inorganic core boundary to the ligand monolayer through hybrid orbitals. Coupling and hybridization between the lowest-energy
hole states of CdSe SCNC and the ground state of PDTC ligand is therefore expected [56, 57, 243], which facilitates exciton relaxation and hole transfer [51].

![Ultrafast kinetics of PDTC-passivated CdSe SCNCs at four wavelengths with electron quencher (Red trace) or hole quencher (Blue trace).](image)

Benzoquinone (BQ) is used as electron quencher and pyridine (Py) is used as hole quencher. The three time decay kinetics at each wavelength are normalized to their maximum $\Delta$OD.

Although PB signal due to state filling that involves three hole states (1S$_{3/2}$, 2S$_{3/2}$, 1S$_{1/2}$) were detected, only hole transfer from the 2S$_{3/2}(h)$ state was observed. This is probably due to the larger extension of the 2S$_{3/2}(h)$ orbital of the CdSe SCNC and hence better overlap with the HOMO of the PDTC ligand. It is worth noting that for CdSe QDs, the PB signal in
the TA spectra is mainly due to the photo-excited electrons residing in the lowest energy 1S(e) state, whereas the contribution of holes is usually insignificant [27]. The observation of hole transfer in the present experiment on SCNCs is attributed to the relatively high excitation energy and the relatively large energy separation between hole states due to the ultrasmall size of the SCNCs.

In the longer wavelength region, the TA spectrum of CdSe SCNC–PDTC conjugates possesses a positive photoabsorption (PA) signal centered at $\lambda_4 = 536$ nm ($h\nu = 2.31$ eV, see Figure 3.2). In our control experiments, the PDTC molecule does not have absorption at 388 nm (Figure 3.5), and no TA signal of PDTC in DCM was observed. Previously, positive signals in QD systems in the long wavelength region were assigned to exciton–exciton interactions (in CdSe QDs, $r \sim 5.7$ nm) [27, 239] or to absorption of charged free radicals resulted from electron transfer (in CdSe/ CdS QD–MV$^{2+}$ conjugates) [44].
In order to unravel the underlying mechanism of the PA signal, TA spectroscopy was applied to investigate the photoinduced dynamics of 1.6 nm diameter CdSe SCNCs passivated by PDTC ligands, which, unlike PDTC ligands, are not strongly coupled to the CdSe cores because of mismatch of the energy levels. The TA spectrum of DDA-passivated CdSe SCNCs (shown in Figure 3.6) is dominated by broad PA signal in the longer wavelength region (>460 nm). The PB signal due to state filling is almost completely out of the detection range of the array detector although weak negative signal at the shorter

Figure 3.6. Three dimensional TA spectrum of DDA-coated CdSe SCNCs with DCM as solvent and pumped at 388 nm.

Upper left panel: decay dynamics at 540 nm probe wavelength. Red line shows a fit to biexponential decay. Lower right panel: Wavelength dimension TA spectrum at 0.5 ps decay time.
wavelength edge of the detection range (∼450 nm) was observed. The ultrafast dynamics of the PA signal can be fit to a biexponential decay with time constants much longer than 1 ps. A similar broad and long-lived PA signal was previously observed for ligand protected QDs [208, 210] and was attributed to red-shifted 1S−1S excitonic transitions due to exciton−exciton interaction. This PA signal of DDA-coated CdSe SCNCs, however, is significantly different from the PA signal that was observed for CdSe SCNC−PDTC ligand conjugates, which is much narrower in the wavelength domain and is of sub-picosecond time scale (Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3.b). Exciton−exciton interaction is, therefore, unlikely to be the underlying mechanism of the PA signal centered at λ4.

The positive TA signal cannot be attributed to radical cations either: Its sub-picosecond time scale is too short compared to that of the radical cation signal (on the order of 100 ns as reported previously[44]). Moreover, unlike the PA signal of radical cations [44], the positive signal of the CdSe SCNC−PDTC conjugate at ∼545 nm did not disappear when the electron quencher BQ was added (Figure 3.4.d). It is therefore attributed to new charge transfer states (CTSs) created by charge separation across the SCNC−ligand interface. CTSs are usually formed within 0.1 ps.[34, 244, 245] which is consistent with the observation of the present experiment. They are then populated via hot electron transfer upon photoexcitation of 388 nm. No positive signal was observed when lower pump photon energy was used (for instance, λ = 490 nm). As shown in Figure 3.7, when 490 nm pump power is used, the positive PA signal in the long wavelength region is no longer present. The decay dynamics at 545 nm probe wavelength further supports the absence of PA signal when lower pump photon energy was used.
Such a comparison suggests that the interfacial CTs involved in the observed hot electron transfer process are above the conduction band edge of CdSe SCNCs, which facilitates strong electronic coupling and allows hot electron transfer to PDTC ligands. Energy level alignment by itself, however, does not ensure hot electron transfer. Following excitation by high energy photons, hot charge carrier transfer is in competition with and may be outrun by relaxation processes. Observation of sub-picosecond hot electron transfer in the SCNC–PDTC conjugates implies that the hot electron transfer rate is comparable to that of the relaxation processes. This is attributed to large energy spacing between electron states of the inorganic core and the well-engineered nanocluster surface-ligand interface that removes electron trap states, both of which slow down electron cooling.

Figure 3.7. TA spectra of PDTC-passivated 1.6 nm CdSe SCNCs with 490 nm pump wavelength. (Inset shows decay kinetics at 545 nm).

Such a comparison suggests that the interfacial CTs involved in the observed hot electron transfer process are above the conduction band edge of CdSe SCNCs, which facilitates strong electronic coupling and allows hot electron transfer to PDTC ligands. Energy level alignment by itself, however, does not ensure hot electron transfer. Following excitation by high energy photons, hot charge carrier transfer is in competition with and may be outrun by relaxation processes. Observation of sub-picosecond hot electron transfer in the SCNC–PDTC conjugates implies that the hot electron transfer rate is comparable to that of the relaxation processes. This is attributed to large energy spacing between electron states of the inorganic core and the well-engineered nanocluster surface-ligand interface that removes electron trap states, both of which slow down electron cooling.
Time evolution of the PA signal can be well-simulated using a two-step consecutive reaction model, in which the intensity of PA matches the population of the interfacial states (see Section 3.2.2 for details). The growth of the PA signal (with rate constant $k_{4a} = 5.37$ ps$^{-1}$) corresponds to hot electron transfer to the interfacial state, while its decay ($k_{4b} = 5.45$ ps$^{-1}$) may be attributed to ultrafast recombination and relaxation processes. Electronic coupling between the orbitals of the CdSe SCNCs and the passivating ligands depends on their energy level structures. Modification of either SCNCs or ligands can therefore affect the charge transfer processes.

Figure 3.8. Steady States Absorption Spectra of 2.9 nm diameter CdSe QDs

Blue trace ($\lambda = 541$ nm) is the spectrum of 2.9 nm “naked” CdSe QDs, and the red trace ($\lambda = 578$ nm) is PDTC-CdSe QDs. The red shift and broadening of the absorption spectrum after ligand exchange indicates exciton delocalization from the CdSe QDs to ligand monolayers.
Figure 3.9. Transient Absorption (TA) Spectra of CdSe QDs–PDTC ligand conjugate

The diameter of the QDs is 2.9 nm. The bandgap energy is 2.15 eV (\(\lambda = 578\) nm). Wavelength domain of the TA spectra at different pump–probe delay times is shown in (a). Ultrafast time domain of the TA spectra illustrate the decay kinetics at four wavelengths is shown in (b).
Previously, Teunis and coworkers have shown that exciton delocalization in CdSe SCNC decreased as its size was increased [226]. Based on this observation, different TA signals are expected for QDs. To further explore the ultrafast hole and electron transfer processes, we varied the sizes of nanocrystals, while PDTC surface coating remained unchanged. When PDTC passivated CdSe QDs with \( d = 2.9 \) nm and \( E_g = 2.15 \) eV (\( \lambda = 578 \) nm, see Figure 3.8 for steady-state absorption spectrum) were used to investigate the excited state dynamics, different TA spectra were observed, as shown in Figure 3.9. The positive signal in the long-wavelength region is significantly weaker compared to that of the 1.6 nm CdSe SCNCs (Figure 3.2). The sub-picosecond decay component at \( \lambda_2 \) (with time constant \( \tau_4 \)) is almost absent. Such observation supports the attribution of the PA signal at \( \lambda_4 \) to charge transfer rather than exciton–exciton interaction because magnitude of the PA and PB signal due to exciton–exciton interaction is insensitive to the size of QDs or SCNCs [240]. Moreover, it suggests that both hot electron and hole transfer processes are sensitive to energy level alignment.

3.3.2 Global Fitting and Simulations

To unravel the exciton dynamics and derive quantitative information about charge transfer processes, experimentally obtained three dimensional transient absorption (TA) spectra were fit to a model that takes into account the ultrafast processes at all four center wavelengths \( \lambda_1 \sim \lambda_4 \). A function of \( \Delta OD \) which has two variables (\( \lambda, \Delta t \)) attributes to both wavelength domain and time domain.
\[ \Delta OD(\lambda, \Delta t) = \begin{cases} 
\sum_{i=1}^{3} \left[ A_i(\lambda) \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{3 \text{ or } 4} \gamma_j e^{-\Delta t / \tau_j}}{\sum_{j=1}^{3 \text{ or } 4} \gamma_j} \right] + \\
A_4(\lambda) \left[ \frac{k_{4a} \left( e^{-k_{4a} \Delta t} - e^{-k_{4b} \Delta t} \right)}{k_{4b} - k_{4a}} \right] \otimes IRF(\Delta t) \end{cases} \] (3.3)

In which \( A_i(\lambda) \) indicates the wavelength domain of the spectral profile, which was simulated by a multi-peak Gaussian line shape. Each component can be written as the equation below. Where \( \lambda_i (i = 1 \sim 4) \) are the center wavelengths of transient absorption.

\[ A_i(\lambda) = \frac{Y_i}{\sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\left(\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\lambda - \lambda_i}{\sigma} \right)^2 \right)} \] (3.4)

The ultrafast time decay kinetics at \( \lambda_1 \sim \lambda_3 \) are fit to a multi-exponential decay with three (at \( \lambda_1 \) and \( \lambda_3 \)) or four (at \( \lambda_2 \)) components with different weights (\( \gamma_j \)) and time constants (\( \tau_j \)). At wavelength \( \lambda_1 \) and \( \lambda_3 \), which corresponding to \( 1S(e) \sim 1S_{1/2}(h) \) and \( 1S(e) \sim 1S_{3/2}(h) \) transitions, respectively, there are one slow decay component, \( \tau_1 \), and two fast decay components, \( \tau_2 \) and \( \tau_3 \). While at wavelength \( \lambda_2 \), an unique sub-picosecond time component \( \tau_4 \) was put into the equation to simulate the fast decay observed at \( \lambda_2 \) corresponding to \( 1S(e) \sim 2S_{3/2}(h) \) transitions (see Figure 3.3.b).

At wavelength \( \lambda_4 \) the positive PA signal is fit to a two-step consecutive reaction model, and then multiply the wavelength domain function \( A_4 \), (see the second term in the curly brackets of \( \Delta OD \) function). In simulating the 3D TA spectra, ultrafast kinetics are convolved with Instrument Response Function (IRF). With \( \sigma_{IRF} = 127 \) fs. To save computation time, convolution was performed only in the region of \( \Delta t = -0.5 \) to 5 ps. A
small positive offset had to be added to $A_4(\lambda)$, in order to compensate the strong influence by the negative signal at $\lambda_3$.

$$IRF(t) = \frac{Y_{IRF}}{\sigma_{IRF} \sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\left(\frac{1}{2}\right)\left(\frac{t}{\sigma_{IRF}}\right)^2}$$

(3.5)

All the simulation equations above were put into Mathcad software, and a global fitting was performed to calculate all the time kinetics variables, as listed in Table 3.1. Details about global fitting and Mathcad code can be found in Appendix II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\lambda_1$</th>
<th>$\lambda_2$</th>
<th>$\lambda_3$</th>
<th>$\lambda_4$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>445 nm</td>
<td>488 nm</td>
<td>517 nm</td>
<td>536 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y_1$</td>
<td>$Y_2$</td>
<td>$Y_3$</td>
<td>$Y_4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.43</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>-0.92</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_1$</td>
<td>$\tau_2$</td>
<td>$\tau_3$</td>
<td>$\tau_4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>632 ps</td>
<td>23 ps</td>
<td>2.7 ps</td>
<td>0.9 ps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_1$</td>
<td>$\gamma_2$</td>
<td>$\gamma_3$</td>
<td>$\gamma_4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (fixed)</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{4a}$</td>
<td>$k_{4a}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.37 ps$^{-1}$</td>
<td>5.45 ps$^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>$\sigma_{IRF}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 nm</td>
<td>127 fs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
$1S(e) - 1S_{1/2}(h)$, $1S(e) - 2S_{3/2}(h)$, and $1S(e) - 1S_{3/2}(h)$ transitions share three time decay components, $\tau_1 = 632$ ps, $\tau_2 = 23$ ps, and $\tau_3 = 2.7$ ps. What unique about $1S(e) - 2S_{3/2}(h)$ transition, is that contains an ultrafast time components $\tau_4 = 0.9$ ps, attributes to the fast hole transfer from CdSe SCNCs toward the PDTC ligand orbitals, which we discussed in the previous section.

Experimentally obtained TA spectra of 1.6 nm CdSe SCNC-PDTC conjugates were simulated using the time constants, $\tau_1 \sim \tau_4$, and $k_{4a} = 5.37$ ps$^{-1}$, $k_{4b} = 5.45$ ps$^{-1}$, alone with other parameters, which were determined in the global fit. The fit ultrafast time kinetics (time domain of the TA spectra) are previously shown in Figure 3.3, while the fit TA spectra in the wavelength domain are compared to experimental ones in Figure 3.10.

3.4 Conclusions

In conclusion, we have studied the excited-state charge transfer dynamics in molecule-like CdSe SCNCs coated with conjugated PDTC ligands. Sub-picosecond PA signal was detected at a wavelength that is longer than the $1S - 1S$ excitonic transition. PB recovery dynamics were observed at the wavelengths of three excitonic transitions that involve the $1S$ electron state. In addition, an extra sub-picosecond PB recovery process is distinguishable at the $1S(e) - 2S_{3/2}(h)$ transition wavelength. Control experiments have been carried out in order to unravel the underlying mechanism for the sub-picosecond PA and PB processes. Based on the experimental results, it is unlikely that the sub-picosecond dynamics are due to exciton–exciton interaction and the electron relaxation process. The sub-picosecond PA and PB recovery processes are attributed to hot electron transfer (ET) and hole transfer (HT) from the CdSe SCNC core to the ligand monolayer, respectively. The HT
process is subject to strong interfacial orbital mixing and formation of hybrid orbitals between the valence band orbitals of SCNC and the HOMO of the PDTC ligands,[56, 57, 227] while the sub-picosecond ET process is attributed to hot electrons transferred to interfacial charge transfer states (CTSs) following photoexcitation using 388 nm pump source.

Figure 3.10. Simulation of PDTC-passivated 1.6 nm CdSe SCNCs with 388 nm pump wavelength using parameters determined in the global fit.

Dotted lines are the experimental spectra. Solid red lines are simulated spectra. Dashed lines are components of TA spectra at different peak wavelengths: $\lambda_1 = 445$ nm, $\lambda_2 = 488$ nm, $\lambda_3 = 517$ nm, and $\lambda_4 = 536$ nm.
The present investigation will provide important guidelines in the preparation of highly efficient electronic materials for the design of optoelectronic devices as follows:

(1) Various types of QDs are commonly used as sensitizers in photovoltaic cells where fast transfer and stabilization of photoexcited holes are extremely important to preventing photovoltaic surface corrosion. From the transient absorption analysis, we observed a fast hole transfer from the 2S hole level of CdSe SCNC to the HOMO level of PDTC ligand. Therefore, appropriate ligand passivation of both QDs and SCNCs will provide a better understanding of the interfacial hole transfer dynamics, which will allow us to enhance the long-term stability of photovoltaics.

(2) Capturing hot electrons before they relax to the band edge (“electron cooling”) can increase the efficiency of photovoltaic devices. The positive signal observed in the long-wavelength region is not only size dependent but also influenced by pump photon energy. Absorption of 388 nm photons populate the conduction band of SCNCs with hot electrons, which are transferred to the interfacial states before relaxing to the conduction band edge because of the strong interfacial electronic interaction between the CdSe SCNC and PDTC. Extraction of hot electrons will likely outpace intraband electron cooling, which has a sub-picosecond time constant. This is important for enhancement of the efficiency in photovoltaic applications.

(3) Because of the large electronic level spacing, (couple of hundred meV, as has been calculated in the literature, as well as determined by the measured TA peak wavelengths), the hot carrier cooling of our strongly confined 1.6 nm CdSe SCNCs is much slower than in QDs, which makes possible the observation of hole transfer and hot electron transfer signals in the TA spectrum. The carrier cooling phenomenon is strongly
correlated with multiple exciton generation (MEG)[29, 41, 42] and if the cooling rate is slower than the MEG rate, one will be able to generate a large photocurrent in SCNC-based photovoltaic cells[252].

Taken together, we believe that passivating the surface of ultrasmall SCNCs with highly conjugated organic ligands containing various chemical substituents that both participate in strong electronic coupling and create a larger number of interfacial hybrid orbitals will provide better control over the manipulation of rates of hot electron and hole transfer, intraband cooling, and carrier recombination and thus facilitate the fabrication of highly efficient photovoltaic devices.
CHAPTER 4

CdSe NANOCLUSTERS PASSIVATED WITH PARA-SUBSTITUTED DERIVATIVES OF PHENYLDITHIOCARBAMATE LIGANDS

Research described in this chapter is a natural continuation of the ultrafast spectroscopy investigation of the photo-induced dynamics in CdSe nanocluster-phenyldithiocarbamate ligand complexes. The main focus of this research project is to study the energy level alignment between 1.6 nm CdSe nanocluster core and its hole-delocalizing para-substituted phenyldithiocarbamate derivative (X-PDTC) ligands, and its effect on ultrafast dynamics including charge carrier relaxation, transfer, and recombination. Following discussion in the previous chapter, we compare the state filling signals, as well as photo-induced absorption signals by interfacial charge transfer states, of CdSe nanoclusters conjugated to six X-PDTC ligands with six different functional groups (-CH₃, -H, -F, -Br, -OCF₃, and -CF₃) at the para-position of the benzene ring. Because of their difference in electron donating or withdrawing abilities, the impacts of these ligands on the hot electron and hole transfer processes vary. A comparative study of charge transfer across the ligand-nanocluster interfaces is important for improving efficiencies of nanocrystal-based photovoltaic and light-emitting devices that incorporates para-substituted PDTC ligands.
4.1 Introduction

Semiconductor nanocrystals, or quantum dots (QDs), are ideal building blocks in nanotechnology thanks to high selectivity and tunability of their sizes and shapes [213, 253-256]. In particular, size-dependent optical and electronic properties of QDs enable wide varieties of photovoltaic, optoelectronic, and electronic applications [257-259]. Such size-dependency arises from the quantum confinement effect on the excitons as the diameter of a semiconductor nanoparticle approaches its Bohr radius [260, 261]. Therefore, the most common approach for controlling the optical properties of a semiconductor material is by variation of its size and shape, as in the case of quantum dots, nanorods, nanowires, nanoplatelets, and nanosheets.

Recently, an emerging method for controlling QDs optical properties (such as the absorption profile and photoluminescence quantum yield) through the control of the surface chemistry has drawn great attentions [262]. Quantum dots with sizes ranging from 2 – 10 nm have a high surface-to-core atoms ratio. Therefore, the surface chemistry of the material begins to dominate the properties (such as solubility, optical properties, and charge transfer dynamics) of the entire particle. This effect is especially important for semiconductor nanoclusters with a diameter that is less than 2 nm, and hence 80% or more atoms are on the surface [230]. Researchers have been using inorganic shells such as ZnS, CdS and CdTe [64, 263, 264] or organic ligands [53, 265, 266] to passivate the surface atoms. Surface passivation can modulate the optical properties of the QDs and prevent charge trapping states due to defects, which sabotage the efficiencies of photovoltaic devices [267, 268].

There has been a focus on the ability of certain organic ligands that either withdraw electrons from or donate electrons to the inorganic core structures. This electron
withdrawing or donating effect is attributed to the conjugation structures, the aromaticity, and the functional groups of the ligand molecules [269, 270]. Ligands with aromatic rings (such as thiophenol [53], aniline [54], phenylenediamine [49, 55]) are especially interesting due to their pi-conjugation structures which offer the strong ability to extract photon-generated charge carriers from the QDs core to the passivated ligands.

Studies have shown that these aromatic molecules are bound to the QDs surface via coordinate covalent bond, which affects both the lifetime and the quantum yield of the photoluminescence (PL) spectra [54]. Enhanced stability against oxidation has also been reported for the ligand-passivated QDs. This stability is mainly attributed to the hole transfer from the QD core to the passivating ligands, and to the delocalization of the molecular orbitals on the aromatic ring [270]. Furthermore, the conjugated structure of the aromatic ring can potentially facilitate charge transfer from QDs to a metal-oxide substrate such as TiO₂, which is commonly used in solar devices as the electron conductor in dye-sensitized solar cells [271].

It has been reported that substitution of covalently bounded ligands, such as thiophenol [53], aniline [54, 272], phenylenediamine [49, 55], and phenylthiocarbamate (PDTC) [226, 243, 273, 274], for native ligands, such as trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO), triocetyl-phosphine (TOP), tetradecylphosphonic acid (TDPA), or hexadecylamine (HDA), via ligand exchange reactions brought about favorable changes to the optical properties and stabilities of QDs. Especially, studies by Weiss group revealed a decrease of the optical band gap of CdSe QDs when passivated with PDTC ligands [57], which indicates relaxation of the quantum confinement. Based on density functional calculations, this relaxation is most
likely attributed to the hole wave function delocalization from the QDs surface to the PDTC ligand shell [57, 58].

They also found that this modulation of band gaps of ligand-passivated QDs is directly related to the energy level alignment between the QD and the ligands [56]. Based on the Hammett coefficients [275], (i.e. the electron withdrawing and donating ability), and the molecular orbitals of the para-substituents, Weiss and coworkers estimated the HOMO energies of several X-PDTC molecules (Figure 4.1.a). They suggested that due to the energy level alignments between these HOMO levels of PDTCs and the valence band edge of the CdSe QDs, the increase in the effective excitonic radius of the QDs has a linear relation with the HOMO energies of the X-PDCT molecules, with the exception of F-PDTC (Figure 4.1.b).

When Sardar and coworkers [226] used various X-PDTCs to modulate the optical properties of CdSe nanoclusters, an unprecedentedly large and controllable decrease in the optical band gap was observed. Compared to the CdSe QDs (2 – 10 nm), variation of the surface chemistry of this 1.6 nm ultrasmall nanoclusters (Cd_{34}Se_{34}) has a larger influence on the effective excitonic radius. Using ligand molecules such as para-substituted PDTCs [226] and metal-carboxylates [276], the exciton delocalization of this “magic-sized” molecule-like CdSe nanocluster is further studied. These studies revealed that electron-accepting group facilitates the hole transfer processes.[226]
Because hole transfer is one of the main factors that limit device efficiency [277, 278], its study may play an important role in the development of QD solar cells. There are still some unexplained observations and debate [279] on whether electron-donating group or electron-withdrawing group facilitates the charge transfer processes. Weiss et al. reconciled this disagreement by suggesting that the inconsistency of the excitonic radius may be attributed to the unbound ligands in the QDs solution due to the ligand degradation process [280]. They also discussed a longstanding puzzle of the large variability of the excitonic radius for the same ligand-passivated QDs in a recent paper [281]. This variability is attributed to the fact that even relatively small changes in the ligand surface coverage, may lead to a measurable effect on the excitonic radius. Reduction of a few percent of bound ligands due to either degradation during storage or the loss of ligand binding sites during particle growth can have a large impact on the QDs band gap.

Figure 4.1. (a) HOMO Energy of X-PDTC Ligands against the Hammett Coefficient of the Functional Groups; (b) Change in Excitonic Radius against HOMO Energy.

Figures adapted with permission from reference 56. Copyrights 2012 American Chemistry Society.
Most previous studies on the effect of X-PDTC ligands on charge transfer employ either steady-state absorption or PL emission spectroscopy. Direct measurement of charge carrier dynamics relies on time-resolved spectroscopy investigations. Particularly, femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy was used in our investigation of photo-induced charge carrier dynamics in 1.6 nm CdSe QD and X-PDTC complexes, which provides insights into sub-picosecond hot electron and hole transfer processes across the core-ligand interface. The electron withdrawing and donating abilities of the para-substituted function group are explained in Section 4.1.1. The Transient absorption spectra were analyzed using Hamlett coefficients and the HOMO energy of the X-PDTC molecules, which are shown in Table 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional Group</th>
<th>$\sigma_{\text{meta}}$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{\text{para}}$</th>
<th>HOMO Energy (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- CH$_3$</td>
<td>-0.069</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>-6.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- H</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-6.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- F</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>-6.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Br</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>-6.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- OCF$_3$</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>-6.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- CF$_3$</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>-6.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.1 Electron Withdrawing/Donating Effect

The electron withdrawing/donating ability of a functional group is a combining effect of the induction due to electronegativity, and the resonance structures due to hyper-conjugation. Hyper-conjugation is the interaction of electrons between a sigma bond (such as C–H or C–C) and its adjacent empty (or partially filled) non-bonding p-orbital. Hyper-conjugation provides extended molecular orbitals which increases the stability of the system.[282]

Upon methyl substitution of PDTC, because carbon (electronegativity = 2.5) is slightly more electronegative than hydrogen (electronegativity = 2.2), there is a small dipole moment pulling the electron density away from hydrogens of the methyl group, and “donating” the electron density toward the carbon of the methyl group (Figure 4.2.a). This slight build-up of the electron density on the carbon gives the methyl group an electron donating effect by induction. The electron donating effect is stronger on the para position than the meta position due to hyper-conjugation, a special type of resonance effect, resulting in additional electron donating effect for methyl substitution at the para position (Figure 4.2.b).

Replacing hydrogen atoms on the methyl group by the much more electronegative fluorine atoms (electronegativity = 4.0), results in an electron withdrawing effect by induction (Figure 4.2.c). Furthermore, same as para-methyl substitution, the hyper-conjugation resonance structures lead to an additional electron withdrawing power of the para-trifluoromethyl (-CF₃) group (Figure 4.2.d).
For the methyl group (-CH₃) and trifluoromethyl (-CF₃), the resonance effect enhanced the induction effect, resulting stronger electron donating or withdrawing ability of the ligands on the para-position. For the other three function groups studied in the current
project, namely, -F, -Br, and -OCF₃, the electronegativity of the halogen atoms results an
electron withdrawing effect through induction (Figure 4.3.a). However, the extra lone pair
electrons on the F, Br or O atoms, which is directly connected to the benzene ring, put more
electron density to the para-position through hyper-conjugation, i.e., provide an electron
donating effect (Figure 4.3.b). In this case, the electron withdrawing and donating effects
induced by induction and resonance, respectively, are opposite. Even the net effect of these
three functional groups are still electron-withdrawing, the Carbon atom at the para-position
and the p-orbitals of the dithiol group are slightly electron-denser (Figure 4.3.c).
4.2 Experimental details

Sample Preparation and Handling. The X-PDTC passivated CdSe nanoclusters used in this work, were generously provided by our collaborators, Dr Rajesh Sardar and coworkers, at IUPUI. Synthesized X-PDTC CdSe nanoclusters were dried and contained in tightly-capped 10 mL glass tubes. These tubes were completely wrapped by aluminum foil to prevent any types of light exposure. Within 10 days after the synthesis and purification, the tubes were sent through FedEx and placed in a 4°C refrigerator immediately upon arrival at our laser facility. When the ultrafast laser system was optimized, CdSe samples (in the form of dry power) were dissolved in DCM. Quick sonication (less than 1 minute) was used to disperse the sample homogenously. After the sample dispersed in DCM, several measurements with different laser setups were taken in the time frame of less than a week, to insure the majority of the PDTC ligands have not degraded and fallen off from the CdSe surface. CdSe NCs that passivated with less stable ligands such as CF$_3$-PDTC were studied at first priority, while relatively stable ligands such as Br-PDTC are studied later. F-PDTC CdSe and CH$_3$-PDTC CdSe were synthesized 5 months prior to the synthesis of other CdSe nanoclusters (OCH$_3$-PDTC, H-PDTC, Br-PDTC and CF$_3$-PDTC), a slight batch-by-batch discrepancy is suspected between these two batches. The synthesis procedure is published in Langmuir [226] and reprinted below with slight modifications for the reader’s convenience.²

Synthesis of CdSe Nanoclusters. CdSe NCs (1.6 nm in diameter) were synthesized by our collaborators [226], using their previously published procedures [230]. Briefly, in a 100 mL two necked round-bottomed flask, 0.140 g of CdCl$_2$ was mixed with 5 mL of DDA

² Permission for reprint is granted, see Appendix I.
at 30 °C until all solid dissolved. The optically clear solution was cooled to room temperature, and 10 mL of purged toluene was added before the addition of the selenium precursor. The selenium precursor was prepared separately by dissolving 0.06 g of freshly grounded selenium powder in a mixture of 785 μL of DDA and 215 μL of 1-hexanethiol at 30 °C under N2. After the addition of the selenium precursor, the reaction was stirred under N2 at 40 °C for 2 h. After 2 h, a stable absorption peak was observed, and the nanocrystals were precipitated by the dropwise addition of purged MeCN. The yellow solid was collected by centrifugation. The precipitation step was repeated two more times. Finally, the solid was dried with N2 and stored in the glove box for further optical characterization and surface modification.

**Synthesis of Phenyldithiocarbamate (PDTC) Ligands.** Various para-substituted phenyldithiocarbamate (X-PDTC) ligands were prepared according to literature procedures [230]. Briefly, 82.0 mmol of CS2 was added dropwise over 30 min to 41.0 mmol of the appropriate aniline derivative dispersed in 30 mL of concentrated NH4OH at 0 °C. The solution was stirred under N2 overnight. The resulting products for each aniline derivative appeared as a suspended solid that ranged in color from yellow to white to gray. These products were washed with cold chloroform and dried under vacuum overnight. The 4-trifluoromethyl derivative (CF3-PDTC) did not precipitate at 0 °C. In order to obtain the solid, the reaction mixture was placed in a freezer overnight until the product crystallized. The X-PDTC ligands were stored in the dark before use.

**Ligand Exchange Reaction.** All samples were prepared inside a nitrogen-filled glovebox, and reactions were carried out on a Schlenk line. DDA-coated CdSe NC (0.19 mmol) were dissolved in 10 mL of DCM in a 25 mL two-necked round-bottomed flask
followed by the addition of 0.39 mmol of X-PDTC ligand. Since X-PDTC ligands were not soluble in DCM, the biphasic reaction mixture was vigorously stirred at room temperature from 4 to 48 h depending on the ligand used for the exchange reaction. The exchange reaction was monitored by removing 200 μL of the reaction mixture and then centrifuging to remove insoluble solid. The colored solution (100 μL) was then diluted in 3 mL of DCM for UV–vis spectroscopic characterization. After the reaction mixture displayed its stable lowest-energy absorption maximum, it was centrifuged, dried under reduced pressure, and stored inside a glovebox. The X-PDTC-coated samples were stable for at least a month inside the glovebox. The X-PDTC-coated CdSe NCs were completely soluble in DCM.

4.3 Results and Discussions

4.3.1 Wavelength Domain of the TA Spectra

Compared to CdSe passivated by dodecylamine (DDA), band-edge absorption of X-PDTC-passivated CdSe QDs [56] and nanoclusters [226] are red-shifted because of better energy level alignment and hence stronger interaction between the CdSe core and the PDTC ligand layer. In accordance with the previous discussion on the electron donation/withdraw effects, the magnitude of this red shift is dependent on the HOMO level of the ligands, with -CF₃ having the lowest HOMO level and the largest shift. TA spectra of X-PDTC-passivated CdSe NCs reveal the same trend. As shown in Figure 4.4, the strong negative peak in the TA spectra is attributed to the state filling effect. Its position corresponds to the 1S(e)−1S₁/₂(h) exciton transition [31].

Of the six functional groups studied in the present TA spectroscopy measurements, methyl-PDTC has the highest HOMO level energy, and weakest delocalization effect [56,
Therefore, the ground-state absorption of CH$_3$-PDTC passivated CdSe NCs has the smallest red-shift from the native NCs [226], and so does the 1S(e)−1S$_{1/2}$(h) exciton transition (the strong negative peak in Figure 4.4), while stronger electron withdrawing groups such as -Br and -CF$_3$ exhibit larger red-shift.

In addition to the strong 1S(e)−1S$_{1/2}$(h) transition, two other partially resolved negative peaks assigned to 1S(e)−2S$_{3/2}$(h), and 1S(e)−1S$_{3/2}$(h) transitions due to state filling effects were also observed. The peak centers (in nm) of these three transitions can be extracted in a fit of the TA spectra to multiple Gaussian functions, and are compared.

Figure 4.4. Wavelength Domain of TA Spectra of X-PDTC CdSe NCs at ∆t = 0.5 ps. Spectra are offset in steps of 0.5 a.u. for clarity. Grey dash lines are the baseline levels for each spectrum.
The red-shifts of all three transitions demonstrate the same trend (Figure 4.5.a) with the steady-state band-edge transition energy that measured by our calibrators [226]. Due to the spectrum lower-limit cut-off at 430 nm, the fitted values of $\lambda_1$ (black circle in Figure 4.5.a) of –CH$_3$, –H and –F PDTC NCs are likely larger than their true values, hence the energies of $1S(e)\rightarrow 1S_{1/2}(h)$ transition for these three NCs are smaller, resulting a smaller slope of the linear fit (slope = 0.54 $<<$ 1).

Regarding the –CF$_3$ and –OCF$_3$ PDTC NCs, we suggest that the low ligand-NCs binding stability of those two X-PDTC NCs is attributed to the smaller red-shifts, therefore they have a large transition energy which are above the liner fitting line. Compared to the steady-state absorption spectra which were taken less than a day after the ligand exchange reactions, the TA spectra were usually taken after 2 – 4 weeks. A few percent of relatively unstable ligands, such as –CF$_3$ and –OCF$_3$, were likely detached from the CdSe core, either during the transportation and storage stages, or the sample handling stage. These few percent of degraded ligands can cause a large decrease of the excitonic radius, i.e., smaller red-shifts, which has been reported for CdSe QDs [283].

When plotting both the excitonic transition energy and the steady-state band-edge energy against the HOMO level of the ligands, a linear relationship is observed (Figure 4.5.b). However, the transition energies obtained from the wavelength domain of the TA spectra exhibit a lower linear correspondence, comparing to the band-edge energy obtained from the steady-state absorption spectra ($R^2 = 0.77$). This is likely attributed by the fact that the latter has only one outlier: –F, while the former has two more outliers: –CF$_3$ and –OCF$_3$. 

Figure 4.5. Excitonic Transition Energies Are Plotted Against (a) Band-edge Energy of the NCs and (b) HOMO Energy of the Functional Groups.
4.3.2 Time Domain of the TA Spectra

Recovery rate of the negative state-filling signal in the TA spectra is determined by the exciton relaxation and recombination processes. For each NC-ligand complexes, hole relaxation in QDs is significantly faster than electron relaxation because of the higher density of states (DOS) for holes. Normalized transient kinetics traces of the three transitions: 1S(e)−1S1/2(h), 1S(e)−2S3/2(h), and 1S(e)−1S3/2(h)), largely overlap (see Figure 4.6) because all three transitions share the same electron states.

However, in the sub-picosecond regime, difference in the hole transfer rates at the three transitions results different transient kinetics of the state filling signal, which was previously observed in the TA spectra of the H-PDCT CdSe NCs [31]. Except for CH3-PDTC-passivated NCs, transient kinetics at 1S(e)−2S3/2(h) transition (λ2) contains an extra sub-picosecond decay component compared to 1S(e)−1S3/2(h) transition (λ3). Furthermore, 1S(e)−1S1/2(h) transition (λ1) in –Br, –F, –OCF3, and –CF3 PDTC passivated NCs also contain extra sub-ps decay component.

Thanks to more extended wave function, the 2S3/2(h) state is prone to coupling with the HOMO state of the ligands, which utilizes hole transfer. The strength of coupling is determined by the closeness of these two states. The valence band edge of 1.6 nm CdSe SCNCs was determined to be Eb = −6.16 eV. HOMO levels of all X-PTDC ligands studied in the present work are therefore in close proximity to the valence band edge, suggesting strong coupling. However, compared to H-PDTC passivated NCs, the HOMO level of –Br, –F, –OCF3, and –CF3 PDTC passivated NCs is closer to the 1S1/2(h) state, and the electron withdrawing abilities of their functioning group further stabilize the hole delocalization and therefore facilitate hole transfer processes from 2S3/2(h) and 1S1/2(h) state (Figure 4.7). On
the other hand, the HOMO level of –CH$_3$ PDTC passivated NCs is farther away from the 1S$_{1/2}(h)$ state, and the electron donating group hinder the hole transfer process from NCs.

Figure 4.6. Transient Kinetics of X-PDTC-ligand-passivated CdSe NCs.
Such sub-picosecond component can be extracted from the overall transient kinetics by subtraction of normalized $1S(e)-1S_{3/2}(h)$ ($\lambda_3$) kinetics from that of the $1S(e)-2S_{3/2}(h)$ ($\lambda_2$) and $1S(e)-1S_{1/2}(h)$ ($\lambda_1$) transitions. The resulting kinetics are illustrated in Figure 4.6 and fit to an exponential function.

Time constants determined in fitting the sub-picosecond decay curves (Figure 4.8) represent the hole transfer kinetics. According to Macus theory of charge transfer, the charge transfer rate is affected not only by the coupling strength between the initial and the final states, but also the Gibbs free energy of activation. It is therefore generally not true that a stronger coupling leads to faster hole transfer. Although a quantitative explanation of the experimentally determined hole transfer time constants, which summarized in Figure 4.8.f, requires detailed quantum chemical calculations and is beyond the scope of this dissertation, it is worth noting that a simple “particle in a box” model can be used to interpreted the results. If the HOMO level of the ligand is higher or significantly lower than the valence
band edge, the coupling between the HOMO level and the valence band deepens the potential well, whereas if the HOMO level is lower than the valence band edge, the potential well becomes shallower. Assuming the same coupling strength, the reaction rate increases with a decreasing potential well depth. The experimentally observed hole transfer time constants therefore can be qualitatively explained by the HOMO levels of the passivating ligands.

Figure 4.8. (a-e) Transient Kinetics of Hole Transfer form CdSe NCs to X-PDTC Ligands. (f) Time Constants of Hole Transfer plotted against the HOMO Energy.
The positive sub-picosecond components at $\lambda_4$ in all X-PDTC-CdSe NCs are compared in Figure 4.9. Previously, this feature is attributed to photo-induced absorption by the interfacial charge transfer (CT) states [31]. Its rise and decay time therefore correspond to electron transfer from the NC core to the CT state and from the CT state to the ligand, respectively. Due to the extremely short life time of the CT state, time scale of transient kinetics at $\lambda_4$ is expected to be limited by instrument response function and insensitive to the passivation ligands. Such prediction has been confirmed in the TA investigation of X-PDTC-passivated NCs as shown in Figure 4.9, where all traces have the same rising and decaying time, regardless of their X-PDTC ligands.

![Figure 4.9. Transient Kinetics of Hot Electron Transfer at $\lambda_4$.](image-url)
4.4 Conclusions

TA spectra of CdSe NCs passivated by six para-substituted X-PDTC ligands have been obtained. Comparative studies of the steady-state absorption and the TA spectra (in the frequency domain) of all six complexes unveil correlation between the HOMO levels of the ligands and the excitonic levels of the NC-ligand complexes. Such correlation is attributed to the electron withdrawing/donating effects of the functional groups. Transient kinetics (in the time domain) of ligand-passivated NCs has also been analyzed. The hole transfer rate constants are affected by the ligands while time scale of electron transfer involving the interfacial charge transfer states is insensitive to the ligands but limited mainly by the instrument response function. Experimental observation in this study will help understand the energetics and photo-induced charge carrier dynamics in ligand-passivated NCs, which can be utilized to improve the efficiency of QD-based photovoltaic and other light-emitting devices.
CHAPTER 5
GLOBAL CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

5.1 Global Conclusion

Using ultrafast transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy, we studied PDTC ligand-passivated 1.6 nm diameter CdSe semiconductor nanoclusters (SCNCs) and its para-substituted X-PDTC derivatives. The TA spectra we obtained unraveled the excitonic dynamics of those ligand-NC conjugates. A fast hole transfer and a hot electron transfer processes were observed, and the globe fitting analysis revealed that both charge transfer processes are on a sub-picosecond time scale. A series of control experiments was used to demonstrate that the energy level alignment is critical to those sub-picosecond charge transfer processes. Qualitative and comparative analysis on the six para-substituted X-PDTC ligand-passivated CdSe NC conjugates reveals the relationship between the HOMO level of ligands and the charge dynamics of the ligand-NC complexes.

Those quantitative and qualitative analysis would deepen our understanding on the kinetics of the charge transfer process across the ligand-NC interface. Knowledge on time-components of the ultrafast hole transfer and the electron transfer will help us to better design future photovoltaic devices. Therefore the work presented here have a significant impact on the global energy crisis and renewable energy developments.
5.2 Future Directions

When studying the charge transfer process across ligand-NC interface, the thermal stability of the ligand-NC linkage is critical. Researchers has reported that they observed large variability of the excitonic radius of the PDTC passivated QDs due to the weak binding between the ligand and the semiconductor core [280, 281]. Therefore, increasing the stability of the ligand-NC structure is necessary for further quantitative and accurate analysis. Quantum dots and nanoclusters containing elements such as gold may be future candidates due to the strong binding force of the Au-Sulfur bond which connecting the PDTC ligand and the gold nanoparticles.

Recently, CdSe QDs in the gas phase were successfully prepared and studied by photon electron spectroscopy [284]. This allowed us to study the electronic energy structures of the QDs and the passivating ligands in their isolated forms, while eliminating the effect of the solution and external interactions. Using high-resolution laser spectroscopy techniques, we can investigate the interfacial interactions between the ligand and the QDs in the gas phase, and use ultrafast laser spectroscopy to unravel the charge transfer and energy transfer processes in those isolated complexes. Understanding the charge process in ligand-nanostructure complexes will shine insights on the design and development of novel materials for solar device. The final goal of these studies is to provide experimental and theoretical methods to study the energy dynamics of similar ligand-QDs supramolecular assemblies which could be used in a variety of applications.

Furthermore, with the current setup in the ultrafast laser facility fully functioning, other systems can be investigated using transient absorption spectroscopy with only minor modifications on the pump-probe setup. For example, we can study organic electrolytes that
used in the standard dye-sensitized solar cells, or conductive polymers that can efficiently transport electrical charge thus having interesting applications in unconventional solar cells and organic LEDs.

Ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy is a powerful tool in solar energy research, and often results in complicated spectroscopic information of the target system which requires much data analysis. Further advanced software programming would make global fitting more accurate and make data analysis more efficient.

Finally, the current system can be expanded beyond its limit to provide wider wavelength coverage, longer delay time, and better time resolution. The current system covers the wavelength range of 225 – 1600 nm. Extension of the current coverage into longer wavelength can be accomplished by difference frequency generation using the signal and the idler outputs from the NOPAs. Using AgGaS$_2$ nonlinear crystal and InGaAS photodiode detector, we can expand the wavelength coverage into mid-IR.

Using optical fibers can delay the probe pulse which extend the delay time into nanosecond region, but may cause distortion in signal and is only applicable to single-wavelength source. A better approach for extending the time delay is to do so electronically, using a pulse and delay generator. A hollow fiber compressor can be used to achieve as short as 5 fs pulse duration time, which improves the time resolution of the results. With the aforementioned methods and other techniques such as terahertz spectroscopy, photoinduced absorption spectroscopy, and nanosecond/microsecond pump-probe spectroscopy, the scope of our studies can be significantly expanded. Therefore, more photoinduced materials will be studied until we find the ideal QDs material and structures for high-efficacy and low-cost photovoltaic devices.
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APPENDIX II     MATHCAD GLOBAL FITTING

MathCAD Software Coding:

\[ Y_{IRF} := 1 \quad t_{zero} := 0.22 \]

Area 1: Wave/time domain functions and \( \Delta OD \) equation:

\[
\begin{align*}
A_1(Y_1, \sigma, \lambda_1, \lambda) &= \frac{Y_1}{\sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\frac{(\lambda - \lambda_1)^2}{2 \sigma^2}} \\
A_2(Y_2, \sigma, \lambda_2, \lambda) &= \frac{Y_2}{\sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\frac{(\lambda - \lambda_2)^2}{2 \sigma^2}} \\
A_3(Y_3, \sigma, \lambda_3, \lambda) &= \frac{Y_3}{\sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\frac{(\lambda - \lambda_3)^2}{2 \sigma^2}} \\
A_4(Y_4, \sigma, \lambda_4, \lambda) &= \frac{Y_4}{\sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\frac{(\lambda - \lambda_4)^2}{2 \sigma^2}} \\
IRF(\sigma_{IRF}, t) &= \frac{Y_{IRF}}{\sigma_{IRF} \sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{t}{\sigma_{IRF}} \right)^2} \\
I_1(\tau_{1a}, \tau_{1b}, \kappa, t) &= \begin{cases} 
1 \quad &t \leq t_{zero} \\
\frac{-t}{\kappa + 1} e^{\frac{-t}{\kappa + 1}} + \frac{1}{\kappa + 1} e^{\frac{-t}{\kappa + 1}} &\text{else}
\end{cases} \\
I_2(\tau_{1a}, \tau_{1b}, \tau_2, \kappa, \eta, t) &= \begin{cases} 
1 \quad &t \leq t_{zero} \\
\frac{-t}{\eta + \kappa + 1} e^{\frac{-t}{\eta + \kappa + 1}} + \frac{1}{\eta + \kappa + 1} e^{\frac{-t}{\eta + \kappa + 1}} &\text{else}
\end{cases} \\
I_4(k_{4a}, k_{4b}, I_{4c}, t) &= \begin{cases} 
k_{4a} \left( e^{-k_{4a}t} - e^{-k_{4b}t} \right) + I_{4c} &\text{else}
\end{cases} \\
\Delta OD(Y_1, Y_2, Y_3, Y_4, \sigma, \tau_{1a}, \tau_{1b}, \tau_2, k_{4a}, k_{4b}, \lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3, \lambda_4, \kappa, \eta, I_{4c}, \lambda, t) &= \ldots \\
\ldots &- A_1(Y_1, \sigma, \lambda_1, \lambda) \cdot I_1(\tau_{1a}, \tau_{1b}, \kappa, t) + A_2(Y_2, \sigma, \lambda_2, \lambda) \cdot I_2(\tau_{1a}, \tau_{1b} \tau_2, \kappa, \eta, t) + \ldots \\
\ldots &+ A_3 \cdot I_4(\tau_{1a}, \tau_{1b}, \kappa, t) + A_4(Y_4, \sigma, \lambda_4, \lambda) \cdot I_4(k_{4a}, k_{4b}, I_{4c}, t)
\end{align*}
\]
\[ \Delta \text{OD}_{\text{conv}}(Y_1,Y_2,Y_3,Y_4,\sigma,\sigma_{\text{IRF}},\tau_{1a},\tau_{1b},\tau_2,k_{4a},k_{4b},\lambda_1,\lambda_2,\lambda_3,\lambda_4,\kappa,n,I_{4c},\lambda,t) = \ldots \]

\[ \ldots : \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \text{IRF}(\sigma_{\text{IRF}},s) \Delta \text{OD}(Y_1,Y_2,Y_3,Y_4,\sigma,\tau_{1a},\tau_{1b},\tau_2,k_{4a},k_{4b},\lambda_1,\lambda_2,\lambda_3,\lambda_4,\kappa,n,I_{4c},\lambda,t-s) \, ds \]

Area 2: Initial/guessed values:

- \( Y_1 := -0.475 \)
- \( \lambda_1 := 442 \)
- \( \tau_{1a} := 11.7 \)
- \( \tau_{1b} := 99.6 \)
- \( \kappa := 0.88 \)
- \( Y_2 := -0.7 \)
- \( \lambda_2 := 483 \)
- \( \tau_2 := 0.36 \)
- \( \eta := 1.569 \)
- \( Y_3 := -0.852 \)
- \( \lambda_3 := 512 \)
- \( Y_4 := 2.639 \)
- \( I_{4c} := 0 \)
- \( \lambda_4 := 537 \)
- \( k_{4a} := \frac{1}{0.125} \)
- \( k_{4b} := \frac{1}{0.117} \)
- \( \sigma := 12.763 \)
- \( \sigma_{\text{IRF}} := 0.15 \)

Area 3: Importing data file and extracting experimental data to fit:

```
data_file := ...
data.dat
```

\[ N_{\text{Delta}_t} := \text{rows(data_file)} - 1 \]

\[ N_{\text{wavelength}} := \text{rows(data_file}^T) - 1 \]

Define the range of fitting:

\[ \text{Delta}_{\text{t_min}} := 1 \]

\[ \text{wavelength}_{\text{min}} := 1 \]

\[ (\text{data_file}^{(0)})_{\text{Delta}_{\text{t_min}}} = \]

\[ \left[ (\text{data_file}^T)^{(0)} \right]_{\text{wavelength}_{\text{min}}} = \]

\[ \text{Delta}_{\text{t_max}} := 1032 \]

\[ \text{wavelength}_{\text{max}} := 356 \]

\[ (\text{data_file}^{(0)})_{\text{Delta}_{\text{t_max}}} = \]

\[ \left[ (\text{data_file}^T)^{(0)} \right]_{\text{wavelength}_{\text{max}}} = \]

\[ \text{data} := \text{submatrix(data_file,Delta}_{\text{t_min}},\text{Delta}_{\text{t_max}},\text{wavelength}_{\text{min}},\text{wavelength}_{\text{max}}) \]

164
\[
\text{wavelength} := \text{submatrix}(\text{data}, \lambda, \lambda, \lambda, \lambda, \lambda, \lambda, \lambda, \lambda, \lambda, \lambda, \lambda, \lambda, \lambda, \lambda, \lambda, \lambda, \lambda, \lambda, \lambda, \lambda, \lambda)
\]

\[
\Delta t := \text{submatrix}(\text{data}, \Delta t_{\text{min}}, \Delta t_{\text{max}}, 0, 0)
\]

Area 4: Spectra, wavelength domain, multi-Gaussian, at \( t \)

\[
\lambda := \{430, 431, \ldots, 620\}
\]

\[
N := 91, \quad \Delta t_{N} = 1 \quad \text{fs}
\]

\[
\Delta \text{OD}_{\text{conv}}(Y_1, Y_2, Y_3, Y_4, \sigma, \tau_{1a}, \tau_{1b}, \tau_{2a}, \tau_{2b}, k_{4a}, k_{4b}, \lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3, \lambda_4, \kappa, \gamma, I_{4a}, \lambda, \frac{\Delta t_{N}}{1000})
\]

\[
N := 120, \quad \Delta t_{N} = 1 \quad \text{fs}
\]

\[
\Delta \text{OD}_{\text{conv}}(Y_1, Y_2, Y_3, Y_4, \sigma, \tau_{1a}, \tau_{1b}, \tau_{2a}, \tau_{2b}, k_{4a}, k_{4b}, \lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3, \lambda_4, \kappa, \gamma, I_{4a}, \lambda, \frac{\Delta t_{N}}{1000})
\]

\[
N := 377, \quad \Delta t_{N} = 1 \quad \text{fs}
\]

\[
\Delta \text{OD}_{\text{conv}}(Y_1, Y_2, Y_3, Y_4, \sigma, \tau_{1a}, \tau_{1b}, \tau_{2a}, \tau_{2b}, k_{4a}, k_{4b}, \lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3, \lambda_4, \kappa, \gamma, I_{4a}, \lambda, \frac{\Delta t_{N}}{1000})
\]
Area 5: TA spectra, time domain, at $\lambda$

$$\Delta OD(\lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3, \lambda_4, \sigma_{IB}, \tau_{1a}, \tau_{1b}, \tau_2, k_{4a}, k_{4b}, \lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3, \lambda_4, \kappa, \eta, I_{dc}, 400, t) = 1$$

$t := -10, -9, \ldots, 10$

$M := 16$

wavelength$_M$ = 1 nm

data ($\sigma$)

$$\Delta OD_{corn}(Y_1, Y_2, Y_3, Y_4, \sigma, \sigma_{IFP}, \tau_{1a}, \tau_{1b}, \tau_2, k_{4a}, k_{4b}, \lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3, \lambda_4, \kappa, \eta, I_{dc}, \text{wavelength}_M, t)$$

$M := 99$

wavelength$_M$ = 1 nm

data ($\sigma$)

$$\Delta OD_{corn}(Y_1, Y_2, Y_3, Y_4, \sigma, \sigma_{IFP}, \tau_{1a}, \tau_{1b}, \tau_2, k_{4a}, k_{4b}, \lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3, \lambda_4, \kappa, \eta, I_{dc}, \text{wavelength}_M, t)$$

$M := 157$

wavelength$_M$ = 1 nm

data ($\sigma$)

$$\Delta OD_{corn}(Y_1, Y_2, Y_3, Y_4, \sigma, \sigma_{IFP}, \tau_{1a}, \tau_{1b}, \tau_2, k_{4a}, k_{4b}, \lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3, \lambda_4, \kappa, \eta, I_{dc}, \text{wavelength}_M, t)$$

$M := 208$

wavelength$_M$ = 1 nm

data ($\sigma$)

$$\Delta OD_{corn}(Y_1, Y_2, Y_3, Y_4, \sigma, \sigma_{IFP}, \tau_{1a}, \tau_{1b}, \tau_2, k_{4a}, k_{4b}, \lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3, \lambda_4, \kappa, \eta, I_{dc}, \text{wavelength}_M, t)$$


Area 6: RMS

\[ \text{stepsize} := 2 \]

\[ i := 45, 45 + \text{stepsize} = 355 \]

\[ j_1 := 16 \quad \text{wavelength}_{j_1} = \]

\[ \text{RMS1}\left(Y_1, Y_2, Y_3, Y_4, \sigma, \sigma_{IRF}, \tau_{1a}, \tau_{1b}, \tau_2, k_{4a}, k_{4b}, \lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3, \lambda_4, \kappa, \eta, I_{dc}\right) := - \]

\[ \sum_i \left( \Delta OD_{conv}\left(Y_1, Y_2, Y_3, \ldots, \lambda_2, \lambda_3, \lambda_4, \kappa, \eta, I_{dc}, \text{wavelength}_{j_1}, \frac{\Delta t_i}{1000} \right) - \text{data}_{i,j_1} \right)^2 \]

\[ j_2 := 99 \quad \text{wavelength}_{j_2} = \]

\[ \text{RMS2}\left(Y_1, Y_2, Y_3, Y_4, \sigma, \sigma_{IRF}, \tau_{1a}, \tau_{1b}, \tau_2, k_{4a}, k_{4b}, \lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3, \lambda_4, \kappa, \eta, I_{dc}\right) := - \]

\[ \sum_i \left( \Delta OD_{conv}\left(Y_1, Y_2, Y_3, \ldots, \lambda_2, \lambda_3, \lambda_4, \kappa, \eta, I_{dc}, \text{wavelength}_{j_2}, \frac{\Delta t_i}{1000} \right) - \text{data}_{i,j_2} \right)^2 \]

\[ j_3 := 157 \quad \text{wavelength}_{j_3} = \]

\[ \text{RMS3}\left(Y_1, Y_2, Y_3, Y_4, \sigma, \sigma_{IRF}, \tau_{1a}, \tau_{1b}, \tau_2, k_{4a}, k_{4b}, \lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3, \lambda_4, \kappa, \eta, I_{dc}\right) := - \]

\[ \sum_i \left( \Delta OD_{conv}\left(Y_1, Y_2, Y_3, \ldots, \lambda_2, \lambda_3, \lambda_4, \kappa, \eta, I_{dc}, \text{wavelength}_{j_3}, \frac{\Delta t_i}{1000} \right) - \text{data}_{i,j_3} \right)^2 \]

\[ j_4 := 208 \quad \text{wavelength}_{j_4} = \]

\[ \text{RMS4}\left(Y_1, Y_2, Y_3, Y_4, \sigma, \sigma_{IRF}, \tau_{1a}, \tau_{1b}, \tau_2, k_{4a}, k_{4b}, \lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3, \lambda_4, \kappa, \eta, I_{dc}\right) := - \]

\[ \sum_i \left( \Delta OD_{conv}\left(Y_1, Y_2, Y_3, \ldots, \lambda_2, \lambda_3, \lambda_4, \kappa, \eta, I_{dc}, \text{wavelength}_{j_4}, \frac{\Delta t_i}{1000} \right) - \text{data}_{i,j_4} \right)^2 \]
Area 7: Global fitting

Given

\[-0.8 < Y_1 < -0.4 \quad -0.9 < Y_2 < -0.3 \quad -1.2 < Y_3 < -0.8 \quad 0.8 < Y_4 < 2.8\]

\[5 < \sigma < 20 \quad \sigma_{\text{IRF}} = 0.15\]

\[\tau_{1a} = 11.7 \quad \tau_{1b} = 996 \quad 0.1 < \tau_2 < 1 \quad k_{4a} = 8 \quad k_{4b} = 8.5\]

\[\lambda_1 = 442 \quad \lambda_2 = 483 \quad \lambda_3 = 512 \quad \lambda_4 = 557\]

\[\kappa = 0.88 \quad 0.1 < \eta < 2 \quad I_{de} = 0\]

\[P := \text{Minimize}(\text{RMS}, Y_1, Y_2, Y_3, Y_4, \sigma, \sigma_{\text{IRF}}, \tau_{1a}, \tau_{1b}, \tau_2, k_{4a}, k_{4b}, \lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3, \lambda_4, \kappa, \eta, I_{de})\]

It takes about 10-20 minutes to finish the fitting.

\[p^T = \mathbf{1}\]

\[\text{RMS}(p_0, p_1, p_2, p_3, p_4, p_5, p_6, p_7, p_8, p_9, p_{10}, p_{11}, p_{12}, p_{13}, p_{14}, p_{15}, p_{16}, p_{17}) = \mathbf{1}\]
APPENDIX III LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

BBO  \(\beta\text{-barium borate}\)
BQ   Benzoquinone
BRF  Birefringent filter
CCD  Charge coupled device
CPA  Chirped pulse amplification
CRDS Cavity ring-down spectroscopy
CT   Charge transfer
CTS  Charge transfer state
CW   Continuous wave
DCM  Dichloromethane
DDA  Dodecylamine
DDT  Dodecanethiol
DFG  Difference frequency generation
DOS  Density of states
EMS  Emergency power supply
ET   Electron transfer
ETL  Electron transfer layer
FRET Fluorescence resonance energy transfer
FROG Frequency-resolved optical gating
fs   Femtosecond
FTO  Fluorine-doped tin oxide
FWHM Full width at half maximum
GaAs Gallium arsenide
GRENOUILLE Grating-eliminated no-nonsense observation of ultrafast incident laser light e-fields
GVD  Group velocity dispersion
GW   Gigawatt
HDA  Hexadecylamine
HeNe Helium-neon
HOMO Highest occupied molecular orbital
HT   Hole transfer
HTL  Hole transfer layer
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IRF</td>
<td>Instrument response function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLM</td>
<td>Kerr-lens mode-locking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUMO</td>
<td>Lowest unoccupied molecular orbital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASER</td>
<td>Microwave amplification by stimulated emission of radiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEG</td>
<td>Multiple exciton generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO</td>
<td>Molecular orbital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>Magnetic resonance imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW</td>
<td>Megawatt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMR</td>
<td>Nuclear magnetic resonance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOPA</td>
<td>Nonlinear optical parametric amplification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ns</td>
<td>Nanosecond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OD</td>
<td>Optical Density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLED</td>
<td>Organic light emitting diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPA</td>
<td>Optical parametric amplification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPG</td>
<td>Optical parametric generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPO</td>
<td>Optical parametric oscillator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Photoabsorption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAGE</td>
<td>Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB</td>
<td>Photobleaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>Polarization beam splitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCE</td>
<td>Power conversion efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDTC</td>
<td>Phenylthiocarbamate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>Photoluminescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Py</td>
<td>Pyridine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QDs</td>
<td>Quantum dots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QDSC</td>
<td>Quantum-dot solar cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QLED</td>
<td>QDs-based light emitting diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGA</td>
<td>Regenerative amplifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCNCs</td>
<td>Semiconductor nanoclusters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERF</td>
<td>Single-mode Erbium doped fiber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERS</td>
<td>Surface enhanced raman spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF</td>
<td>Self-focusing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFG</td>
<td>Sum frequency generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG</td>
<td>Supercontinuum generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHG</td>
<td>Second harmonic generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPIDER</td>
<td>Spectral phase interferometry for direct electric-field reconstruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPM</td>
<td>Self phase modulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRH</td>
<td>Shockley-read-hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA</td>
<td>Transient Absorption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAPPS</td>
<td>Transient absorption pump-probe spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDPA</td>
<td>Tetradecylphosphonic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Complete Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THG</td>
<td>Third harmonic generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO$_2$</td>
<td>Titanium dioxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOP</td>
<td>Trioctyl-phosphine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOPA</td>
<td>Tetradecylphosphonic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOPO</td>
<td>Trioctylphosphine oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOPSe</td>
<td>Trioctylphosphine selenide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TW</td>
<td>Terawatts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WL</td>
<td>White-light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WP</td>
<td>Wave plate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-PDTC</td>
<td>Para-substituted phenyldithiocarbamate derivative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When supercontinuum white light is used as a probe source for the pump-probe transient absorption spectroscopy, the transmitted white light is dispersed onto the array detector by a curved grating mirror. Due to this dispersion, photons with different wavelengths arrive at the detector at different times. In other words, the time-zero at each wavelength is shifted by an error value from the original zero position, which is set up by the positions of the pump and probe delay stages before the data acquisition starts. These time-zero errors need to be corrected before further data analyzing procedures.

First, to retrieve temporal domain traces from the original three-dimensional TA spectrum, twenty equally spaced wavelengths are selected to cover the full range of the spectral domain ($\lambda = 435, 445, 455, \ldots \ldots 645, 655$ nm). On each of these temporal domain traces, the time-zero is shifted from zero to $\Delta t(\lambda)$, and the latter can be determined at the x-axis value whenever $\Delta$OD (y-axis) starts rising or decreasing due to the instrument response function. A series of $\Delta t(\lambda)$ values are written down and plotted against $\lambda$ in Origin. The plotted trace is fitted by a power function: $\Delta t(\lambda) = \Delta t_0 + A|\lambda - \lambda_0|^p$, in order to determine the parameters which will be used in the GVD.exe program.

Where $\lambda_0$ is the reference wavelength chosen between 435 - 445 nm. $\Delta t_0$ is the value of $\Delta t(\lambda)$ at wavelength $\lambda_0$. Once variables $A$ and $p$ are determined, the GVD correction can be performed by running the GVD.exe program.
The GVD.exe program is obtained by compiling a C source code file into an executable (.exe) file. Upon opening the program, the user will be asked to type in the value of $A$, $\lambda_0$, $p$, $\Delta t_0$, in the right order, separated by space. The program also gives recommended values based on previous experimental data. Then the values typed in by the user are shown on the program dialog window for confirmation. Then the program asks the user to choose between linear interpolation and cubic interpolation. For the work present here, only the linear interpolation method was used. For wavelength calibration, “real wavelength” and “read wavelength” of CPA-fundamental need to be provided to the program. “Real wavelength” is always 775 nm, and the experimental wavelength can be read from the wavelength domain spectra. The “read wavelength” usually ranges from 770 – 780 nm, but sometimes is off by more than 40 nm due to improper calibration before the experiments.

The user is then asked to choose the number of points for the running average, if “1” is typed in, no running average will be performed, if “2” is typed in, one data point will be added for running average. The maximum value that can be typed in is “1024” where 1023 data points will be added. The GVD correction can be performed on one data file or multiple data files. All the data file(s) need to be put in the same folder as the GVD.exe. When only one file needs to be processed, the file name (ended with .txt extension) needs to be provided. When multiple files need to be processed, a batch file named in the form of XXXX.txt (maximum 32 characters) is created in the same folder. All the names (ended with .txt extension) of the input files are listed in the batch file.txt. Once the name of the single file or the batch file is typed into the program, GVD correction will be initiated, and an (or a list of) output file(s) will be generated by the GVD.exe, and placed in the same folder.

C source code file:
/*GVD.c - the program for correcting group velocity dispersion
   * in ultrafast spectroscopy, and linearizing the spectrum
   * using first-order linear interpolation.*/

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <ctype.h>
#include <malloc.h>
#include "nruilt.h"

/* macro to replace faulty pow(x,2) function */
#define Dsqare(n) ((n)*(n))

/* default values for different parameters */
#define CLIGHT 29979.2458
#define Width 15
#define Size 12500
#define NoPixel 1024
#define NoData 1500
#define ln2 0.693147
#define FWHM2Sigma 2.354820
#define GaussCoeff 0.398942
#define NameLength 64
#define PI 3.1415926
#define SWAP(a,b) temp=a;a=b;b=temp

int main()
{
    char output_file_name(char input_file[]);
    void data_analysis(char input_file[], int name_style, int GVD_func,
                       double A, double lambda0, double p, double t0, double A1,
                       double A2, double A3, int inter, double Delta_lambda,
                       int ave, int ave_half, int ave_sc);
    double wavelength[NoPixel], Delta_t[NoData], Delta_t_GVD[NoData],
           IRF[NoData], Delta_OD_GVD_j[NoData], Delta_OD_deconv_j[NoData];
    double *pointer;
    double *(Delta_OD)[NoData] = calloc(30, NoData * NoPixel);
    double *(Delta_OD_GVD)[NoData] = calloc(30, NoData * NoPixel);
    double *(Delta_OD_GVD_ave)[NoData] = calloc(30, NoData * NoPixel);
    double *(Delta_OD_deconv)[NoData] = calloc(30, NoData * NoPixel);
    double A = 0., lambda0 = 0., p = 0., t0 = 0., A1 = 0., A2 = 0., A3 = 0.,
    real_wl = 0., read_wl = 0., Delta_lambda = 0., interval = 20.,
    FWHM = 200., sigma;
    int error = 0;
    int Length;
    int ave = 1, ave_half, ave_sc, inter, name_style, GVD_func,
    deconv, deconv_start = 0, deconv_end = 0, deconv_range = 0;
    double c; // 0th row 0th column number in the file.
    int BUF_LEN = Size, BUF_LEN_m = Size, Step;
    int SingleFile;
    char buf[Size], sub_buf[Size];
    char *pch, *pch_sub;
    char s[Width];
    char input_file[NameLength], output_file[NameLength + 1],
    deconv_file[NameLength + 1], batch_file[NameLength];
    double Slope, GVD;
FILE *ip, *op, *op_deconv, *op_IRF, *batch;
int i, j, k, l, m, n, o;

/*************** GVD parameters *****************

printf("%s \n", "Ultrafast Data Manipulation 5.0, ");
printf("%s \n", "Jinjun Liu, Louisville, 04/02/2014 \n");
printf("%s \n", "1. GVD Correction using either a power function or a ");
printf("%s \n", "third-order polynomial. At the moment, linear interpolation ");
printf("%s \n", "is used. Cubic spline will be added in the future.");
printf("%s \n", "2. Calibration of time zero.");
printf("%s \n", "3. Calibration of wavelength.");
printf("%s \n", "4. Running average in wavelength domain, ");
printf("%s \n", "i.e., averaging of TA data point over different wavelengths ");
printf("%s \n", "with the same time delay.");
printf("%s \n", "5. Deconvolution by instrument response ");
printf("%s \n", "User can choose to carry out the data manipulation ");
printf("%s \n", "on individual files or multiple files after reading the file ");
printf("%s \n", "names listed in a batch file.");

while (error == 1)
{
    printf("%s \n", "Please choose the GVD function:");
    printf("%s \n", "Type '1' for a power function;");
    printf("%s \n", "'2' for a third-order polynomial.");
    scanf_s("%s", &GVD_func);
    if (GVD_func == 1)
    {
        printf("%s \n", "Power Function.");
        error = 0;
    }
    else
    {
        if (GVD_func == 2)
        {
            printf("%s \n", "Third-Order Polynomial.");
            error = 0;
        }
        else
        {
            printf("%s \n", "No meaning for '%s' in GVD function.");
            error = 1;
        }
    }
}

if (GVD_func == 1)
{
    printf("%s \n", "GVD Formula:");
    printf("%s \n", "Delta t = A*(lambda-lambda0)*p+t0");
    printf("%s \n", "t in fs and lambda in nm");
    printf("%s \n", "Please type in A, lambda0, and p. ");
    printf("%s \n", "In the right order, separated by space.");
    printf("%s \n", "(Recommended values: ");
    printf("%s \n", "A=39.68; lambda0=439.17; p=0.578; t0=-159.33");
    scanf_s("%s %s %s %s", &A, &lambda0, &p, &t0);
    printf("%s \n", "GVD parameters = %s %s %s %s");
    printf("%s \n", "A, lambda0, p, t0");
}
else
{
    printf("%s \n", "GVD Formula:");
    printf("%s \n", "Delta t = t0+A1*lambda+2*A2*lambda^2+3*A3*lambda^3");
    printf("%s \n", "t in fs and lambda in nm");
}
```c
printf("%s \n", "Please type in t0, A1, A2, A3 in the right order, ", "Separated by space." );
printf("%s \n", "(Recommended values: ", "t0=100000, A1=49, A2=0.061, A3=0.0040828) ");
scanf("%lf %lf %lf %lf", &t0, &A1, &A2, &A3);
printf("GVD parameters = %lf %lf %lf \n", t0, A1, A2, A3);
printf("%s \n", "");

}

do {
  printf("%s \n", "Please choose the interpolation method: ", "Type in '1' for linear; '3' for cubic spline. ");
  printf("%s \n", "Type in '1' at this moment. ", "Cubic spline is not programmed yet. ");
  scanf("%d", &inter);
  if (inter == 1) {
    printf("%s \n", "Linear interpolation. \n");
    error = 0;
  } else {
    if (inter == 3) {
      printf("%s \n", "Cubic spline interpolation. \n");
      error = 0;
    } else {
      printf("%s \n", "No meaning for '1' in interpolation. \n", inter);
      error = 1;
    }
  }
}

printf("%s \n", "Please type in the real wavelength of the ultrafast laser ", "(775 nm) followed by the wavelength shown on ", "Detector Controls" section of the measurement program.");
printf("%s \n", "The discrepancy between the two values will be used ", "for wavelength calibration. It is important to give the " , "two wavelengths in the right order. ");
scanf("%lf %lf", &real_wl, &read_wl);
Delta_lambda = real_wl - read_wl;
printf("Wavelength Calibration = ", "real wavelength - read wavelength = %lf \n", Delta_lambda);
printf("%s \n", "");
printf("%s \n", "Please type in the number of points (N) ", "for running average in wavelength domain.");
printf("%s \n", "(1=Nc=1024. ", "Type in '1' if no running average is needed) ");
scanf("%d", &ave);
printf("%s \n", "");
printf("%s \n", "");
ave_half = ave / 2;
ave_eo = ave % 2;

do {
  printf("%s \n", "Please choose the output file name style. ");
  printf("%s \n", "1: add "GVD игры" at the beginning ", "of the input file names");
  printf("%s \n", "2: add "GVD игры" at the end " , "of the input file names");
```

```c
176     scanf("%s", &name_style);
177     if (name_style == -1) {
178         printf("%s \n", "At the beginning. \n");
179         error = 0;
180     } else {
181         if (name_style == -2) {
182             printf("%s \n", "At the end. \n");
183             error = 0;
184         } else {
185             printf("No meaning for \'%s\' in interpolation. \n", int);
186             error = 1;
187         }
188     }
189 } while (error == 0);
190
do {
191     printf("%s \n", "Please choose:");
192     printf("%s \n", "Important: No spaces in file names!");
193     printf("%s \n", "0: Multiple files (file names in batch file);"");
194     printf("%s \n", "1: Single file.");
195     printf("%s \n", "Please type in 0 or 1.");
196     scanf("%s", &SingleFile);
197     if (SingleFile == 0) {
198         printf("%s \n", "0: Multiple file. \n");
199         error = 0;
200     } else {
201         if (SingleFile == 1) {
202             printf("%s \n", "1: Single file \n");
203             error = 0;
204         } else {
205             printf("No meaning for \'%s\'. \n", SingleFile);
206             error = 1;
207         }
208     }
209 } while (error == 0);
210
/**************************** Batch File ******************************/
211
if (SingleFile == 0) {
212     printf("%s \n", "Please type batch file name (max 32 characters). ");
213     do {
214         scanf("%s", batch_file);
215         if ((batch = fopen(batch_file, "r")) == NULL) {
216             printf("%s\n\nError: Failed to open batch file. \n");
217             printf("%s\n\nPlease check filename and type it in again. \n");
218             error = 1;
219         } else {
220             error = 0;
221         }
222     } while (error == 1);
223     printf("%s \n", batch_file);
224     printf("%s \n", "");
225
    /* Main loop
    Read input file names from the batch file.
    Carry out GVD correction and running average
```
Write output file

while (!feof(batch)) {
    fscanf(batch, "%s", input_file);
    printf("input file: %s \n", input_file);
    if ((fp = fopen(input_file, "r")) == NULL) {
        printf("Input file %s does not exist. \n", input_file);
        "Skip to the next one. \n", input_file);
    } else {
        fscanf(fp);
        // *output_file= output_file_name(input_file, addGVD);
        data_analysis(input_file, name_style, GVD_func, A, lambda0, P, t0, A1, A2, A3, inter, Delta_lambda, ave, ave_half, ave_eco);
    }
}

/*********************************************************** input files  *************************************/
if (SingleFile == 1) {
    printf("%s \n", "Please type in file name (max 32 characters). ");
    do {
        scanf("%s", input_file);
        if ((fp = fopen(input_file, "r")) == NULL) {
            printf("%s\n ERROR: Failed to open input file. \n\n");
            printf("Please check filename and type it in again. \n\n");
            error = 1;
        } else {
            error = 0;
        }
    while (error == 1);
    printf("Input file: %s \n", input_file);
    printf("%s \n", ");
    fclose(fp);
    // *output_file= output_file_name(input_file, addGVD);
    data_analysis(input_file, name_style, GVD_func, A, lambda0, P, t0, A1, A2, A3, inter, Delta_lambda, ave, ave_half, ave_eco);
}

/*********************************************************** data analysis  *************************************/
void data_analysis(char input_file[], int name_style, int GVD_func, double A,
        double lambda0, double p, double t0, double A1, double A2, double A3,
        int inter, double Delta_lambda, int ave, int ave_half, int ave_eco)
        double wavelength[NoPixel], Delta_t[NoData],
        Delta_t_GVD[NoData], Delta_OD_GVD[NoData];
        double *pointer;
        double (*Delta_OD[NoData] = calloc(30, NoData * NoPixel);
        double (*Delta_OD_GVD[NoData] = calloc(30, NoData * NoPixel);
        double (*Delta_OD_GVD_ave[NoData] = calloc(30, NoData * NoPixel);
        double interval = 20., FWHM = 200., sigma;
        int error = 0;
        int Length;
        double c; // Oth row Oth column number in the file.
        int BUF_LEN = Size, BUF_LEN_m = Size, Step;
        char buf[Size], sub_buf[Size];
char addGVD[4];
char *pch, *pch_sub;
char s[Width];
double Slope, GVD;
FILE *ip, *op;
int i, j, k, l, m, n, o;

/*************************** output files ***************************/
char output_file[NameLength + 4];
// int i, j, error=0;
ip = fopen(input_file, "r");
if ( name_style == 3 )
  // Adding "GVD-" at the beginning of the output file names
{
  char addGVD[4] = "GVD-";
  for ( i = 0; i < 4; i++ ) output_file[i] = addGVD[i];
  for ( j = 0; input_file[j] != '\0'; j++ ) output_file[i + j] = input_file[j];
  output_file[i + j] = '\0';
}
  //Adding ",GVD" at the end of the output file names
else {
  char addGVD[4] = ",GVD";
  for ( i = 0; input_file[i] != '\0'; i++ ) output_file[i] = input_file[i];
  for ( i = 0; i < 4; i++ ) output_file[i + 1] = addGVD[i];
  output_file[i + 1] = '\0';
}

/* User is requested to type in the output file. */
do {
  if ((op = fopen(output_file, "w")) == NULL) {
    printf("\n10 Error: Output file already exists and is read-only. \n");
    printf("Please check file name and type in the output file name. \n");
    scanf("%s", output_file);
    error = 1;
  } else
    error = 0;
} while (error == 1);
printf("GVD output file: %s \n", output_file);
printf("GVD correction will take a couple of minutes. 
" "Please wait...");

/*************************** initialization ***************************/
for ( i = 0; i < NoData; i++ ) /* INITIALIZATION*/ {
  Delta_t[i] = 0.0;
  Delta_r_GVD[i] = 0.0;
  for ( j = 0; j < NoPixel; j++ )
  {  
    if ( i == 0 )
      wavelength[j] = 0.0;
    Delta_0GVD[i][j] = 0.0;
    Delta_0GVD[i][j] = 0.0;
    Delta_0GVD_av[i][j] = 0.0;
  }
}
for (i = 0; i < Width; i++) /* INITIALIZATION*/
    a[i] = 0;

/*********************** reading data ***********************/
Length = 0;
for (i = 0; (i < NoData + 1) && (!feof(ip)); i++) {
    Length = Length + 1;
    fgets(buf, BUF_LEN, ip);
    if (i == 0) {
        for (k = 0; k < NoPixel + 1; k++) {
            if (k == 0) {
                scanf(buf, "%lf\t", &c);
                printf(op, "%.13f \t", c);
            } else {
                scanf(buf, "%lf\t", &wavelength[k - 1]);
                wavelength[k - 1] += Delta_lambda;
                /* wavelength calibration */
                printf(op, "%.13f \t", wavelength[k - 1]);
            }
            scanf(buf, "%s\t", &s);
            Step = strlen(s) + 1;
            BUF_LEN_m = BUF_LEN - Step;
            pch = strchr(buf, '\t');
            for (m = 0; m < BUF_LEN_m; m++)
                sub_buf[m] = buf[Step + m];
            pch_sub = strchr(sub_buf, '\t');
            for (m = 0; m < BUF_LEN_m; m++)
                buf[m] = sub_buf[m];
        }
    } else {
        for (k = 0; k < NoPixel + 1; k++) {
            if (k == 0) {
                scanf(buf, "%lf\t", &Delta_t[1 - 1]);
                //printf(op, "%.13f \t",Delta_t[1-1]);
            } else {
                scanf(buf, "%lf\t", &Delta_OD[1 - 1][k - 1]);
                //printf(op, "%.13f \t",Delta_OD[1-1][k-1]);
            }
            scanf(buf, "%s\t", &s);
            Step = strlen(s) + 1;
            BUF_LEN_m = BUF_LEN - Step;
            pch = strchr(buf, '\t');
            for (m = 0; m < BUF_LEN_m; m++)
                sub_buf[m] = buf[Step + m];
            pch_sub = strchr(sub_buf, '\t');
            for (m = 0; m < BUF_LEN_m; m++)
                buf[m] = sub_buf[m];
        }
    }
    fclose(ip);

/*********************** wavelength calibration *******************/
for (j = 0; j < NoPixel; j++) wavelength[j] += Delta_lambda;

*********************** GVD correction ***********************/
Length = 2;
for (i = 0; i < Length; i++) {
    Delta_t[i] = t0;
}
for (k = 0; k < NoPixel; k++) {
    if (GVD_func == 1)
        GVD = A * pow(abs(wavelength[k] - lambda0), p);
    else
        GVD = t0 + A1 * wavelength[k] + A2 * wavelength[k] * wavelength[k] + A3 * pow(wavelength[k], 3);
    for (l = 0; l < Length; l++) {
        Delta_t_GVD[l] = Delta_t[l] - GVD;
    }
}
for (i = 0; i < Length; i++) {
    if ((Delta_t[i] > Delta_t_GVD[i] && (Delta_t[i] <= Delta_t_GVD[Length - i])) {
        for (n = 0; Delta_t[i] > Delta_t_GVD[i]; n++)
            o = n;
        // Interpolation, Linear
        if (inter == 1) {
            Slope = (Delta_OD[i + 1][k] - Delta_OD[o][k]) / (Delta_t_GVD[o + 1] - Delta_t_GVD[o]);
            Delta_OD_GVD[i + 1][k] = Delta_OD[o][k] + Slope * (Delta_t[i] - Delta_t_GVD[o]);
        }
    }
    else {
    }
}
}
/*-------------------------- Running Average --------------------------*/
if (ave is odd, the averaging includes ave/2 to the left,
  the k'th data, and ave/2 to the right;
if ave is even, the averaging includes ave/2 to the left,
  the k'th data, and ave/2-1 to the right;
The leftmost and rightmost data points are averaged by numbers available.
*/
if (ave != 1) {
    for (i = 0; i < Length; i++) {
        for (k = 0; k < ave_half; k++) {
            for (m = 0; m < 2 * k + 1; m++)
                Delta_OD_GVD_ave[l][k] += Delta_OD_GVD[l][k];
            Delta_OD_GVD_ave[l][k] = Delta_OD_GVD_ave[l][k] / (2 * k + 1);
        }
    }
}
for (k = NoPixel - ave_half - ave_co; k < NoPixel; k++) {
    for (m = k * 2; k < NoPixel + 1; m < NoPixel; m++)
    Delta_OD_GVD_ave[l][k] = Delta_OD_GVD[l][m];
    Delta_OD_GVD_ave[l][k] = Delta_OD_GVD_ave[l][k] / (2 * NoPixel - 2 * k - 1);
}

} /* end of data processing */

/**************************** writing GVD corrected data ****************************/
for (l = 6; l < Length; l++) {
    for (k = 0; k < NoPixel + 1; k++)
        if (k == 0) {
            fprintf(op, "%13.6E \t", Delta_t[l]);
        } else {
            if (ave != 0)
                fprintf(op, "%13.6E \t", Delta_OD_GVD_ave[l][k - 1]);
            else
                fprintf(op, "%13.6E \t", Delta_OD_GVD[l][k - 1]);
        }
    fclose(op);
    free(Delta_OD);
    free(Delta_OD_GVD_ave);
} /* end of data analysis */
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University of Louisville, Louisville, KY

- Studied the energy level alignments and charge transfer dynamics of ligand-passivated CdSe quantum dots and nanoclusters using transient absorption pump-probe spectroscopy (TAPPS). Built a theoretical model for the ultrafast (sub-picosecond scale) kinetics in photovoltaic devices, and accurate determination of the time constants in photo-induced processes.

Research Assistant
April 2008 – Dec 2012
Department of Chemistry, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY, USA

- Developed an analytical method of HPLC-based assay. Preformed routine maintenance tasks for Agilent Series 1100 HPLC, Beckman system GOLD HPLC, and nanoITC.

- Investigated enzyme mechanism for Pseudouridine Synthases. Obtained information from trypsin-digested peptides and RNA nucleotides by using HPLC spectroscopy and mass spectroscopy fragmentation method. Worked with protein and DNA imaging using polyacrylamide gel (PAGE) and agarose gel.

Teaching Assistant
Department of Chemistry, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY, USA

- Lectured on Intro Chemistry, and Analytical Chemistry Laboratory. In charge of the lab preparation for Physical Chemistry Laboratory including electronic instrument repairs, chemical ordering, and laser optical alignments. Built a complete lab inventory and labeling system.
**Undergraduate Research Assistant**  
**Key Laboratory of Colloid Interface Chemistry**, Shandong University, Jinan, China

- Determined the structure of nanoparticle micelle using X-ray diffraction. Built a phase diagram for lyotropic liquid crystal using scanning electron microscopy, microwave synthesis reactor, and circular dichroism.

**KEY SKILLS**

**Lasers and Optics**: cw Ti:Sapphire ring laser (Coherent), Nd:YAG laser (Spectra-Physics), pulsed dye laser (Sirah), femtosecond fiber laser and amplifier (Clark MXR), frequency up-conversion (SHG, THG), optical parametric amplifier (OPA).

**Optical Spectroscopy**: FTIR, fluorescence spectroscopy, cavity ring-down absorption spectroscopy, ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy.

**Molecular Biology**: DNA transformation, protein expression/purification/digestion, enzyme activity assay, metabolites analyzing.

**Bio-Laboratory Technique**: working in the cold room (4°C), handling 0.5 uL – 20 mL pipettes, making up to 20 L *E.coli* cell cultures, autoclaving, SDS/Urea-PAGE gel imaging, biuret assay.

**Analytical Technique**: HPLC, FPLC, MALDI-TOF, UV-Vis and IR spectroscopy.

**Electronics**: digital oscilloscopes, lock-in amplifiers, gated integrators (boxcars), pulse and delay generators, wave function generator, data acquisition cards.

**Software**: MathCAD, Origin, Adobe Illustrator, 3D MAX, Java, OnShape, Labview.

**SELECTED PUBLICATIONS**

- McDonald M.K., Miracco E.J., Chen J., Xie Y., Mueller E.G. The handling of the mechanistic probe 5-fluorouridine by the pseudouridine synthase TruA and its consistency pseudouridine synthases TruB and RluA. *Biochemistry* 2011, 50(3), p426
• Zhang G., Chen X., Xie Y., Zhao Y., Qiu H. Lyotropic liquid crystalline phases in a ternary system of 1-hexadecyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride/1-decanol/water. *J. Colloid Interface Sci* 2007, 315(2), p601


SELECTED PRESENTATIONS


LANGUAGES

Chinese: native speaker;
English: fluent.

REFERENCE

Dr. Jinjun Liu,
Associate Professor, Department of Chemistry and Conn Center for Renewable Energy Research, University of Louisville.
Phone: 502-852-1223    Email: j.liu@louisville.edu

Dr. Rajesh Sardar,
Associate Professor, Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology, Indiana University–Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI).
Phone: 317-278-2511    Email: rsardar@iupui.edu

Dr. Donghui Quan,
Assistant Professor/Graduate Program Coordinator, Department of Chemistry, Eastern Kentucky University.
Phone: 859-622-7461    Email: donghui.quan@eku.edu